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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
The University of Wyoming (UW) commissioned Walker Consultants (Walker) and Olsson to study parking and 
transportation services in the summer of 2018. The stated goals of these services were to identify current and 
future demand for parking, generate a list of recommendations to address the future conditions, and to analyze 
the campus transportation system. This report is the culmination of several months of intense study, and 
evolving conversations about the nature of parking and commuting at UW and in the Laramie area, generally. 
 
 
PROJECT APPROACH 
 
Walker Consultants (Walker) undertook this study with a multifaceted approach that included the collection of 
significant volumes of quantitative and qualitative data. This data collection included: 

 Research of existing information on-line on 

UW web pages and printed information 

 Documents requested of the University 

 Individual interviews with staff members and 

administrators 

 Stakeholder meetings 

 Open forums 

 Meetings with outside agencies 

 A comprehensive campus-wide parking and 

transportation survey 

 A peer and local benchmarking review 

 A GIS (geographic information systems) 

mapping study of commuter employees’ 

home addresses 

SECTION 01 – Executive Summary 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

1. UW does not need a garage to meet parking demand. Although desirable for convenience, it may 
necessitate a 200% - 300% increase in parking fees for nearly 5,000 permit holders, while only serving 
400-500 users. 

2. Parking demand can be met by redistributing current demand using closely managed allocation and 
pricing strategies. 

3. Using existing parking more efficiently will require additional investments in transit frequency, 
passenger amenities (including heated, lighted shelters), and a larger, updated transit maintenance 
facility. 

4. Parking supply is only one side of the equation; UW has opportunities to incentivize commuters to 
come to campus via other modes than the single-occupant vehicle. 

5. UW can mitigate impacts on City neighborhoods through policy, communication, transportation 
options, and parking enforcement support. 
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 A parking supply and demand study, including 

validation of the parking inventory and counts 

of peak parking occupancy 

 A public transit analysis 

 An assessment of cycling and pedestrian 

facilities, amenities, and conditions 

 
 
SUMMARY FINDINGS 
 

 There is a broad perception on campus that a parking garage is needed 

 The UW campus is a generally welcoming environment for pedestrians  
o Walking distances between UW buildings on campus are less than one mile, and many on-

campus destinations are within a five-minute walk of the center of campus. 
o It is possible to walk from one end of campus to the other in 20-25 minutes, depending on the 

specific origin and destination  

 The Laramie community recognizes bicycling as a viable means of transportation 

 In aggregate of all parking spaces on campus, Walker observed UW has adequate parking, even during 
periods of typical peak demand 

 There is a broad misunderstanding regarding the campus parking auxiliary’s need to be self-supporting 

 The parking and transportation system is operated leanly and inexpensively 

 The current parking permit allocation system leads to frustration; confusion; intense competition for a 
minority of spaces; and, increases campus circulation, congestion, and the potential for 
vehicle/bicycle/pedestrian conflict 

 Multiple permit designations, and sometimes inconsistent signage, in individual lots increases 
uncertainty 

 On-campus residents, or those living on the edges of campus, may be driving to class, creating excess 
demand and additional congestion 

 There is not adequate incentive to use remote parking 

 The shuttle system is well-used and appreciated, although ridership decline occurred over past 5 years, 
in part due to budget cuts and service reductions 

 UW has implemented enhanced bus stops for transit riders, which has increased customer satisfaction 

 Parking administration and enforcement are labor intensive and do not benefit from some common 
parking technology solutions (e.g., pay-by-app, license plate recognition [LPR]) 

 There may be ways to simplify processes for distributing visitor permits and temporary permits—to 
increase compliance and convenience 

 Consolidation and improved wayfinding could yield an enhanced visitor experience 

 Most campus constituents have not considered alternatives to the single-occupancy vehicle (SOV) 
commuting; but, based on survey results, a significant number may be willing to try alternatives 

 While Walker received abundant comments and complaints about the cost of parking, many of these 
complaints had a subtext, which suggested that the value that people felt they were receiving for the 
price paid, may be of equal or greater concern 
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SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 No additional parking is recommended at this time. It is unnecessary based on current conditions, would 
be expensive to build and maintain, would require significant parking fee increases, and would use 
valuable/limited land 

 Reorganize and reallocate user groups to have five pricing tiers: “central,” “perimeter,” “periphery,” 

“remote,” and “residential/overnight” 

o Sell permits on a lot-by-lot basis limiting the number of permits sold in each location 

o Price the newly found tiers based on demand: increase the price of more highly sought-after 

spaces; decrease the price of less-desirable spaces 

 Concentrate/designate visitor parking 

o Clear, simple wayfinding system 

o Ease of payment/validation 

 Consider transportation demand management (TDM) strategies 

o Introduce carpooling permits, which could be issued to groups of two or more. Each member of 
the group would turn in an individual permit or would be ineligible to purchase an individual 
permit 

o Introduce vanpooling through engaging a third-party provider; they may do much of the work to 
establish, promote, communicate, and manage the program 

o Incorporate bicycle and pedestrian improvements into campus projects 
 Improve inadequate or confusing pedestrian crossings with pavement markings, 

wayfinding, traffic control (signal, flashing beacon, roundabout, etc.), and accessibility 
 Decrease conflicts between pedestrians and other modes traveling on campus by 

implementing separate bicycle and pedestrian paths and/or vehicle lanes; limit vehicular 
use within areas of high pedestrian activity; additional/enhanced sidewalks 

 Construct additional sidewalks or multiuse paths to promote continuity of a pedestrian 
path network 

 Develop a Bicycle Master Plan consistent with the overall transportation network for the 
campus 

o Continue to invest in transit 
 expand the shuttle system into the community to encourage more employees and off 

campus students to not rely on the SOV as the only transportation mode to campus; 
Seek additional revenue sources outside the University to review system expansion 

 Transit stops located near and on campus should be improved to provide covered 
shelters and trash cans, well-maintained lighting, queuing areas for people with bikes, 
route maps, benches, and—where possible—heat 

 Consider public transit corridors within the future roadway network in the Campus 
Master Plan 

 Invest in high efficiency fuel transit vehicles to be consistent with campus sustainability 
goals 

 Develop a new branding theme, combining the fixed route, LaramieLink Dial-A-Ride, and 
SafeRide services – promoting the services are available for all users 

o Introduce enhanced TDM support services such as a guaranteed ride home, carsharing, one-day 
permits, carpool/vanpool ridematching, and bikesharing 
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 Formalize a parking facility maintenance plan to care for parking assets appropriately (i.e., “sinking 

fund”): 

o Budget annually 

o Schedule preventative maintenance and routine repairs through and annual budget and 

scheduling  

o Prepare for capital expenditures 

 Share policy and financial information transparently 

 Implement a license plate recognition (LPR) system in place of hang tags or stickers—a user’s license 

plate would be his or her permit 

 Create paid visitor parking spaces using a mobile smartphone app 

 Communicate marketing messages consistently 

 Adopt/enhance the “ambassador” program model or approach to parking enforcement 

 Revise the parking rules and regulations and fine structure for a clearer, more accurate representation 

of the desired system 

 Maintain financial sustainability through the implementation of a tiered pricing approach and adjusting 

the “base” price, based on any additional costs to the parking and transportation system 

o Increase the parking fees by approximately 1.5%-2% annually to account for inflation 

 Mitigate impacts on City neighborhoods through policy, communication, transportation options, and 

parking enforcement support 

 
 
COMMUNICATION—KEY MESSAGES 
 
Change always brings challenges—and people may react strongly to any adjustment to their daily parking and 

transportation routines; even if the current routine is not ideal. It is critical to note even if parking pricing, 

allocations, and programs are not changed, the way in which the campus is actively growing, developing, and 

evolving will continue to change the user experience. 

 

Bearing this in mind, UW has the opportunity to proactively manage changes on campus. Because parking and 

transportation can be such “hot spot” issues, it is critical that communications are consistent, frank, and 

transparent. Walker recommends sharing key messages with the campus community, as follows: 

 Parking is more difficult on the UW campus than ever before. The “status quo” is not static 

 “Hunting permits” create frustration, congestion, and safety challenges on and off campus 

 Parking fees are not a source of revenue generation for the University, the parking system is designed to 

be (and is, in fact, required to be) self-supporting 

o UW is committed to being transparent regarding the sources and uses of parking fees and fines 

o Revenues collected through the parking system will continue to be reinvested in the system for 

the benefit of campus community members 

 Parking fees are set to generate the amount of revenue required to fully fund transit and parking 

services 
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o Although the fees are reasonable relative to the services being offered, many customers express 

they are not getting value for what they are paying 

o UW is committed to creating a more predictable, less frustrating, and better customer service 

experience, by pricing and allocating parking appropriately to balance use within the system 

 Although the campus currently has adequate parking, there are localized shortages 

o Balancing the use of existing parking resources uses them more efficiently 

o Minimizing the amount of parking constructed can significantly mitigate costs to end users 

 Shuttles will continue to be an important component of the parking and transportation system; this 

recognizes that: 

o Not everyone is willing or able to walk from perimeter parking locations 

o Safety perceptions vary by individual 

o Lighting varies by campus location 

o Weather conditions and the lack of bus stop amenities can be a barrier 
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The University of Wyoming (UW), established in 1886, is located in the City of Laramie, Wyoming. The 836-acre 
campus, at 7,220 feet above sea level, is surrounded by a beautiful backdrop of the Medicine Bow Mountains to 
the West and the Laramie Mountains to the East. This allows for a great availability of outdoor activities 
including trails for biking, walking, and hiking that add to the campus’ appeal. If one were visiting the campus, 
they would likely enter campus from one of the north/south cross-streets off of Grand Avenue. The campus is 
generally bound by Harney Street in the north, 30th and 22nd Streets in the east, Grand Avenue in the south, and 
9th Street in the west. Greenhill Cemetery is nearly fully surrounded by University property. 
 
UW offers a wide array of academic choices with over 200 programs of study including Arts & Sciences, 
Agriculture and Natural Resources, Business, Education, Engineering and Applied Science, Health Sciences, Law, 
and the School of Energy Resources. UW students are able to receive credits for courses taken through the 
National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS) and Outside Magazine has recognized UW as one of the top 
“adventure colleges”. UW also has a strong research and innovation presence. In FY17, UW’s research enterprise 
generated over $54 million in grants from federal agencies like National Science Foundation, Department of 
Energy, and U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. 
 
According to the UW website, the UW population has students from all 50 states and 88 countries. The Fall 2018 
new-student class recently reached a record high attendance of 1,859 new students on campus. There are 
nearly 130,000 total UW Alumni, of which, over 50,000 live in Wyoming. The UW pride is woven through the 
fabric of the population. The community genuinely cares about the success of their university. Because of this, 
the campus and surrounding community input is passionate, sincere, and high in supply. 
 
 

PROJECT APPROACH 
 
Walker Consultants (Walker) undertook this study with a multifaceted approach that included the collection of 
significant volumes of quantitative and qualitative data. This data collection included: 

 Research of existing information on-line on UW web pages and printed information 

 Documents requested of the University 

 Individual interviews with staff members and administrators 

 Stakeholder meetings 

 Open forums 

 Meetings with outside agencies (City of Laramie) 

 A campus-wide parking and transportation survey 

 A peer and local benchmarking review 

 A GIS (geographic information systems) mapping study of employees’ home addresses 

 A parking supply and demand study, including validation of the parking inventory and counts of peak 

parking occupancy over the course of two days 

 A public transit analysis  

 An assessment of cycling and pedestrian facilities, amenities, and conditions 

SECTION 02 – Introduction & Background 
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STAKEHOLDER INPUT 
 
Walker’s analysis included: quantitative data including the results of a survey sent to all UW faculty, staff, and 
students; parking space inventory and occupancy counts were tallied to put an accurate count on the 
quantifiable utilization of spaces across different user groups and facilities on campus; and finally, employee’s 
home addresses were mapped to study the possibility of carpooling or vanpooling to/from campus. The focus 
groups and open forums provided qualitative input that puts names, faces, and real stories to the other data we 
were collecting. Although these are anecdotal, these opinions are from real individuals, with real experiences. 
Below are some of the overall trends from these meetings and discussions. This feedback is presented in greater 
detail in Appendix D. 
 
The comments below are quoted or paraphrased from focus group participants. These are individual 
comments and do not necessary represent trends. They may inform Walker’s recommendations, but are not 
recommendations as presented in this section. 
 

 There is a lack of understanding and/or transparency of the parking auxiliary 

 Many believe a new parking garage is needed on campus 

 Community does not view UW as parking friendly 

 Transit system has become very successful: drivers are great and well trained; buses are clean, frequent, 
on time 

 UW keeps up with technology: permit and ticket payments, parking app/kiosks for short-term, bus 
tracking—Online permit sales prior to arrival are appreciated 

 Bike system working, good bike rental program, bike committee on campus has been positive 

 Pedestrian access is good, but a little unsafe on 9th, 15th, and Ivinson 

 There is enough parking supply as a whole, but “R” permits are expensive and oversold 

 Communication is lacking regarding: 
o Warnings of changes in parking as they occur or as they are anticipated to occur allowing users 

to plan ahead 
o Between departments and TPS 

 Enforcement is non-existent after 5pm – becomes a free for all 

 Signage and wayfinding should be improved Most parking is contained in the eastern third of the campus 
– not many options West, and nearly nothing west of 15th 

 University employees have gone 8 years without pay increase – cause for concern about parking rates 

 Cultural change needs to occur—everyone wants to park at the front doorstep. People think there is a 
parking problem, but it is a cultural problem or perceptual issue 

 Culturally, staff doesn’t want to use transit– they complain about its “reliability” but they actually do not 
want to use it 

 Cyclists are expected to bike in the streets as opposed to sidewalks, but there is not a culture of cyclists. 
This makes for drivers of automobiles to not be used to looking for cyclists in the road. 

 Cycling, skateboarding, scootering enforcement is “hands off” – could use cyclist police 

 Campus vehicles do not have to “dismount” and drive in areas where cyclists are expected to dismount – 
police cars, John Deere gators, Pepsi truck, etc. 

SECTION 3 – STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT & SURVEY FINDINGS 
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 Neighborhoods near campus are very full of cars parked on street 

 City parking can be difficult in residential areas – signage is confusing to depict where it is legal and 
illegal 

 
 
PARKING & COMMUTING SURVEY RESULTS 
 
Using SurveyMonkey, an online survey tool, Walker completed campus-wide, quantitative research on topics 
surrounding transportation and parking services. The survey instrument, in its entirety, can be found in 
Appendix A. The survey was designed to take 8 to 12 minutes to complete, though there were several 
opportunities for people to answer open-ended questions, which had the potential to make the survey take 
longer to complete. 
 
The entire list of survey questions can be viewed in Appendix A. The responses to all survey questions can be 
found in Appendix B. Walker’s cross tabulation analysis of the results can be found in Appendix C. The entire text 
of all open-ended responses can be found in Appendix D. All comments are unedited, uncensored, and 
uncorrected. The pages that follow summarize the key findings from the survey, which feed into the overall 
findings and recommendations for the study found later in this document. All data collected in the survey is 
available to UW for further analysis and cross-tabulations. 
 
RESPONSE RATES 

The response rates to this survey were strong with nearly half of faculty and over a third of staff taking the time 
to fill out surveys.  
 

Figure 1: Response Rates by User Group 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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COMMUTING DISTANCE 

Faculty and staff both have peak concentrations living between 1 and 5 miles from campus. Commuting 
undergraduates tend to live closer to campus than any other user group. 
 
TRANSPORTATION MODE  

Across each user group, driving alone was the most reported mode, with staff/faculty reporting the highest 
frequencies. Students use the bus and walking as their primary mode more than staff or faculty. 
 

Figure 2: What is your most frequent, primary mode of transportation to campus? 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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FACTORS MOTIVATING TRANSPORTATION MODE CHOICE 

When survey participants were asked what factors were most important in selecting a mode of transportation, 
convenience, availability, weather, and cost were reported as “very important.” This trend was also observed 
across all groups, despite affiliation. 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL  

When survey participants were asked if they felt that their transportation choices impact UW’s environmental 
sustainability, over half of respondents (63%) indicated transportation choice has at least some impact on UW’s 
effort to be better stewards of the environment. Respondents were also asked how important they felt it was 
for UW to implement environmentally-friendly transportation solutions, with approximately 60% reporting 
“important” or “very important.” 
 
TRAVEL/COMMUTE TIME 

When asked how long it takes to find a parking space, 78% of faculty, 81% of staff, and 73% of graduate students 
reported they could find a parking space within five minutes or less, while only 21% of undergraduate students 
reported finding a space in the same amount of time. 
 

Figure 3: Reported Typical Time to Find a Parking Space by User 
 

 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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After they park on campus, a majority of faculty and staff (72%) reported it only takes them five minutes or less 
to reach their destination. Whereas, only 26% of undergraduate students reported a similar time to reach their 
destination. 
 

Figure 4: Self-Reported Cumulative Time to Destination 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
ABILITY TO FIND A PARKING SPACE 

When asked if, within the last year, they were unable to find a parking space on campus for which their permit is 
valid, 71% said they could not find a space within the last year. When survey participants were asked how often 
they are unable to find a space, student groups (undergraduates and graduates) reported they were unable to 
find parking more frequently than faculty or staff did, especially for “once a week”, “2 or 3 days a week”, and 
“More than 3 days” categories. When survey participants were asked how concerned they were if they leave in 
the middle of day, when they return, they would not be able to find a space, 86% said they were somewhat or 
very concerned. 
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WILLINGNESS TO TRY ALTERNATIVES 

When asked their willingness to try alternate modes, in general, students were more likely to try options than 
faculty or staff while, overall, the community showed significant willingness to try alternatives with at least 40% 
of each respondent group demonstrating at least some openness. 
 

Figure 5: Willingness to Try Alternative Modes of Transportation 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
CARPOOLING 

When respondents were asked to provide their opinion on carpooling as a reasonable alternative, nearly 50% of 
faculty and staff, 60% of graduate students, and 80% of undergraduate students answered “yes” or “maybe”. 
For those who answered carpooling was not a reasonable alternative, respondents were able to select out of a 
group of options as to why. The most selected options were: “My work or class schedule is too irregular,” “I feel 
uncomfortable not having my personal vehicle available to me,” and “I prefer driving alone.” When respondents 
were asked what factors may make them more likely to carpool, the most common responses, among all 
affiliations, were preferred parking spaces and reduced permit fees, with a preferred parking space edging out 
reduced parking fees (once again highlighting the issue of value/convenience over cost). 
 
TRANSIT 

When survey participants were asked how often they use the bus within a typical two-week period to campus, 
72% of all respondents said they never take the bus. Respondents were also asked which bus service they most 
typically use. Of the options provided, Union Express, South Express, and Campus Commuter were the most 
selected. As with carpooling, survey participants were asked what factors may influence their choice to use the 
bus as a reasonable alternative. The most selected option was: “I have no interest in riding the bus.” The next 
most selected factors were: more direct routes, more frequent service, and a mobile application showing real-
time bus locations. 
 
BICYCLE 

Survey respondents were also asked about the frequency of cycling to campus within a typical two-week period. 
Of those that responded, 62% said they never bike to campus, 12% said less than one day, and 11% said one to 
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three days. In all, nearly 40% of respondents bike at least occasionally. When asked what factors may influence 
their choice to bike to campus, the most selected responses were “lane conditions/snow removal,” “different 
climate,” and “safer bike routes to campus.” 
 
BIKESHARE 

When asked if respondents had any interest in Pokes’ Spokes Bike Library or e-bike programs, nearly 40% 
indicated some interest. 
 
CARSHARE 

Survey respondents were asked if they would be interested in a carshare service on campus. Overall, 71% said 
they would not be interested in using it. However, 18% said they would be interested in using it for University-
related business, paid for by the department. 
 
PRIORITIZATION 

Survey respondents were asked of the various options the University could implement, what transportation 
options should they prioritize, and which were their top three choices. The majority of respondents, almost 70%, 
selected “more parking” as their first choice. The most often selected second choice was improved transit, and 
the most selected third option was more/better sidewalks, paths, and crosswalks. 
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OTHER FINDINGS FROM OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES 
 
Other concepts and questions came up frequently enough and are highlighted below. The full text of all open-
ended responses can be found in Appendix D. 
 
PARK-AND-RIDE AND SHUTTLES 

 The park-and-ride options from the south and east are appreciated 

 Interest in park-and-ride locations for those coming from the north and west 

 Earlier/later shuttles 

 Extra buses at peak hours or during inclement weather 

 More heated shelters 

 Questions as to reliability/accuracy of the transit app 
 
OPERATIONS 

 Desire to understand parking allocation principles 
o Why/how are A and C permits oversold? 
o Why (ideally) R permits should not be oversold 

 Should there be a discount for shift workers whose alternatives to driving/parking may be limited or 
nonexistent 

 Can parking lines be painted yellow (again) for better visibility during snow events? 

 More transparency regarding how parking fees are used 
o What are the sources and uses of funding? 
o Why are there parking fees/What is an auxiliary? 
o What are the funding limitations? 
o Why can’t the campus simply “get” a parking structure? 

 Why does or should contractor parking displace commuters? 
 

ENFORCEMENT/FINES 

 Those who are displaced suggest there is not enough enforcement 

 Many believe there is too much enforcement and tickets are costing them too much (these are likely the 
people doing the displacing) 

 Lack of understanding of the purpose of enforcement and fines (i.e., primary goal to generate compliance 
rather than revenue) 

 
ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION 

 For some respondents there was a perception the survey was an attempt to “force” the use of alternatives. 
No one should be compelled to use alternatives 

 Misunderstanding of the concept that some people being shifted to alternatives makes parking easier for 
those who continue to drive alone 

 Perception carpooling/vanpooling requires identical endpoints; data show very few corridors into Laramie. 
Most commuters will share a route 

 Many respondents cite inability to use alternatives due to current life situation (e.g., child in daycare), 
without understanding needs and abilities to shift modes are fluid throughout life and career 

 Would need strong assurance of reliability of a guaranteed ride home program 
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SHORT-TERM/VISITOR PARKING 

 Parkmobile is an appreciated amenity, expand to all meters 

 Anger/confusion over “Future Cowboy” parking 

 Some appreciated the meters added to the Union lot (replacing those that had been converted to “Future 
Cowboy” parking); others lamented the reduction of permit-controlled spaces in the Union lot 

 
 
FINAL COMMENTS 
 
The last question asked: Do you have any final comments regarding parking or transportation options at UW? 
This was a format for those taking the survey to give open-ended responses and opinions on the parking and 
transportation system. The full text of all open-ended responses can be found in Appendix D. 
 
FACULTY/STAFF 

 Majority of comments expressed a desire for more parking and a new parking garage 

 Unhappy with the loss of parking for new buildings 

 Any new dorms should have parking with it 

 Issue with campus community members parking in the neighborhoods 

 Comments associated with dissatisfaction with the cost of parking:  
o Parking should be less expensive, or faculty should not have to pay at all 
o Parking is too expensive 

 Other comments focused on the value of parking, e.g.: 
o Respondents having trouble finding parking, even if they have a permit 

 There are no major problems, can usually find a parking spot, money should not be wasted on more parking 

 Lifestyle and family obligations impact ability to use alternatives 

 Should invest in alternatives 
o Increased bus service 

 Service to West Laramie  
o Increase enforcement of bike laws/violations  
o More bike parking 
o Consider sustainability goals/environmental sustainability  

 Safety concerns regarding walking and biking 
o Lighting  
o Biking too fast in pedestrian heavy areas 

 Weather prevents use of alternatives during certain times of year 
 
UNDERGRADUATES 

OFF CAMPUS  

 Majority of comments expressed a desire for more parking 
o New garage  
o Parking closer to campus  

 Complaints about the cost of parking  
o Desire for more free parking 

 Other comments focused on the value of parking, e.g.: 
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o “C” permit spaces are too far from campus/buildings  
o Disappointment that even if they purchase a permit, they have a hard time finding a space 

 Unhappy seeing money spent on athletics or new buildings when a new structure is more needed 

 Bus services end too early (6:00 p.m.) 

 Weather impacts ability to walk/bike to campus 

 Better bike infrastructure (lanes, racks, etc.) and better maintenance of sidewalks during bad weather 
 

ON CAMPUS 

 Majority of comments expressed a desire for more parking 
o More “R” permit/residential parking needed 
o New student parking garage 

 Concerns with value of parking 
o Unable to find a space even with a permit 
o There is too much of an oversell of spaces 

 Do not remove sorority/fraternity spaces for parking 

 Make sorority/fraternity row parking exclusive to Greek students 

 Weather impacts ability to always walk/bike 
 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 

 Majority of comments expressed a desire for more parking 

 Parking is too expensive (permits, meters, day passes) 

 Desire for more bus routes and for buses to run later in the evening 

 Desire to be able to purchase “A” or faculty permits 

 A few mentioned needing to come to campus only a couple times a week and would like alternative permits 

 Several students expressed wishing it was easier to not have to drive to campus but with limitations in 
alternative services and schedules, it does not work for them. Or they have to bring a lot of materials or 
equipment to campus 
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WALKER COMMENTARY: COST VERSUS VALUE 
 

As we put the survey and focus group 
findings into perspective, we want to draw 
particular attention to the difference 
between cost and value. Much of the 
survey and individual feedback included 
the suggestion that parking at UW is 
expensive. Based on Walker’s experience 
around the country, and on university 
campuses in particular, this is objectively 
not the case, with peer institutions 
charging 90% more for resident parking 
and 40% for faculty and staff parking. Part 
of this perception is likely due to paid 
parking being a rarity in the Laramie 
region, and to many campus community 
members being unfamiliar with the 
practice. Another, perhaps more important 
reason for the perception relates to 
value—not cost. A product or service that 
does not deliver what is expected (this may 
not always be possible, of course), will be 

perceived as not being worth the cost. 
Although on the surface many of the 
complaints about UW parking seemed to 
be about cost, a closer reading of the full 
body of comments suggest there are 
mitigating factors. 

 
A large volume of comments regarding 
pricing indicated parking was expensive in 
light of the difficulty of finding parking, the 
distance from a destination, illegal parkers 
occupying spaces, or other inconveniences. 
The presence of these qualifiers in so many 
of the comments that Walker received, 
indicate price may not be as significant of 
a concern for the campus community, if 
they feel better value is being provided. 

 
 
 

 
 
In the recommendations section of this report, Walker offers suggestions that will: 

 make parking signage and regulations clearer; 

 manage parking lots more granularly to improve availability; 

 create a predictable parking experience; 

 allow patrons to choose their levels of convenience, availability, and expense; 

 incorporate closer regulation of violations; 

 support a “park-once” philosophy; 

 reduce traffic and improve safety; and, 
 maintain current parking revenue levels while charging most customers less than they 

are currently paying, while delivering a higher level of service for all. 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 
 

 Demand – The number of spaces required to meet faculty, staff, student, and visitor parking needs on a 

given day. 

 Inventory – The total number of parking spaces identified and counted. 

 Effective Supply – The actual inventory, adjusted to provide the optimum number of parking spaces. By 

including a cushion in the parking inventory, the chances for the frustration caused by community 

members searching for the last available spaces is reduced. The cushion allows for the dynamics of 

vehicles moving in and out of spaces, and allows for spaces lost to poor or improper parking, derelict 

vehicles, and spaces lost for repair, materials storage, etc. 

 Occupancy – The number of vehicles observed parked on a given day, which is used as the indicator for 

parking demand. The days and times selected are intended to illustrate typical, peak-demand 

conditions. In this case, at around 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on a Tuesday and Wednesday, after the 

add/drop period has ended, before final exams, and not during a University break. 

 Parking Adequacy – The difference between the effective parking supply and the occupancy (observed 

demand). A positive adequacy indicates a parking surplus, and a negative adequacy indicates a parking 

deficit. 

 
PARKING INVENTORY 
 
On Monday, September 24th, 2018, Walker, along with UW staff, validated the campus parking inventory. Every 
lot was counted and within each lot, all special designations, reservations, time limitations, and permit 
restrictions were noted. The full inventory of 5,560 parking spaces was compiled to be used for occupancy 
counts on the following days. 
 
  

SECTION 04 -Current Parking Supply & Demand 
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Figure 6: UW Full Parking Inventory, by Lot 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

  

Fac i l ity Inventory Fac i l ity  (continued)
Inventory 

(continued)

106 - 15th & Bradley/A lot 54                    302- Frisbee Lot 337                    

107 - Ag. North 19                    303- Hill Hall 19                      

108 - Day Lot - Upper 36                    304- King Street North Crane Cafeteria 28                      

109 - Day Lot - Lower 58                    305- King Street North Orr 23                      

110 - Aven Nelson 5                      306- King Street North Washakie 25                      

111 - Biological Sciences 3                      307- King Street North White 16                      

112 - Education North 37                    308,309,310 - Office Annex 77                      

114 - Engineering East 2                      311- Orr Hall East 2                         

115 - Engineering North 12                    312- Orr Hall South 62                      

116 - Engineering West 18                    313- White Hall South 2                         

117,118 - Geology 6                      314- White Lot 28                      

119 - Health Science 13                    403- Corbett East 93                      

120 - McWhinnie East 1                      404- Fine Arts East 76                      

121 - McWhinnie North 53                    405- Fine Arts North 278                    

122 - Physical Science 7                      406,407,408,409,411,412 -  Fraternity/Sorority Row 415                    

123 - Property Warehouse 11                    410- Honors House 12                      

127 - WyoHall North 131                  413- Willett Drive 12                      

128 - WyoHall South 10                    501,502,503 - 19th Street On-Street 136                    

131 - Anthropology North 97                    505 - Dirt Lot South of Animal Science 87                      

132 - STEM South 4                      504,506 - Animal Sciences 106                    

133 - STEM West 5                      508 - Arena Auditorium North     9                         

134 - Half Acre East 2                      511 - Centennial Complex South 140                    

138 - TPS Apartment 7                      512 - Power Plant South 15                      

202 - Coe Library West 20                    507,513,514 -  RAC 70                      

203 - Cooper lot 86                    515,516,517 -  RMMC 21                      

207 - Hoyt loop 45                    519- War Memorial West 41                      

209 - Ivinson Lot 148                  520 - WTBC 58                      

211 - Knight Hall East 20                    521 - Express Lot East 381                    

212 - Knight Hall North 4                      509,510,523 - Centennial Complex/ Visual Arts 134                    

213 - Knight Hall West 5                      524 - War Memorial East 850                    

216 - Student Health 12                    526 - High Bay West 19                      

217,218,219 - Union Lot 199                  Express Lot South 242                    

221 - Guthrie House 14                    Armory Road Lot and 525 30th Street Lot 432                    

301- Crane-Hill Lot 170                  Total 5 ,560           
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The total inventory, broken down by space type rather than by lot, is listed as follows: 
 

Figure 7: UW Full Parking Inventory, by Space Type 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
Summarized, if we gather some of the spaces into more general categories, especially to designate those spaces 
available to permit holders, versus “open” parking (i.e., free, metered spaces, pay-by-plate spaces, or all paid 
permits), the simplified inventory looks like the following figure. 
 

Figure 8: UW Full Parking Inventory, by Space Type — Aggregated 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
 
PARKING DEMAND 
 
Walker staff, with the support of University of Wyoming staff, conducted occupancy counts on campus on 
Tuesday, September 25th at 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. and Wednesday, September 26th at 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 

Space Type Permit Meaning Inventory

A Faculty/ Staff 968           

A/C Faculty/ Staff/ Commuter Student 829           

R Resident (student) 928           

D ADA 249           

U University 94             

M Motorcycle 10             

Meter/ pay by plate 230           

Reserved 109           

Free 1,840       

All paid permits mixture -allows all 266           

Loading 18             

Fuel Efficient 1                

"Future Cowboy" 18             

Total 5,560       

Space Type Inventory

Permit 2,829               

Open 2,336               

ADA 249                  

Other 146                  

Total 5,560               
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p.m. Both days were sunny and clear with high temperatures around 65 degrees. These peak times (including 
time of semester) were mutually agreed upon by Walker and UW, based on observations and professional 
experience. These times and days were selected to represent “design day” conditions (i.e., judged to be typically 
busy days, during the fall semester, with no inclement weather conditions). 
 
On the day before occupancy counts were conducted, Walker validated the University-provided inventory data. 
Each location was checked for accuracy of data and verified modifications made to the inventory. Most noted 
discrepancies were related to parking areas closed for construction, or in parking lots in which interior sub-
designations (reserved spaces, ADA, visitor) had been reapportioned.  
 
The campus inventory of approximately 5,560± spaces was divided approximately in half. Each half was assigned 
one Walker and one UW staff member. Each of the occupancy counts was completed within approximately one-
hour windows.  
 
The 10:00 a.m. counts occurred between 9:30 a.m. and 10:30 a.m., and the 2:00 p.m. counts were taken 
between 1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. This approach was intended to provide UW with snapshots in time, during 
which concurrent campus demand was quickly, efficiently, and accurately measured. 
 
The following “heat map” provides a visual representation of campus demand. Among the four counts, Tuesday 
at 10:00 a.m. reflected the highest overall demand. This occupancy heat map is an overall view of the parking 
system. Individual experiences will vary on a lot by lot basis, as well as throughout the year and within each day. 
One user may have a personal experience that is quite pleasant, where they arrive early to campus and park in 
the same lot every day finding a space easily. Whereas, another user might not be able to find parking 
frequently and may have a negative perception of the system. 
 
This map displays not only the variances in occupancy during the observed peak, but also points out entire 
facilities with extremely low occupancy, primarily most facilities east of 19th Street. These lots are located in less-
desirable locations but are still available for users.  
 
Overall, the entire campus (including ADA, visitor, and specialty assigned spaces) was 67% occupied. For permit 
holders, occupancy percentages varied among user groups: 99% for R (resident), 89% for A (faculty/staff), 60% 
for U (university), and 50% for A/C (faculty/staff/commuter student). The undesignated or open parking was 
only 55% occupied during the peak count. This is likely due to the underutilization of the more remote facilities. 
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Figure 9: Peak Demand Day Utilization — Entire Campus 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants
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GIS STUDY 
 
Using GIS (geographical information system) software and the home addresses of UW campus faculty and staff 
members, Walker was able to build maps of the origin points of campus commuters. These maps were overlaid 
with local and regional transit routes. Using these maps, the nodes of demand are shown (clusters of dots). We 
can also see corridors of demand; this is equally important, and often-overlooked information—as there are 
limited routes people follow to arrive in Laramie. In order to carpool or vanpool together, UW commuters do 
not need to share a street, block, or even community—they simply need to share a common route to campus, 
along which members of the group can be picked up. 
 
The data for faculty and staff represent a large percentage of those populations. Employees of the institution 
generally provide accurate address information. The faculty and staff who list only their work address in the HR 
system, who use a Post Office Box (PO Box), or who list a home address outside the region or country (e.g., 
visiting faculty or researchers), are not reflected in the data. Students, who often do not provide good local-
address data, are not included in this map or portion of analysis. 
 
It is important to note, as requested of the University, Walker was provided spreadsheets with two pieces of 
information: home address and affiliation (faculty/staff). There was no identifying information, such as name or 
University identification number. Walker will destroy the data once this project is complete. It is possible that 
the list provided to Walker included faculty and staff members working at county offices of the University of 
Wyoming Extension.  
 
Due to the generally low population density of Southeastern Wyoming, UW draws commuters from a large 
commute-shed, but also has significant clusters of close-in commuters. In order to give the fullest possible and 
clearest picture of commuters’ home addresses, Walker produced a series of maps, with different radii to 
campus—0.5 miles, 1 mile, 2 miles, 5 miles, 50 miles, and 75 miles. These maps assist in shaping 
recommendations twofold: ensuring the most proximal employees are aware of alternative modes of transit to 
and from the campus and encouraging/connecting the employees who travel the furthest to carpool. By 
accomplishing these two goals, the University can save employees money on transportation, relieve parking 
demand, and lessen transportation impacts upon the environment. These maps are the six that follow. 
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Figure 10: Faculty/Staff GIS Commuter Map—0.5-Mile Radius 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants  
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Figure 11: Faculty/Staff GIS Commuter Map—One-Mile Radius 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants  
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Figure 12: Faculty/Staff GIS Commuter Map—Two-Mile Radius 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants  
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Figure 13: Faculty/Staff GIS Commuter Map—Five-Mile Radius 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants  
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Figure 14: Faculty/Staff GIS Commuter Map—50-Mile Radius 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants  
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Figure 15: Faculty/Staff GIS Commuter Map—75-Mile Radius 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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The GIS mapping allows us to better visualize several findings: 
 

1. There are sufficient concentrations at significant distances from campus, especially Cheyenne and Fort 
Collins to merit the development and marketing of carpooling and vanpooling tools. Perhaps this could 
even be extended to include Wheatland and/or Torrington. Commuting long distances (e.g., 60 minutes 
or more) may act as further encouragement for carpooling and vanpooling. 

2. The two-mile radius map shows a large concentration of individuals to the immediate north and south of 
campus who could be within a bus or shuttle route, but the layout of the bus and shuttle routes 
encourages the use of the remote lots and deters those from never bringing a car to campus in the first 
place. The Union Express and Campus Commuter routes both appear to not service employees of the 
campus other than those who park within the express lot. There is room for improvement at adding or 
editing an existing route to better serve the employees within Laramie.  

3. These clusters of employees could also be better served with TDM strategies as well. 
4. West Laramie displays another proximal cluster of employee residences. This falls in line with the 

comments made in the focus groups and within the survey asking for a West Laramie park and ride 
option. 
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BENCHMARKING 
 
PEER INSTITUTIONS 
 
The competitive environment surrounding academic institutions—competition for resources, students, faculty, 
etc. —offers a compelling backdrop against which to evaluate a University’s operations, characteristics and 
amenities. Identifying peer institutions against which to measure these factors provides decision makers with 
general information concerning their standing among like institutions. For the purposes of this project, the 
University of Wyoming has identified five (5) peer institutions: 
 

• Colorado State University (Fort Collins, CO) 
• Montana State University (Bozeman, MT) 
• University of Idaho (Moscow, ID) 
• Utah State University (Logan, UT) 
• South Dakota State University (Brookings, SD) 

 
For reference, the location of these institutions relative to Laramie is shown in the figure below. 
 

Figure 16: Map of Peer Institutions 

 
Source: Olsson 
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STUDENT POPULATIONS 
The transportation and parking needs of a university are directly related to the size and distribution of the 
student population and its geographical setting. Of the peers identified, the UW ranks in the middle in terms of 
total student population with nearly 14,000. Peer student populations range from 10,800 (Utah State University) 
to over 28,000 (Colorado State University). A summary of student populations for the most recent year available 
from each institution is shown in the table below. 
 

Figure 17: Total Student Population Comparison of Peers 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson & Walker Consultants 

 
The need for parking and transportation facilities is a function of the trips necessary to access a need (a class, 
the dining hall, a place of employment, etc.). The origins and destinations of these trips play a role in the mode 
choices for the travelers. For university students, the location of their housing compared to the location of their 
classrooms can be the primary concern in determining when and how a trip is taken. Compared to its peers, UW 
houses around five percent fewer students on campus, requiring these students to seek transportation to and 
from campus. Detailed information relating to the campus housing ratio is shown in the following table. 
 

Figure 18: On-Campus Housing Ratio Comparison of Peers 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson & Walker Consultants 
 
PARKING RATIOS 
Utilizing the student population information, and including faculty/staff populations, a measurement of parking 
ratios was gathered. Parking ratios, similar to the surrounding comparisons of peers, a comparison of built 
parking spaces can be useful. These ratios compare the total number of parking spaces to the total population 
on campus. These ratios do not display utilizations or the details by user group but show how UW compares in 
relation to the number of built or available spaces on campus. 
 

University of 

Wyoming

Colorado State 

University

Montana 

State

University 

of Idaho

Utah State 

University

South Dakota 

State 

University

Mean Median

Undergraduate 10,209 23,768 14,919 9,897 9,601 10,390 13,715 10,390

Graduate 3,720 3,962 1,983 2,214 1,236 1,329 2,145 1,983

Professional - 567 - - - 388 478 478

Total 13,929 28,297 16,902 12,111 10,837 12,107 16,051 12,111

University of 

Wyoming

Colorado State 

University

Montana 

State

University 

of Idaho

Utah State 

University

South Dakota 

State 

University

Mean Median

Housing (beds) 3,223 6,300 4,200 4,350 3,570 3,500 4,384 4,200

On-Campus Ratio 0.23 0.22 0.25 0.36 0.33 0.28 0.29 0.28

Total Students 13,929 28,864 16,902 12,111 10,837 12,495 16,242 12,495
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Figure 19: Benchmark Peer Institution Parking Ratios 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
As displayed, the parking ratios range from 0.27 at the University of Idaho to 0.66 at South Dakota State 
University. UW’s ratio of 0.41 falls within this range. This suggests the number of spaces at UW is consistent with 
its peers. Moreover, there are over 1,000 additional spaces on campus not being utilized by TPS. These spaces 
are currently only utilized during sporting event home game days. These findings are consistent with Walker’s 
analysis, which suggests there is likely no need for additional spaces to be added at this time. 
 
These peer institutions allow for a comparison of parking being provided compared to the total campus 
population. While these figures can provide some level of context, it is not reasonable to assume other 
universities have right-sized their parking systems, nor is there a measure of how many of these spaces would 
be considered “convenient” or not. Walker urges UW to treat this data as such. 
 
PARKING COSTS 
When compared to peer institutions, the cost to obtain a parking permit at UW is the lowest for both student 
and faculty/staff permits. Peer costs for general student parking permits range from $148 per year to $647 per 
year. Faculty permits range in cost from $191 per year to $600 per year. A detailed breakdown of parking fees 
for each of the peer institutions is shown in the following table. 
 

Figure 20: Benchmark Peer Institution Parking Costs 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson & Walker Consultants 
 
The average permit fees of peer institutions are $139 and $93 larger than UW’s resident and faculty/staff permit 
fees, respectively. Alleviating these discrepancies may assist in maintaining financial stability.  
 
Benchmarking using peer fees provide some value. However, there are drawbacks as well. Comparison 
institutions may operate their own transit systems or may have more or fewer (or no) parking structures. For 
example, a particular university’s fees may be less than their respective means, but may also charge a fare on 
their shuttles. It is helpful to have a sense of perspective regarding other operations, and an organization can 
benefit from introspection, to determine whether it is achieving efficiencies. 

University of 

Wyoming

Colorado State 

University

Montana 

State

University 

of Idaho

Utah State 

University

South Dakota 

State 

University

Mean Median

Total Faculty/Staff/ 

Student Population
13,533 33,989 19,994 18,271 13,301 14,186 19,948 18,271

Total Parking Spaces 5,560 11,382 6,110 5,000 8,270 9,349 8,022 8,270

Ratio 0.41 0.33 0.31 0.27 0.62 0.66 0.44 0.33

Parking Costs
University of 

Wyoming

Colorado State 

University

Montana 

State

University 

of Idaho

Utah State 

University

South Dakota 

State University
Mean Median

Permit (residential) $130.50 $647.00 $205.00 $196.00 $148.00 $153.00 $269.80 $196.00

Permit (faculty/staff) $196.00 $600.00 $205.00 $250.00 $200.00 $191.00 $289.20 $205.00

Permit (special) - -
$ 525.00 

(Garage)
-

$ 220.00 

(Garage)

$285.00 

(Reserved) $343.33 $285.00
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To that end, it is important to ensure parking revenues are meeting all expenses (including operations, ongoing 
maintenance, deferred maintenance, and, as applicable, debt service). Meeting these obligations is an important 
indication of appropriate parking fees, which may be different than other peer institutions. Conducting a peer 
review provides a high-level comparison of university transportation assets. However, each community has a 
different environment and the comparisons must be reviewed at a high level, not on specifics, such as peer 
parking rates, which may risk setting rates that do not include all components of operations and maintenance—
particularly deferred maintenance. 
 
PEER TRANSIT SYSTEMS 
Transit service provides options for students, faculty, staff, and visitors to access campus without the need to 
own, operate, or park a personal vehicle. As a public service, transit systems are supported through a multitude 
of funding sources, ranging from fare box recovery, student fees, local community tax revenue, state revenues, 
and federal programs. In some cases, local businesses also partner with the transit provider to assist in 
subsidizing the cost of capital investment and daily operations.  
 
Of the peers selected for this project, four currently have access to a fixed-route transit system. South Dakota 
State University, in Brookings, SD, has access to a local on-demand transit service (open to the public), but no 
fixed-route transit operates in the community. The remaining universities all have access to fixed-route transit 
that is provided through a partnership with the local transit operator. Each of the fixed route systems is fare 
free. That is, there is no cost to the rider for each individual trip. Each of these systems is also open to the public. 
The cost per trip via the on-demand system in Brookings, South Dakota is $2.00.  
 
Institutional financial support for transit among the peers varies. Colorado State University, Utah State 
University and Montana State University all support the local transit provider to a certain extent. Colorado State 
and Utah State have identified specific fees (charged to every student) directly provided to the transit operator 
to support its operations. Montana State’s ASMSU fee lists transit as one of the beneficiaries of the total fee 
charged to each student, though the specific amount per student directed to the transit operator is not 
identified. Based upon the information available, the University of Wyoming’s fee to support transit operation is 
the highest among the peer group.  
 
The system maps for each of the peer institutions (except for the Brookings on-demand system) are shown in 
the following figures. 
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Figure 21: University of Wyoming Transit System Map 
 

 
 

Source: UW 
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Figure 22: Colorado State University Transit System Map 
 

 
 

Source: Colorado State University 
 

Figure 23: Montana State University Transit System Map 
 

 
 

Source: Montana State University  
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Figure 24: University of Idaho Transit System Map 
 

 
 

Source: University of Idaho 
 

Figure 25: Utah State University Transit System Map 
 

 
 

Source: Utah State University 
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The University expressed concerns, both anecdotally and formally, regarding the growth in residential housing 
on campus and the impact to the parking system. These concerns relate to potential increases in demand for 
parking spaces concurrent with significant impacts to supply, as they are anticipated to be built on existing 
parking spaces. Historical 10-year trends show a decline in residence hall populations from the 2008/09 
academic year to the most recent 2018/19 academic year. However, more recent three-year trends have shown 
a growth in residence hall populations. Walker has modeled both scenarios. 
 
The figure below displays the actual and projected FTE employment at UW. The teal bars represent the actual 
(historical) figures and the light blue bars display Walker’s projections of the two previous figures. Walker’s 
projections utilize a trendline formula and extrapolate the data to generate a forecast into 2028. The overall 
enrollment at the University is displaying a decline. Based on the data displayed in the graph, the enrollment 
rate from FY 2008 to the projected FY 2023 is anticipated to be -0.57% compounded annually. 
 

Figure 26: Historical and Projected FTE Employment at UW 
 

 
 

Source: UW & Walker Consultants 
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The following figure displays the historical and projected on-campus FTE enrollment. This graph is similar to the 
previous where the teal bars display the actual (historical) data and the light blue are Walker’s projections 
utilizing the trend line equation. The following graph represents a compound annual growth rate of 0.4% of on-
campus enrollment. 
 

Figure 27: Historical and Projected On-Campus FTE Enrollment 
 

 
 

Source: UW & Walker Consultants 
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To further understand the potential future demand for parking on campus, Walker has projected a range of 
what the residence hall populations might look like based on historical numbers. The “historical trendline,” 
generated as a linear trendline and represented in orange, utilized 10+ years of residence hall populations to 
project the future population. Alternatively, the “recent trendline,” generated as a logarithmic trendline and 
represented in grey, uses the most recent three years of population data as the trend appears to be growing 
more rapidly. The “recent trendline” was generated from logarithmic equation to better represent the likelihood 
of recent growth tapering off. Although the bed capacity may be available by the 2023-2024 academic year, 
Walker wanted the projections to remain conservative and realistic. It would be unlikely that the number of 
residents would double in five years. The two options are a range of what the residence hall populations are 
likely to be. This is displayed below. 
 
Figure 28: Residence Hall Historical and Projected Populations 
 

 
 

Source: UW & Walker Consultants 
 
 
FUTURE CONDITIONS RESULTS 
 
Given the anticipated modest growth of on-campus learners, and because of it, demand for parking permits, the 
compound annual growth rate (0.4%) can be used to project the anticipated demand. During Walker’s field data 
collection, approximately 3,589 spaces (65% of the total supply) were observed as occupied during the peak 
count. Using this figure, the following graph adds 0.4% to this demand annually. Additionally, to account for a 
“large-growth scenario,” Walker has assumed all faculty, staff, and visitors of the campus grow at 0.4% per 
annum along with the student population. This is displayed in permit sales for A, A/C, D, U, metered spaces, 
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Reserved spaces, Free spaces, and all other permits. The residential students have been modeled at a 3.5% 
annual growth rate as per the “recent trendline” shown in the previous graph. These two different growth 
projections for the user groups mean there is a possibility of the peak demand growing to nearly 4,000 spaces by 
2024. It is worth noting this projection utilizes only one year’s worth of peak parking demand to estimate the 
next six years. Additionally, it assumes over 200 more beds are utilized. Because of this, Walker recommends 
viewing this as an exercise in understanding the magnitude of changes UW is likely facing, as opposed to 
planning for and anticipating the exact figures to occur. This information is displayed in the following graph. 
 

Figure 29: Peak Observed and Projected Occupancy at UW 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
 
Based on the observations in the field, survey and focus group comments, and projected future occupancy, the 
final report recommendations are discussed in the next two sections (TDM Strategies and Recommendations). 
These are intended to provide a general roadmap going forward. As the University begins to choose its direction, 
and the types of approaches most palatable, Walker stands ready to work side-by-side with UW to realize its 
goals and to grow and thrive sustainably. 
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EXISTING CONDITIONS 
 
BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES 
 
The UW campus, by definition, is a pedestrian environment generally welcoming to walking, which will always 
be the primary mode of movement on campus. Everyone, whether they drive and park, ride a bicycle, get 
dropped off, or ride transit, is eventually a pedestrian. Ensuring pedestrian traffic is considered in the overall 
future transportation network is an essential component of this study. The existing pedestrian network follows 
the standard roadway design for Laramie with curb and gutter and a four- or five-foot sidewalk or walkways on 
most roadways. Pedestrian facilities on campus consist primarily of paved pathways shared with all non-
motorized users. Gaps in the sidewalk network exist at various locations on campus and along some of the 
perimeter roadways. Some of the crosswalks and curb ramps do not meet accessible design standards. 
 
Pedestrian routes are a very important component of any university’s transportation system. Enhancing 
pedestrian routes to and through campus will be very beneficial to the quality of life on the UW campus. UW 
should continue to work with the City to ensure sidewalks and crosswalks are improved and maintained to 
accommodate the pedestrian activity generated by the University. Convenient walking paths must be 
maintained from the campus parking lots to all campus classrooms, dormitories, and parking lots. 
 
In addition to the pedestrian network, the Laramie community recognizes bicycling as a viable means of 
transportation. According to the University of Wyoming’s Bike Map, approximately 1.3 miles of on-street bike 
lanes and approximately 1 mile of shared-use paths serve the biking community at the University. It should be 
noted the Bike Map shows bike lanes on Willet Drive, 12th Street, and 13th Street, which do not exist. Each of 
these roadways are primary access drives into the University campus with high bike traffic. Biking on these 
roadways would be easier for cyclists if they had dedicated lanes because of the high traffic volumes. 
 

Figure 30: University of Wyoming Bike Map 
 

 
 

Source: University of Wyoming  
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Inaccuracies in informational items such as bike maps, can result in confusion to new riders at the University and 
result in some levels of frustration that discourage people from riding. 
 
Bike lanes provide a striped and stenciled lane for bicycle travel on a street or highway and are typically one-way 
facilities that carry bicycle traffic in the same direction as motor vehicle traffic on through streets with average 
daily traffic (ADT) of 3000 or higher. Generally, bike lanes are four to seven feet wide and are sometimes 
adjacent to on-street parking. At UW, almost all of the internal bike traffic is limited to shared-use paths and 
bike lanes are non-existent. The public streets of Lewis Street, Ivinson Avenue, and 9th Street have on-street 
bike lanes. 
 

Figure 31: East Willet Drive 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson 
 
The majority of bike traffic on-campus occurs with shared-use paths. “Shared-use paths” is a category of 
facilities that includes off-street trails, side-paths, and subdivision trails. These facilities are intended for the use 
of bicycles, pedestrians, and other human-powered forms of transportation, such as rollerblading, wheelchair 
use, and jogging. Between classes on campus, the conflicts between pedestrians and bicyclists are severe. 
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Pedestrian corridors are important elements of the 
overall transportation network. They should be 
heavily used and well-designed with trees, 
wayfinding, accessible crosswalks, lighting, etc. 
Walking distances between buildings on campus are 
less than one mile, and many on-campus destinations 
are within a 5-minute walk from the center of campus 
(near the Union). It is possible to walk from one end 
of campus to the other in 20-25 minutes, depending 
on the specific origin and destination. 
 
Accordingly, the challenge for walking has as much to 
do with the pedestrian environment, convenience, 
weather, and safety (real and perceived), as it has to 
do with the actual distance and walking time. During 
peak periods of traffic congestion, it may be faster to 
walk in many instances than to drive or ride the bus. The physical environment often includes narrow sidewalks 
and/or deteriorating pavement conditions, faded striping or missing signage at crosswalks, and missing 
crosswalks at intersections. These deficiencies may contribute to a perceived inconvenience of walking to 
destinations. Specific key deficiencies in the pedestrian network that should be addressed for safety or 
pedestrian convenience reasons include the following: 
 
• No pedestrian signals and phasing provided at critical, busy intersections 
• Long crosswalks, pedestrian delays and/or high traffic speeds 
• Sidewalk gaps 
 
SUPPORTING BICYCLE FACILITIES 
The Pokes Spokes Bike Library is a great program 
offered to UW students and faculty who may rent 
bikes for a semester at a rate of $25/student or 
$50/faculty. This successful program encourages 
alternative means of transportation on the UW 
campus, as well as the Laramie Community. The 
program provides a cost-effective alternative and an 
environmentally-friendly alternative to commuting by 
personal vehicle, while supporting a movement to 
create a healthy lifestyle and culture in the 
community. 
 

Figure 32: Bike, Pedestrian, Vehicle Conflicts 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson 

Figure 33: Pokes Spokes 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson 
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Bicycle parking is provided at virtually every facility on 
campus and is well used by both students and faculty. 
An exact inventory of bike parking was not included in 
the scope of this study, but it appeared from the site 
visits the parking facilities are currently meeting the 
demand. 
 
BICYCLE EDUCATION 
Education programs teach bicyclists of all ages how to 
ride safely on the road, including bicycling skills, 
bicycle-related laws, and how to interact with other 
modes of traffic. Some education programs also teach 
drivers how to safely share the road with bicyclists. 
No formal education program for cyclists exists on the 
University campus. However, the bike map brochure 
does list some tips for riding, as well as bicycle-related 
laws to be cognizant of during their riding. During one site visit, the University was hosting a Bike to Work Day 
and riders were treated to a variety of services such as tune-ups and free riding gear. On the education side of 
the equation, it was observed that bike helmets are not a common safety element for the University rider. 
 
ENFORCEMENT 
During study focus group meetings, a 
consistent theme related to the perception 
of little or no enforcement of bicycle 
regulations on campus and a lack 
compliance with or enforcement of cycling 
laws. Enforcement programs—typically 
spearheaded by law enforcement 
agencies—improve the safety of bicyclists 
by reinforcing laws and behaviors that 
contribute to comfortable and cooperative 
bicycling environments. Typical programs 
include police officer training, targeted 
enforcement, bicycle theft-prevention 
services, and bicycle registration (which 
already occurs on campus) or licensing. 
 
FACILITY MAINTENANCE 
The maintenance activities as they pertain to pedestrian and bicycle facilities, by both the City of Laramie and 
the University of Wyoming does not appear to have been a priority. During the site review, on-street pavement 
markings for crosswalks and for bike lanes were faded, bike lanes were full of debris, and wayfinding was 
difficult to locate. During the winter months, campus constituents report bike lanes are used for snow storage. 
The University of Wyoming does provide outstanding snow removal for the shared-use paths within the interior 
of the campus for both pedestrians and bicyclists. 
  

Figure 34: Bike Parking 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson 

Figure 35: Bike to Work Day 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson 
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Figure 36: Faded Crosswalks and Markings at 15th Street and Willet Drive 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson 
 
EVALUATION PROGRAMS FOR BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN PROGRAMS 
Evaluation programs provide measurement of pedestrian and bicycle activity the University is experiencing. 
Programs typically include bike and pedestrian counts, surveys, and bicycle parking inventories. At this time, no 
evaluation programs are in place at UW. 
 
ENGINEERING 
Engineering for pedestrian and bicycle facilities should always be a part of the University culture in both the 
operations and planning aspects of the overall transportation network. Finding innovative ways to 
accommodate multiple users, including cyclists, pedestrians, (perhaps) scooters, and ensuring the safety of the 
user is key in enhancing a 21st century university from an environmental, cultural, and economic perspective. 
UW does not specifically address bicycle needs in facility planning. 
 
THE VALUE OF A BICYCLE MASTER PLAN 
Implementation of the facilities, programs, and policies of a Bicycle Master Plan provides a wide range of 
benefits to University staff and students. The plan is a guide for the University to use to grow the cycling culture 
in an effective and coordinated way, utilizing limited available resources. It is intended to provide an 
understanding of current conditions, build campus interest, and provide a clear path forward toward realizing 
the vision of a fully multimodal transportation network. Understanding the changing landscape and needs of the 
University community, the recommendations proposed in this plan are intended to be guidance that is flexible.  
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 
 
The University of Wyoming has a well-supported transit system called UWYO Roundup. UWYO Roundup 
provides several types of public transit service for the community: fixed route, on-demand, and late-evening. 
These services fulfill a critical function in connecting parking to destinations and helping people get from point 
to point on UW’s campus. Among all services, UWYO Roundup provided approximately 600,000 one-way trips in 
2018. 
 
Four primary fixed routes operate around campus, with one route, LaramieLink Route, extending to East 
Laramie and to Downtown Laramie. In addition, evening and weekend on-demand services are offered via the 
LaramieLink Dial-A-Ride (LaramieLink DAR) and SafeRide. The on-demand service areas are as follows: 

 ADA Paratransit – City limits or ¾-mile radius from fixed route (although there are some locations 
outside of the ¾-mile radius of fixed route that are outside of city limits) 

 SafeRide – Within City limits 

 LaramieLink Dial-A-Ride – Only designated stops on LaramieLink and all of UW campus 
 
The figure below illustrates the fixed route service. 
 

Figure 37: Fixed-Route Transit Service 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson & UW 
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1. Union Express (red) –departs from the Express 

Lot, located on Willett Drive, between 22nd and 
30th Streets, traveling to the east side of the 
Wyoming Union (via the Arena Auditorium) 
every 6 to 8 minutes. This route operates from 
7:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. during the academic year, 
and 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. during the summer 
(on University business days). Three bus shelters 
are located in the Union Express Lot for boarding 
and the main shelter is heated, lighted, and 
equipped with an emergency phone. The other 
two shelters do not have these amenities. 
 
The Union Express Route began in 2002 when Transit and Parking Services developed the park-and-ride 
service. Parking permits were increased from around $20 for faculty/staff to over $100 and transit from 
no-fee parking areas was offered as an alternative to parking on-campus. Service began with two buses 
going back-and-forth between east Football 
Stadium lot (currently the Ford Lot) and the 
Wyoming Union. 

 
2. South Express Route (green) –travels from the 

South Express Lot, located at 15th Street and 
Spring Creek, to the Wyoming Union every 6 to 8 
minutes. This bus service operates from 7:00 
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. during the academic year, and 
7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. during the summer (on 
University business days). Bus shelters are 
placed in the lots for convenient boarding. 
 
The South Express Route started in 2008. This 
was a recommendation in the previous Walker Consultants 10-year Parking and Transportation Master 
Plan. A parking lot was obtained at 15th Street and Spring Creek (the site of a former-Albertsons). Two 
buses operated the service. In 2011, the Union and South Express routes were combined into a single 
route. Buses traveled from the East Lot to the Union, to the South Lot, and then reversed. Internal 
timetables were introduced to keep consistent spacing between the buses. The route was operated 
using four buses; a fifth bus was added in 2012 to accommodate increased ridership. 

 
3. Campus Commuter Route (brown) –provides bi-directional service to the perimeter of campus, campus 

housing, Classroom Building, and Gateway Center. The route began in 2014 and operates eastbound and 
westbound every 10 minutes from 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. The route provides 
stops at the Classroom Building, Wyo/McWhinnie Halls, Wyoming Union, South Express Lot (after 6:00 
p.m. only), Residence Halls, 22nd and Arrowhead/Gateway Center, Lodgepole & Sundance, Spanish 
Walk, 30th Street Shelter/Long-Term Parking Lot, and 30th & Willett Express Lot. 
 

Figure 38: Union Express Bus 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson 

Figure 39: South Express Bus 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson 
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4. LaramieLink Route (blue) –links the Laramie community to UW and Laramie County Community College 
(LCCC) campuses. The service began in 2015 and provides services every 40 minutes from 6:30 a.m. to 
6:30 p.m., Monday – Friday to the following destinations. 
 

• Downtown (1st and Grand) 
• Gateway Plaza/Planet Fitness (Westbound Only) 
• Civic Center (Eastbound Only) 
• Wyoming Union 
• Spanish Walk Apartments/Ivinson Memorial Hospital 
• Ridley's 
• LCCC 
• Walmart 
 

The LaramieLink Route replaced Gem City Grand Route, which had started in 2011. The Gem City Grand 
Route was operated by the University of Wyoming and the Eppson Center for Seniors, under the 
authority of Albany County Transportation Authority (ACTA). ACTA could no longer operate the route 
efficiently and did not having funding or support to replace aging buses. UW took over the route in 
2015, reduced the budget to two buses operating the route on 40-minute headways, and changed the 
name to LaramieLink. 

 
5. LaramieLink Dial-A-Ride - The LaramieLink Dial-A-Ride on-demand service operates 6:30 p.m. to 2:00 

a.m., Monday - Friday and 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. The bus route does not 
operate during summer months. Transit service is provided to/from any destination on the LaramieLink 
weekday route and any point on the UW campus. Passengers can schedule rides by calling the Transit 
Office or through the TransLoc OnDemand smart phone application (app). The app allows the rider to 
track wait time and receive text- message updates when the vehicle is en-route or when it has arrived. 
Passengers are picked-up on a firstcome, first-served basis. LaramieLink Dial-A-Ride operates minivans, 
rather than the larger passenger buses that are used on the fixed route. ADA-accessible vehicles are 
available upon request when scheduling a trip. Stop locations are listed below: 
 

• Anywhere on the UW campus, including the South Express Lot 
• Downtown (1st and Grand) – Except during SafeRide operating hours (Thursday - Saturday from 
9:00 p.m. – 2:00 a.m.) 
• Gateway Plaza/Planet Fitness 
• Civic Center 
• Wyoming Union 
• Spanish Walk Apartments/Ivinson Memorial Hospital 
• Ridley's 
• LCCC 
• Walmart 

 
6. SafeRide - has been operating since the late 90’s; it started as a student government operated service. 

SafeRide has always been a late-night van service operating Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights during 
the school year, with intent to get students home safely on weekends. The request for services 
increased each year, and in 2012, Transit and Parking Services assumed management. Today, SafeRide 
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operates Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings from 9:00 p.m. – 2:00 a.m. A full-time manager and 
two part-time coordinators manage the service. 
 
SafeRide is an on-call transit service operating late nights on the weekends for UW students, faculty, 
staff, and Laramie community members and visitors. The service areas include the Laramie city limits. 
However, SafeRide will not pick-up/drop-off at specific locations within downtown Laramie. Downtown 
passengers must use the SafeRide office located at 3rd Street & Garfield. The service is free. During the 
summer, SafeRide operates on Friday and Saturday nights only. 
 
Passengers may request a ride by calling the office or by using the Transloc rider app on their mobile 
device. SafeRide also has ride-along volunteers (Sidekicks) who help relieve the drivers from any 
distractions in the vehicle. 

 
UW TRANSIT HISTORY 
 
The UW transit service had several changes in the past five years. One primary change, in 2015, was the end of 
the Gem City Grand bus service co-operated with the Eppson Center for Seniors. The University, the City, and 
the Senior Center coordinated and combined services, which resulted in the University taking over the service by 
modifying one of its routes, which is now called the LaramieLink Route. The route provides service from 
downtown, through campus, to Walmart on the east side of Laramie. 
 
In March 2017, the University mandated budget cuts for the Transit and Parking Services Division. To reduce the 
budget, evening service for the four fixed-route services was replaced with demand-response van service after 
6:30 p.m., LaramieLink Dial-A-Ride, which operates until 10:30 p.m. The service does not run during the summer. 
The change from a fixed-route service was based upon low systemwide ridership after 6:30 p.m. Other changes 
to reduce the budget included a summer service change to the Campus Commuter from every 20 minute to 
every 30 minutes. In addition, during fall 2017, the University changed the LaramieLink Dial-A-Ride Service hours 
of operation to 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., instead of offering 24-hour service. 
 
TRANSIT OPERATIONS 
 
TRANSIT FACILITY 
The current transit maintenance facility’s capacity and layout are insufficient to meet the needs of the university 
transit system; the current facility having been repurposed for bus maintenance from another use. Currently, 
spare transit vehicles are stored in an unsecured gravel parking lot adjacent to 13th Street and Bradley Street. 
Ideally, transit vehicles should be stored in a secured, covered location. The university should conduct a transit 
facility needs assessment to identify the ideal capacity, layout, and location of a new transit maintenance 
facility. Properly sizing and locating a new maintenance facility will assist the university in reducing occupational 
hazards for employees, reduce maintenance time, and provide a more efficient workspace for the maintenance 
of transit vehicles. This above study should also include recommendations for improved transit vehicle storage, 
security, and protection. 
 
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
Transit services for UW provide approximately 600,000 annual trips across the Laramie community. The 
following table provides a snapshot of the individual route characteristics. The Union Express has the highest 
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ridership at approximately 263,000 annual trips, with the South Express following with approximately 178,000 
annual trips. The LaramieLink Dial-A-Ride and Safe Ride on-demand services provide over 50,000 annual trips. 
 

Figure 40: UW Transit Service Characteristics 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson & UW 
 
System-wide statistics were obtained from the National Transit Database (NTD) and show trends for 2016 and 
2017. The table below shows the overall agency data. Operating costs decreased from 2016 to 2017, as a result 
of the budget and service cuts. In addition, annual ridership, revenue hours, peak vehicles, and revenue miles 
also decreased. 
 

Figure 41: System-Wide Operational Data 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson & NTD 
 
RIDERSHIP BY ROUTE 
Overall ridership for UW transit services declined over the past five years due primarily to the reduction in 
services because of mandatory budget cuts. Figure 61 shows the annual ridership trends for the system. 
Ridership by month remains fairly consistent each year. Figure 62 displays the system-wide ridership by month, 
with highest ridership at the beginning of the academic year and lower ridership during the summer and winter 
breaks. Figure 63 shows ridership by route for 2017 and 2018. Similar ridership patterns by route continue for 
UW transit services, with the Union Express and South Express consistently having the highest ridership. 
  

Service Days Ridership

Route School Year Summer School Year Summer 2018

Union Express Route - Red 7a-6:30p 7a-6p M-F Every 6-8 min Every 6-8 min 263,042      

South Express Route - Green 7a-6:30p 7a-6p M-F Every 6-8 min Every 6-8 min 178,216      

Campus Commuter Route - Brown 6:30a-6:30p 6:30a-6p M-F Every 10 min Every 10 min 78,515        

Laramie Link Route - Blue 6:30a-6:30p 6:30a-6p M-F Every 40 min Every 40 min 21,462        

Laramie Link Dial-A-Ride 6:30a-2a n/a M-F 13,659        

10a-10p n/a Sat/Sun

SafeRide 9p-2a n/a Th-Fri-Sat On call n/a 36,515        

n/a 9p-2a Fri-Sat n/a On call

Holiday/Summer Special Requests On call 3,368           

Service Hours Frequency

On demand

2016 2017

Operating Costs 1,826,558$        1,799,046$        

Revenue Hours 47,368                 45,662                 

Revenue Miles 405,854              366,963              

Peak Vehicles 19                         18                         

Ridership 745,434              659,680              

Cost/Rev Hr 38.56$                 39.40$                 

Pass/Rev Hr 15.7                     14.4                     
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Figure 42: System-Wide Annual Ridership Trends 
 

 
 

Source: UW & NTD 
 

Figure 43: Monthly Ridership Trends 
 

 
 

Note: December 2018 figures were YTD. 
 

Source: Olsson & UW 
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Figure 44: Annual Ridership by Route 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson & UW 
 
RIDERSHIP BY STOP 
Bus stop boarding data were available for three of the fixed-route services: Campus Commuter, LaramieLink, 
and Union Express. As UW transit services continue planning for capital facility improvements, these locations 
should remain a priority for improvements. This does not suggest other stops should not be enhanced, it simply 
provides a priority if funding is not available for all improvements. Some stops may experience lower use 
because they lack amenities. Figure 64 (on the following page) displays the 2018 system-wide average daily 
boardings by stop. Data were collected during three specific times during the year, January, April, and October 
and averaged to show the daily boardings. Figure 65 shows the top 10 boarding locations for the system. 
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Figure 45: Average Daily Boardings 

 
Source: Olsson 
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Figure 46: Top 10 Highest Activity Bus Stops 
 

 
 

Source: Olsson & UW 
 
Many UW transit stops have shelters available with protection for all seasons of weather in Laramie. Many of 
the stops have benches, stationary bike racks, trash receptacles, and the main stop at the Union Express Lot has 
indoor heating for winter months, lighting, and emergency phone accessibility. The large shelter also has a 
flexible window design with the ability to open and close. 
 
TRANSIT FINANCIALS 
 
The total operating budget for UW transit services in FY 2017 was $1,799,046 which includes fixed-route and on-
demand services. Of that budget, 63 percent ($1,133,399) is for the fixed-route service and 37 percent 
($665,647) is for on-demand service. The annual system-wide cost per revenue hour is $39.40, which is below 
national statistics for operations the size of UW. Nationwide, for rural and small urban area fixed-route services, 
it is not uncommon to see costs per revenue hour in excess of $45. 
 
Two revenue streams are funding the UW services today—the Federal Transit Administration and the University. 
No fares are collected for any of the services, nor does the state fund transit. Since fall 2009, students have been 
assessed a transit fee and staff/faculty purchase a transit pass to use the campus shuttle system. The following 
table displays the funding programs for operating expenses. 
 

Figure 47: Trends for Operating Funds 
 

 
 

Source: NTD 
  

Bus Stop Route
Average Daily 

Boarding (2018)

1 Union Heading East Union Express 926

2 East Lot Union Express 836

3 South Lot Union Express 655

4 Union Heading South Union Express 615

5 East Express Campus Commuter 131

6 Union Campus Commuter 114

7 Animal Science Union Express 97

8 Classroom Campus Commuter 66

9 Spanish Walk Campus Commuter 52

10 Lodgepole Campus Commuter 38

Operating Funding 2016 2017

Local Funding $689,772 38% $679,474 38%

FTA Funding $1,136,786 62% $1,119,299 62%

Total Costs $1,826,558 $1,798,773
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OBSERVATIONS/FINDINGS 
 
BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN  
 

• The UW campus is a generally welcoming environment for pedestrians. 

• The existing pedestrian network follows the standard roadway design for Laramie with curb and gutter 

and a four- or five-foot sidewalk or walkways on most roadways. Pedestrian facilities on campus consist 

primarily of paved pathways shared with all non-motorized users. Gaps in the sidewalk network exist at 

various locations on campus and along some of the perimeter roadways. Some of the crosswalks and 

curb ramps do not meet accessible design standards.  

• The Laramie community recognizes bicycling as a viable means of transportation.  

• The majority of bike traffic on campus occurs on shared-use paths. Between classes on campus, the 

conflicts between pedestrians and bicyclists are severe. 

• Walking distances between UW buildings on campus are less than one mile, and many on-campus 

destinations are within a 5-minute walk of the center of each campus. It is possible to walk from one 

end of campus to the other in 20-25 minutes, depending on the specific origin and destination.  

• The Pokes Spokes Bike Library is a successful program encouraging alternative means of transportation 

on the UW campus, as well as throughout the Laramie community.  

• Bicycle parking is provided at virtually every facility on campus and is well used by both students and 

faculty.  

• No formal education program for cyclists exists on the University campus. It was observed that bike 

helmets are not typically used by University riders.  

• Little or no enforcement of bicycle regulations exist on campus and compliance appears not to typically 

be part of the University bicycle culture.  

• Facility maintenance activities, as they pertain to pedestrian and bicycle facilities are neither a priority 

for the City of Laramie, nor for the University. 

 
TRANSIT OBSERVATIONS 
 

 Transit Operating Structure: A range of transit operating models are used for university transit systems 

across the country. Some transit systems only serve the university campus, while others serve both the 

campus and city-wide to provide service to residential areas, commercial hotspots, and employment 

areas. For Laramie, the University is the lead agency and financially supports the city-wide limited transit 

service. There is no charge at the farebox for any rider; however, students pay a transportation fee.  

 

 Campus Vehicle Restrictions: All transit buses use the internal campus streets for transit service. Many 

universities use some form of vehicle restrictions to reinforce a pedestrian-friendly environment; transit, 

emergency, and service vehicles are often excepted from these restrictions. Common vehicle restriction 

locations include campus core areas, designated corridors, and/or pedestrian malls. As the Campus 

Master Plan is developed over the next year, continuing to provide bus access and pedestrian 

connections will be important as the roadway network is reviewed. Transit will be most effective if it can 

continue to provide passengers with direct access to their destinations. Currently, transit operations are 

not significantly hindered by pedestrian traffic on campus.  
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 Days and Hours of Service: Campus transit systems typically operate Monday through Friday from 7:00 

a.m. - 6:00 p.m., with a service frequency of ten minutes or less to meet peak demand. Reduced service 

is often provided during the evening or weekends. Systems also operate at reduced service levels during 

University holidays and breaks; but must recognized that many faculty and staff continue to need 

access, even when students are on breaks. The UW transit service operates as many other campus 

systems across the US. 

 

 Technology: UW operates similarly to many universities across the country utilizing the TransLoc bus 

tracking system. Passengers access GPS tracking, available via mobile devices or the internet, to provide 

real-time transit service information for the fixed-route services to improve customer service and 

reliability. Providing accurate arrival time information minimizes wait times for passengers, which leads 

to a more convenient and pleasant transit experience that can increase ridership. Laramie buses have 

been equipped with TransLoc for several years providing an enhanced customer service level for 

passengers.  

 

 Transit Revenue Sources: Universities range in their approaches to collecting revenue for operational 
and capital expenses. Approaches include utilizing university parking revenue, farebox revenue, state 
and federal transit funds, local utility or transportation taxes, or other university funds to subsidize the 
system. UW uses the model of federal and University funds. Beginning in 2009, students have been 
assessed a transit fee (currently $53.95/semester) and staff and faculty are able to purchase a transit 
pass to use the campus shuttle system. As discussed in the Fall 2018 Community Transportation Summit 
and with stakeholder groups, there is an appetite for the University to expand and connect to other 
parts of the community, including campus neighborhoods and West Laramie. However, in order to 
expand as a community transit service, it is likely that additional revenue sources outside the University 
will need to be identified. 
 

 Transit Facilities: Many transit stops have shelters available with protection for all seasons of weather in 

Laramie. Many of the stops are enclosed, have heaters, benches, stationary bike racks, trash 

receptacles, and other amenities. Shelters enhance the comfort of transit passengers in all weather 

conditions. The cost of shelters can vary significantly depending on the types of materials and features 

that are included in the design. Transit shelters also offer an opportunity to coordinate shelter design 

with campus branding, wayfinding, signage, and architecture. Transit shelters can easily incorporate 

sculptural art and lighting effects to reflect campus pride while also being highly visible, informative, and 

accessible to riders. Security features to be included in the design of the shelters are lighting, emergency 

phones, and security cameras. Technology features such as electronic message boards can also be 

included. Message boards can be used to display a variety of information to transit riders including real-

time bus arrival information.  

 
In addition to bus stop improvements, UW must budget for facility improvements to accommodate the 
existing transit fleet and maintenance, along with room for future expansion. Capital funding is available 
from the FTA for buildings. However, a local match is required, along with required site planning. 
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Other facility planning must include efficient passengers waiting areas for Transportation Network 
Companies (TNCs) to pick-up and drop-off passengers. TNCs include Uber, Lyft, and other on demand 
ride services. These also include bikeshare, scooters, and other modes of rideshare transportation. 
 

 Community Perception: UW transit services work well for many students, faculty, and staff. However, 

those with expectations of parking close to classrooms are not realistic with the parking structure. As 

the campus continues to grow, parking will likely be in remote areas, with frequent shuttles to/from 

destinations. UW transit services must continue to market, promote, and provide easy access to parking 

and shuttle information. Buses must operate as posted on schedules with enough capacity to meet 

demand. Social media plays a key role for the University, not only for real-time bus data, but for future 

parking space availability data. 

The different names of the service for LaramieLink Dial-A-Ride and SafeRide are confusing to the general 
public. The service should be combined into one on demand service, under one name for easy 
understanding of the system. 

 
PEER BICYCLE/PEDESTRIAN SYSTEMS 
 
The primary mode of transportation for students, faculty, and staff once they reach campus is walking. Well 
thought out and maintained pedestrian systems support a university’s vibrancy and sense of place. Pedestrian 
infrastructure offers a place and opportunity for students, faculty, and staff to blend and share experiences as 
they move from location to location across campus. The pedestrian system for universities is often integrated 
with sizable open space, art, and areas for outdoor rest, relaxation, or study. 
 
Wayfinding is critical in supporting the pedestrian movement of students, faculty, staff, and especially visitors to 
campus. The use of consistent, well-maintained, and well thought out wayfinding supports the easy access and 
mobility of pedestrians and cyclists on campus. 
 
Universities are busy, pedestrian-rich environments. Cycling provides an opportunity to extend the range that 
one can actively travel in a given time period. Developing space and systems for cyclists to travel to, from, 
throughout, and across campus is a critical piece of developing a safe and robust campus transportation 
network. Mixing cyclists with pedestrians can create unsafe conflicts due to congested sidewalks, speed 
differentials, and the expectations of both cyclist and pedestrians. 
 
UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 
Currently, the University of Wyoming operates a single designated bicycle lane (near the student center). This 
lane is level with the sidewalk and directly adjacent to it. The University has designated shared-use paths, and 
on-street shared lanes for the use of bicyclists. Crowded paths (especially following dismissal) make it difficult to 
safely and quickly cycle to a destination. Designated dismount zones (side path locations in which cyclists are 
required to walk their bikes) can inhibit the speed advantage of cycling. Assuming compliance with the rules, 
during class change most bicycle use would either be at pedestrian pace or dismounted. 
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The bicycle/pedestrian network at the University of Wyoming is displayed in the following figure. 
 

Figure 48: Bicycle and Pedestrian Network at UW 
 

 
 

Source: LaramieBikeNet.org 

 
PEERS 
Bicycle maps for peer institutions/communities are shown in the figures below. 
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Figure 49: Colorado State University Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Map 
 

 
 

Source: Colorado State University  
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Figure 50: Montana State University Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Map 
 

 
 

Source: Montana State University  
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Figure 51: University of Idaho Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Map 
 

 
 

Source: University of Idaho 
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Figure 52: Utah State University Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Map 
 

 
 

Source: Utah State University 
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Figure 53: South Dakota State University Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Map 
 

 
 

Source: South Dakota State University 
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SUPPLY MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 Walker does not recommend building a parking structure at this time. It would be expensive to build and 

maintain, would require significant parking fee increases, would use valuable/limited land, and would 

likely NOT improve the campus parking experience. 

 Use existing inventory more efficiently before considering the addition of parking lots or structures 

 Manage parking more closely—by lot or zone, as opposed to general permit types that are valid 

throughout campus 

o Balance demand 

o Maximize current assets 

o Reduce pressure 

o Promote a “park-once” culture 

o Reduce circulation and congestion 

o Improve safety for pedestrians and cyclists 

 Revise parking allocation strategies 

o Predictable experience; reduced frustration 

o Choices among cost, location, and convenience 

o Maximize user value 

o Limit permit allocations 

 Concentrate/designate visitor parking 

o Clear, simple wayfinding system 

o Ease of payment/validation 

 Consider demand management strategies 

o Carpooling/Vanpooling 

o Enhanced transit 

o Support services 

  

SECTION 07 -Recommendations 
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BALANCING PARKING SUPPLY AND DEMAND 
 
Walker does not recommend adding any parking at this time. It is unnecessary based on current conditions, 
would be expensive to build and maintain, would require significant parking fee increases, and would use 
valuable/limited land. Although it may be desirable for convenience, Walker projects that it may necessitate a 
300% increase in parking fees for nearly 5,000 permit holders, while only serving 500-600 users. In order to 
better understand the financial impacts of a hypothetical garage on campus, Walker has created a projection. 
 
The projection utilizes the following assumptions: 

 600 spaces, above grade (i.e., no underground levels) 

 $25,000 per space to construct (includes building envelope, site preparation, and soft costs; it could be 
more). This amounts to approximately $15M 

 30-year bond at 3.1% interest 

 Annual garage debt service = $770K 

 Operating expenses (utilities, cleaning, routine maintenance) = $100 * 600 spaces = $60K/year 

 Maintenance and repairs sinking fund (1% of construction value per garage space, set aside annually) = 
$250 * 600 spaces = $150K/year 

 Total increase to Transit and Parking Services’ expenses = $770K + $60K + $150K = $980K/year 

 Total parking permit revenues will need to increase in order to remain revenue neutral = $660K + $980K 
= $1.64M/year 

 Current parking permit system and allocation structure remains the same (A, R, C, etc.) 

 Industry research consensus of -0.1 to -0.2 elasticity (i.e., 1% to 2% drop in parking demand for each 
10% increase to fees); we modeled -0.1. 

 
FINDINGS 

 To cover the expenses, all parking fees would have to increase to 3.2 times current rates (e.g., 
faculty/staff from $196 to $627.20 per year; student from $130.50 to $417.60) 

o Walker’s reallocation and recommended permit fees, displayed in Figure 59, would need to be 
nearly 3 times as much as well in order to cover the expenses and debt service. 

 Based on elasticity assumption (-0.1), 22% of permit holders would not continue to purchase permits 

 Although some permit holders may switch to other modes (transit, carpool); there is significant potential 
to negatively impact parking in the neighborhoods surrounding campus 

 It is likely that the hypothetical parking garage and new residence halls will be constructed on existing 
parking 

 The garage may represent a small gain, no gain, or even a loss in net parking spaces 
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The following details the permit fees necessary to cover the expenses associated with building a parking 
structure as detailed in the previous assumptions. 
 

Figure 54: Permit Fee Schedule Comparison 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
A parking garage, therefore, has the potential to increase all parking fees over three-fold, while the level of 
service would continue to be similar or decrease. 
 
PARKING LOT DESIGNATIONS AND PERMIT ALLOCATION STRATEGY 
 
The current parking program designates lots as “A,” “A/C,” “R,” “D,” “U,” “M,” and “Free” (which allow any valid 
permit, including residential). There is also the ability to park in a meter. Even though there are broad privileges, 
several campus lots have multiple different designations within them—focus group and survey respondents 
suggest that this causes confusion and that sometimes the distinctions/delineations between space types are 
unclear. This can cause, and even encourage, searching multiple lots for one’s favorite parking spot. 
 
Walker’s recommendation instead has five pricing tiers “central,” “perimeter,” “peripheral,” “remote,” and 
“residential/overnight.” Permits for these lots would be sold on a lot-by-lot basis—and would be sold at a 
limited permit-to-space ratio. Each parking lot would be oversold based on its current level of demand on a 
year-by-year or semester-by-semester basis. This is called the oversell factor. The further from the center of 
campus, and the lower the demand becomes, the higher the oversell factor that may be allowed. Some lots may 
be available to faculty and staff only, others to commuter students only. 
 
In order to reduce demand near the center of campus and to incentivize students to park further, it is 
recommended that residential students be limited to the number of vehicles that may be parked in the most 
desirable spaces. They may either choose to purchase a permit that only allows them to park in a specific lot 
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near their residential complex, or a significantly less expensive “remote” permit, which allows them to “store” 
their car for less frequent use. By managing the parking more closely, UW can provide customers, including 
campus visitors, with a more predictable experience. 
 
Walker recommends pricing these tiers as follows: 
 

Figure 55: Recommended Permit Tiers 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
By increasing the permit price of more highly sought-after spaces, the prices of less-desirable spaces can be 
lowered based on demand. 
 
USER ASSIGNMENTS 
 
Walker’s proposed pricing parking tiers are: Resident, Central, Perimeter, Peripheral, and Remote. Again, 
permits would be sold on a lot-by-lot basis. There are some lots for which only faculty/staff, or residents, or 
commuters would be eligible. Other lots could be shared, by allocating the number of permits to be sold (e.g., 
90-space lot, with 100 permits available, potentially all available only to faculty/staff, or perhaps 60 to 
faculty/staff and 40 to commuter students). Freeing up some of the parking in the most densely used areas can 
make room for concentrations of short-term parking for transient users of campus. Walker’s proposed map of 
the parking tiers is displayed in the following figure. These allocations were shaped using the parking occupancy 
figures, focus group and survey findings, the desires of the University to ease user frustrations.  
 
 

Tier Recommended Annual Permit Fee Potential Oversell Factor

Residential $2.5X 0%

Central $2X 110%

Perimeter $X (base rate) 130%

Peripheral $0.5X 110%

Remote free 120%

Motorcycle $0.4X n/a
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Figure 56: Permit Tier User Group Allocation Map 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants  
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Figure 57: Permit Tier User Group Allocation Tables 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

Facility Inventory Facility Inventory Facility Inventory

301- Crane-Hill Lot 170               107 - Ag. North 19                 106 - 15th & Bradley/A lot 54                 

302- Frisbee Lot 337               108 - Day Lot - Upper 36                 131 - Anthropology North 97                 

303- Hill Hall 19                 109 - Day Lot - Lower 58                 132 - STEM South 4                    

304- King Street North Crane Cafeteria 28                 110 - Aven Nelson 5                    133 - STEM West 5                    

305- King Street North Orr 23                 111 - Biological Sciences 3                    403- Corbett East 93                 

306- King Street North Washakie 25                 112 - Education North 37                 405- Fine Arts North 278               

307- King Street North White 16                 114 - Engineering East 2                    410- Honors House 12                 

311- Orr Hall East 2                    115 - Engineering North 12                 413- Willett Drive 12                 

312- Orr Hall South 62                 116 - Engineering West 18                 512 - Power Plant South 15                 

313- White Hall South 2                    117,118 - Geology 6                    519- War Memorial West 41                 

314- White Lot 28                 119 - Health Science 13                 Total 611          

406,407,408,409,411,412 -  Fraternity/Sorority Row 415               120 - McWhinnie East 1                    

Total 1 ,127       121 - McWhinnie North 53                 

122 - Physical Science 7                    

127 - WyoHall North 131               Facility Inventory

128 - WyoHall South 10                 521 - Express Lot East 381               

Facility Inventory 134 - Half Acre East 2                    Express Lot South 242               

123 - Property Warehouse 11                 138 - TPS Apartment 7                    Armory Road Lot and 525 30th Street Lot 432               

308,309,310 - Office Annex 77                 202 - Coe Library West 20                 Total 1 ,055       

501,502,503 - 19th Street On-Street 136               203 - Cooper lot 86                 

505 - Dirt Lot South of Animal Science 87                 207 - Hoyt loop 45                 

504,506 - Animal Sciences 106               209 - Ivinson Lot 148               

508 - Arena Auditorium North     9                    211 - Knight Hall East 20                 

511 - Centennial Complex South 140               212 - Knight Hall North 4                    

507,513,514 -  RAC 70                 213 - Knight Hall West 5                    

515,516,517 -  RMMC 21                 214, 215 - Ross Hall 8                    

520 - WTBC 58                 216 - Student Health 4                    

509,510,523 - Centennial Complex/ Visual Arts 134               217,218,219 - Union Lot 199               

524 - War Memorial East 850               221 - Guthrie House 14                 

526 - High Bay West 19                 404- Fine Arts East 76                 

Total 1 ,718       Total 1 ,049       

Perimeter

Peripheral

Remote

Resident Halls Central
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The permit prices are tiered so they reflect the observed demand patterns. Currently, the pricing of permits 
(with the exception of free shuttle parking) is based on the type of user rather than the observed desirability of 
the lot, regardless of where they park. Correlating permit cost to demand is a common pricing strategy used by 
parking providers. This practice entails recognizing the three desired characteristics related to a user’s parking 
experience: cost, proximity, and availability. Using the following figure, Walker is illustrating not every user is 
able to have all three desired parking characteristics concurrently. A user may weigh their options and choose 
which two characteristics they value most. It is important to note these are not Walker’s rules; they are a 
reflection of how the market works. 
 

Figure 58: Pricing Strategy Outcomes 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
 
These principles suggest: 

A. If parking is inexpensive and available, it is not likely to be convenient 
B. Inexpensive, convenient parking is unlikely to remain available 
C. In order to offer parking that is available and convenient, it cannot be cheap 

 
What Walker is recommending correlates the cost of permits with the locations of where the user parks their 
vehicle, not who the user is. In doing so, those parking on campus will have the option of purchasing a less 
expensive permit, across the board. This puts the selection of the two priority choices, illustrated in the triangle 
above, in the hands of the users. The prices are all related to each other, with the “Perimeter” fee functioning as 
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a “base” fee with all other fees being a percentage (either greater or less than) the base. These prices and their 
relationship to each other are recommended as follows: 
 

Figure 59: Recommended Annual Parking Tier Pricing 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
 
All users have the option of registering for a remote permit free of cost. This will entice users to utilize the 
furthest lots from campus. Walker has kept the cost of registering for a remote permit as free, however, we urge 
UW to consider increasing the cost to approximately $20 annually (or 15% of the price of the Perimeter permit). 
This will reinforce the notion providing parking has a cost, and the cost is shared among everyone who uses the 
system. 
 
We also recommend all users have the option of purchasing a Perimeter or Peripheral permit. Faculty/staff and 
commuter students do not have the option of purchasing a Residential permit. Similarly, resident students do 
not have the option of purchasing a Central permit. If a resident decides they want the access provided by 
proximal parking sold at a 1:1 ratio, guaranteeing a parking space in a particular lot at any time of the day, then 
it will cost them two and a half times the price of Perimeter parking (over doubling their current rate). They will 
still have the option to purchase/register for a Perimeter, Peripheral, or Remote permits. All three of these 
options would be less expensive than the current resident student rate. With the fees recommended, each user 
would have an increase from their current fees for a permit if they choose to purchase a Resident or Central 
permit. However, most would experience a decrease in permit fees if they chose to purchase a Perimeter or 
Peripheral option. These prices are intended to increase user assurance of finding a space and to bring more 
value to users’ permits. A comparison in annual fees between the current and the proposed rates are displayed 
in the following figure. 
  

Tier Description of Annual Fee Annual Fee

Residential Two and a half times the price of Perimeter (2.5X) $313

Central Double the price of Perimeter (2X) $250

Perimeter Considered the "base fee" $125

Peripheral Half the price of Central (0.5X) $63

Remote free $0

Motorcycle 40% of the price of Central (0.4X) $50
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Figure 60: Current Versus Proposed Permit Fee 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
Walker projects the total revenue generated by these revised fees would be similar to current parking permit 
income. It is recommended, however, to annually increase permit fees to keep pace with inflation. In the case of 
UW, where salaries have not increased recently, permit fees should remain as displayed in the preceding figure. 
Permit fees are recommended to increase at the same rate as wages. 
 
As described, the permits would be sold on a lot-by-lot basis. However, not every user would have the option of 
purchasing any tier. This would be based upon their University status and availability. For instance, Walker 
suggests the following options for users: 
 

 Faculty/Staff:  May purchase a Central, Perimeter, Peripheral, or Remote parking permit.  

 Commuter Students: May purchase a Central (although faculty/staff would have first priority), 
Perimeter, Peripheral, or Remote parking permit. 

 Resident Students: May purchase a Residential, Perimeter, Peripheral, or Remote (overnight) 
parking permit. 

 
Note: It is assumed all users have the option of purchasing motorcycle permits, if using a motorcycle. 
 
Ideally, this would be an online system in which users purchase their permits well ahead of arriving on campus. 
It could also incorporate license plate recognition (LPR) technology, if desired, in which no physical permits 
would be issued. A user applying for a parking permit would provide their credentials prompting the system to 
allow them to select from the options allowed. The system would display the options within each tier and then a 
user would select a specific lot within the desired tier, based on availability. The availability could be opened up 
for faculty and staff first, then to students on a first-come-first-served basis. The number of permits allowed to 
be sold within each facility would be predetermined based on the oversell. Walker recommends the oversell 
factor for all Central facilities be set between 5% and 10%, all Perimeter facilities as high as approximately 30%, 
and Residential facilities at 0% (i.e., sold at a 1:1 ratio). Walker does not foresee the need to limit sales of 
Peripheral or Remote parking permits at this time. 
 
Walker recommends a few lots be set aside as overflow lots for the tier lower. This would act as a safety net for 
a tier that could not accommodate all of the demand. For example, if a faculty/staff member went to park in 

Current Designation
Current 

Annual Fee

Residential Central Perimeter Peripheral Remote Residential Central Perimeter Peripheral Remote

A - Faculty/Staff $196.00 n/a $250 $125 $63 $0 n/a $54 ($71) ($134) ($196)

R - Resident Student $130.50 $313 n/a $125 $63 $0 $182 n/a ($6) ($68) ($131)

C - Commuter Student $130.50 n/a $250 $125 $63 $0 n/a $120 ($6) ($68) ($131)

D - Faculty/Staff w/ Disability $196.00 n/a $250 $125 $63 $0 n/a $54 ($71) ($134) ($196)

D - Student w/ Disability $130.50 $313 $250 $125 $63 $0 $182 $120 ($6) ($68) ($131)

M - Motorcycle $22.00 $50 n/a n/a n/a n/a $28 n/a n/a n/a n/a

B - Contractor $288.00 n/a $500 $250 $125 $0 n/a $212 ($38) ($163) ($288)

V - Vendor $288.00 n/a $500 $250 $125 $0 n/a $212 ($38) ($163) ($288)

U - Service Vehicles $196.00 n/a $500 $250 $125 $0 n/a $304 $54 ($71) ($196)

P - Park 'N Ride $0.00 n/a n/a n/a n/a $0 n/a n/a n/a n/a $0

Change in Fee PossibilitiesProposed Annual Fee Options
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their designated lot within the Central tier, they would also have a designated overflow lot (or lots) in the 
Perimeter tier. The Perimeter tier could overflow to the Remote tier. Overflow lots could be Anthropology north 
(lot 131) and Fine Arts lot (lots 401, 402, and 405) to be utilized by Central and War Memorial East (lot 524) to 
be utilized by Perimeter. The oversell for these facilities may need to be adjusted down slightly to allow for 
occasional use as overflow. If the oversell for Central is conservative, the need for overflow will be diminished. 
 
The Remote facilities would need to be marketed as remote/overnight. This is the most significant difference 
between Peripheral and Remote tiers. Peripheral, equally, would need to be marketed as commuter parking 
with the caveat that a number of days would be inoperable due to sporting events. Remote parking is less 
proximal with the luxury of not needing to worry about moving the vehicle and at a lower price. Walker 
recommends TPS pursue an agreement with athletics to utilize the Summit View parking lot as a commuter lot 
added to the Perimeter Tier. In doing so the shuttle stop could be moved from Express Lot East to Summit View. 
This allocates more availability to overnight parking. During the focus groups, members of athletics express 
interest in allowing TPS to utilize this lot on non-game days. 
 
The changes in permitting structure give users options to choose among, based upon what is important to them, 
while also increasing the likelihood of most users finding a parking space in their designated facility, even if they 
leave and return during the day. By limiting the number of permits sold on a lot-by-lot basis as first-come, first-
served, the parking demand is evened out throughout campus. When a campus community member is spending 
money on a parking permit, whether more or less than the proposed fees, they expect to be able to park in the 
area for which they have purchased privileges. The proposed system of tiered permit fees brings an increase in 
value to each permit issued, providing users with more assurance that they are likely to find a spot in their 
assigned lot consistently. 
 
CURRENT AND PROJECTED ADEQUACY 
It is critical to understand—when viewed in aggregate—the University of Wyoming has a parking inventory on 
the main campus adequate to meet the current demand of campus residents and commuters. This includes 
faculty, staff, students, and transient visitors to campus. Based on University projections of population growth, 
and on-campus construction and demolition, Walker projects the parking supply is likely to remain adequate for 
the next 10 years. 
 
CURRENT PARKING CONDITIONS 
However, it is equally vital to understand the parking is not all located where customers would prefer it. Some 
parking, being less desirable and further from the center of campus, is not even recognized as being an available 
option by many members of the campus community. This perception was expressed widely in focus group 
conversations and in the campus-wide parking and transportation survey. This leads to the perception, among 
many, the campus is out of or short of parking. Ironically, not all of the less desirable parking is remote—some of 
it is adjacent to, or across the street from the most popular parking. 
 
As a result, although there is adequate parking capacity on campus, certain lots are full—with vehicles circling 
for spaces—while other lots on the edge of campus are dramatically underutilized. The differential use among 
the spaces indicates the campus community places a different value on one lot versus another, but the pricing 
for all parking is the same. 
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Rather than considering building additional parking in the densest areas of campus, while nearly a third of the 
inventory goes unused, Walker recommends implementing parking policies and allocation strategies described 
above that use the existing parking resources more efficiently and effectively, and which distribute the demand 
more evenly. 
 
CURRENT PARKING PERMIT ALLOCATION 
The current parking “problem” is one of perception and behavior, certainly, but it is also a product of the way in 
which the parking inventory is managed, distributed, and allocated. On most college campuses, the 
development and management of parking resources is an evolutionary process, this is particularly evident on 
campuses developed in the latter half of the 20th century—which was the first time campuses were consciously 
built around automobile access. Older campuses experience different problems, with hundreds of tiny pockets 
of parking scattered around and shoehorned into locations on campus. Universities were developed more 
recently have collections of large lots. As these large lots were built, the privileges accorded to campus 
community members were rather broad. UW’s western third of campus would likely follow suit with the 
problems associated with older universities, whereas the eastern two-thirds of campus are more like campuses 
developed in the latter half of the 20th century. UW’s model of having faculty/staff, student commuter, and 
resident student parking designations, with general privileges is fairly typical among similar campuses. 
 
It is also typical that, eventually, as demand patterns and expectations grow and shift, this general management 
system begins to falter. A system in which there are broad permit types (e.g., “commuter” permits park in any 
“commuter” space) can be used to park in a variety of lots and are sometimes referred to as “hunting permits.” 
As a campus continues to grow—and especially expand—the flaws of this system become more pronounced as 
people start to vie for “prime” spaces, and try to move their cars from space to space throughout the day. 
 
Among commuters (whether faculty/staff or students), “hunting permits” encourage behaviors that impact 
convenience, customer service, traffic congestion, and safety. These permits with broad privileges “instruct” 
permit holders to check their favorite lot first and circle it, searching for a space. Experience has probably told 
them the lot will be full, but they try it anyway, because—who knows—they may get lucky. But, they probably 
do not, so they move on their second favorite lot, and so on. Eventually, they end up in a lot they knew all along 
was available, but they are frustrated and possibly running late. Had they gone to that lot first, they would have 
been less happy with their parking location, but they would have found a spot immediately, and they would be 
at their destination much sooner. Or, they waste so much time searching, and are now so late, they (knowingly) 
park illegally; in doing so, they risk getting a ticket, but more importantly, they now displace and inconvenience 
someone else (e.g., a permit holder for that area). In the worst-case scenario, they park in a space that severely 
restricts access to campus or endangers campus community members (e.g., ADA, loading, service, fire lane, 
etc.). 
 
While “hunting permits” are egalitarian, giving everyone the ability to compete for prime spaces, more often 
they lead to unpredictable results and frustration. The University of Wyoming has grown and developed to the 
point at which campus community feedback, customer behavior, and observed supply/demand conditions 
would indicate that the current parking management techniques are no longer the most effective alternative. 
The campus has outgrown them. 
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REMOVAL OF “ALL PAID PERMIT” LOTS 
Walker’s proposed user group allocation recommends removing the open permit space designation or option to 
move from lot to lot, and reallocating these spaces for the user groups they serve. However, there may be 
exceptions for senior administrators or others moving about the campus for university business. Currently, many 
permit holders may park in multiple permit lots throughout campus. Walker recommends selling permits for 
specific lots and using them as overflow in a more tightly managed and allocated parking permit system. 
 
Currently, resident students, commuting students, and faculty and staff have the flexibility to move from among 
one or more “open permit” lots throughout the day or they may move from one designated permit location to 
another throughout campus. Walker recommends building a permit allocation system as described above to 
create a “park once” culture. This will reduce campus circulation, congestion, and potential conflict among 
motorists and pedestrians/cyclists. 
 
The flexibility in allowing users to park in multiple lots means users are not only able to move from lot to lot 
within campus but it also means they might search for parking in multiple lots. In the current system, a user 
might start in their most desired location and then move to their next favorite parking location, then finally find 
a parking spot in a location where they knew there was parking all along. This searching for the best spot and 
driving within campus detracts from the overall experience of each user and means more than one parking 
space is often necessary per person. 
 
VISITOR PARKING 
Visitors to UW’s campus currently have several options for parking on campus: they may register their vehicles 
ahead of time with TPS and receive a printable permit to be displayed or purchase a scratch-off permit, they 
may park in the free Express Shuttle or South Express shuttle lots, they may choose to park at the various 
metered parking spaces throughout campus, or they may choose to park in the pay-by-the-hour lot at the 
intersection of Willett Drive and 15th Street. These options are all listed on the TPS website. However, an 
alternative that is not listed on the website, is parking in the limited “Future Cowboy Parking” spaces if the 
visitor is a prospective student. While the signs are bold and visible, the permit requirement is in tiny print (see 
figure below). If these signs are intended to be regulatory and enforceable, this requirement should be made 
much more clearly visible. 
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Figure 61: Future Cowboy Parking Signage 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
 
Walker commends the University for implementing a mobile parking payment app (ParkMobile) in the pay-by-
the-hour lot and recommends extending this to all meters throughout campus. ParkMobile would likely 
accommodate this request free of charge and would eliminate the need to update the outdated coin-operated 
meters. The costs associated would be passed on to the users through a nominal fee with each use, often $0.20-
$0.45 per transaction. Users visiting who park in the metered spaces would then be able to pay with a credit 
card. 
 
Marketing all visitor options is important to the visitor experience. Whether it is a prospective student visiting 
for the first time with their parents or a municipal worker who needs to run in/out to grab a document from a 
building, the transient visitor spaces should be some of the most recognized and easy to find spaces on campus. 
Walker heard and read a reoccurring complaint about the difficulty of finding short-term transient parking. The 
complaints were short-term parking is not convenient for loading/unloading or running in and out of buildings 
for quick errands. To alleviate some of this frustration, Walker recommends marketing, signing, and directing 
visitors to these pay-by-the hour spaces as efficiently as possible. Visitors are not familiar with the intricacies of 
the parking system, as they don’t frequent the campus. This is why it is most important for their parking to be 
highly visible and marketed. If the ParkMobile app were expanded to the current meters, and potentially 
beyond, visitors would be able to look at an app to find the parking locations on campus, even if they were more 
piecemealed to allow for near-proximal parking close to most buildings.  
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SHUTTLE SERVICE 
 
Due to the size, climate, and the lack of parking options in the highest demand areas of the UW campus, the 
shuttles are a valuable service to the campus community. This is especially true, if the University wants to 
implement Walker’s recommendations to continue to shift the campus culture to a park-once philosophy, which 
uses all the parking resources (including both central and remote spaces) in a more balanced fashion. 
 
Transit operators can assist in reducing demand for parking by reducing the need for students, faculty and staff 
to use their own vehicles. This reduces the need for parking on campus while also reducing congestion on the 
local roadway network. Transit operations can include fixed-route operations, flexible route operations 
(deviated route), and demand response transit operations. 
 
Fixed-route transit operations also require the provision for ADA accessible paratransit operations to assist 
those who are unable to directly use the fixed route operation due to a disability. These services generally 
provide curb to curb service from origin to destination (linking trips where possible). For services that provide 
flexible route operations, the ADA paratransit services are built into the flexible route system. The flexible route 
operates as a fixed route until a deviation is needed to provide paratransit style service to a rider needing the 
curb to curb access. 
 
Additional enhancements to the TDM aspect of transit include features that encourage new riders, such as 
mobile applications that provide real-time transit information, providing wi-fi on buses to assist in supporting 
work while commuting, and expanding park-and-ride programs to encourage users not to bring their personal 
vehicle to campus. 
 
To assist users who may have emergency needs, operate outside of the transit schedule, or have a concern of 
being stranded, guaranteed ride home programs assist in providing peace of mind as well as assistance in safely 
reaching a destination. In many cases, these rides are provided free-of-charge to the user for a limited number 
of rides.  
 
The frequency of the transit system at six to ten minutes between buses represents a best practice; service at 
headways of less than ten minutes is the gold standard of transit.  
 
The shuttle map is effective at showing the areas and stops that are served. Walker recommends minor 
improvements. 

 Consider converting from a scaled map with an overlay of actual routes to a stylized map with less detail 
and accuracy, to make the route appear easier to print and view, like stylized subway maps. This way, a 
user can quickly learn that a certain route will get them to their destination quickly and easily. 

 Add directional arrows along one-way sections of the routes so customers know which way the shuttles 
are traveling, and where and how they loop. 
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DEMAND MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Adding parking supply is not the only way to accommodate campus parking needs. It is possible (and often less 
costly) to make existing parking supply—or at least the most convenient parking supply—adequate to campus 
needs by shifting demand and reducing the number of single-occupancy vehicles (SOVs) brought to campus each 
day. This is referred to as transportation demand management or TDM. With an investment of effort, it may be 
possible to enhance these demand reductions through policy changes, targeted communications, programmatic 
enhancements and incentives, and pricing disincentives. Further particulars of these programs are detailed in 
Appendix G. 
 

 Invest in transit. Specifically, this would mean expanding the current shuttle program to include 
pickup/drop-offs at War Memorial East and Summit View. 

o These transit stops could even be in place of the current stops nearest Arena-Auditorium. 
o Making users feel comfortable with the shuttle program will help to utilize the surplus of parking 

spaces on the outskirts of campus—covered shelters, trash cans, well-maintained lighting, 
queuing areas for people with bikes, route maps, benches, and—where possible—heat.  

o Consider public transit corridors within the future roadway network in the Campus Master Plan 
o Invest in high efficiency fuel transit vehicles to be consistent with campus sustainability goals 
o Continue to achieve Action Steps from the Long-Range Development Plan 
o Continue to implement social media online tools for customers for both transit and parking 
o Seek additional revenue sources outside the University to review system expansion 
o Budget for facility improvements to accommodate the existing transit fleet and maintenance, 

along with room for future expansion 
o Future facility planning must include efficient passenger waiting areas for transportation 

network companies (TNCs), e.g., Lyft and Uber, to pick-up and drop-off passengers 
o Continue to market, promote, and provide easy access to parking and shuttle information. Buses 

must operate on time and with enough capacity to meet demand 
o Continue to provide, improve, and market real-time bus data 
o Develop a new branding theme, combining the fixed route, LaramieLink Dial-A-Ride, and 

SafeRide services – promoting the services are available for all users 

 Introduce carpooling 
o Augment the current day-to-day ad hoc carpooling incentive with long-term carpool permits. 
o Carpool permits would be issued to groups of two or more. Each member of the group would 

turn in an individual permit or would be ineligible to purchase an individual permit. 
o A carpool can have as few as two members, but in this way, each carpool can effectively remove 

at least one car from campus on a longer-term basis. Carpool benefits are generally provided as 
preferential parking, discounted parking, or both. 

o Correlate and identify the true costs of commuting—this is especially important to those who 
travel great distances to be on campus as identified in the GIS mapping of home addresses 

 The University of California, Santa Barbara Transportation and Parking Services has a 
commuter cost calculator: https://www.tps.ucsb.edu/commuter-cost-calculator 

 For those commuting from Cheyenne (approximately 50 miles each way), with the 
assumptions of making the trip five days a week in a vehicle that gets 25 miles per gallon 
and an average cost of $2 per gallon and $20 per month to park, it is costing this 
individual over $2,100 per year in commuting alone and nearly $15,000 per year if you 

https://www.tps.ucsb.edu/commuter-cost-calculator
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add the related costs of car ownership, not to mention the carbon dioxide emissions 
during the trip. 

 Introduce vanpooling 
o Engage a third-party vendor (e.g., Enterprise); they will do much of the work to establish, 

promote, communicate, and manage the program. 
o Use the techniques described in Section 6: TDM Strategies 
o Enhance vanpooling with remote lots and “TDM support services” (as described later in this 

section) 

 Incorporate bicycle and pedestrian improvements into campus projects 
o Widen sidewalks 
o Add additional bike racks where current racks are frequently full 
o Improve bike paths/routes to avoid parking lots 
o Manage/maintain surface paint of crosswalks, bike paths, etc. 
o Provide more access to shower and locker facilities 
o Add bike-share locations as demand/popularity dictates 

 Introduce and enhance TDM support services 
o Guaranteed Ride Home 

 This program is described in the TDM Strategies section of this report and is critical to 
success. 

 It can be provided using campus staff in University vehicles (e.g., LaramieLink Dial-A-
Ride), carshare cars, Lyft/Uber, or taxicabs. Although, must be flexible enough to take a 
user as far as Cheyenne or Fort Collins. 

 Intended for unanticipated events and emergencies (e.g., called to pick up a sick child) 
o Carshare 

 Contract with an outside provider to place carshare cars on campus both Zipcar and 
Enterprise have campus-partnership programs. 

 Carshare is scalable. As demand grows, the third-party provider will likely add cars. 
 The more vehicles there are, the more people use it (as confidence grows that a vehicle 

will be available as they need it). 
 Encourage departments to set up accounts for business use. This reduces the number of 

people who feel they need to commute alone because they need their cars for work. 
People that departments sign up also get personal accounts. 

o One-day parking permits 
 Provide a limited number of complimentary one-day parking permits to transit riders 

and carpoolers, who have given up or decline individual parking permits. For occasional 
days that people need to come to campus alone. 

 Intended for anticipated events (e.g., medical appointments during the workday). 
o Ridematching 

 Implement and utilize a tool for ridematching such as an online interface where users 
may register to take part in the program. 

 Educate consumers that they don’t need to share a work address or even a 
neighborhood to share the ride—all they need is to share one of the few corridors that 
come to Laramie. 

o Bikeshare 
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 START Bike’s BCycle is an example of a bikeshare program where a partnership could be 
formed with the University of Wyoming, as was done in the Town of Jackson Hole, City 
of Denver, and City of Boulder. 

 Bikeshare can provide daytime mobility within the campus or between campus and City 
locations. This helps support people who come to campus without personal vehicles. 

 Bikeshares can help enhance a community’s bike culture, by introducing more people to 
bicycle use, and can make drivers more accustomed to sharing the road with cyclists. 

 Bicycle and pedestrian recommendations 

o Improve inadequate or confusing pedestrian crossings with pavement markings, wayfinding, 
traffic control (signal, flashing beacon, roundabout, etc.), and accessibility 

o Decrease conflicts between pedestrians and other modes traveling on campus by implementing 
separate bicycle and pedestrian paths and/or vehicle lanes for highest use facilities; limit 
vehicular use within areas of high pedestrian activity; additional/enhanced sidewalks 

o Install ADA‐compliant ramps for those areas not in compliance 
o Construct additional sidewalks or multiuse paths to promote continuity of a pedestrian path 

network 
o Consider increasing the amount of lighting fixtures along well-used paths 
o Repair damaged sidewalks which create a hazard for pedestrians and cyclists 
o Develop a Bicycle Master Plan consistent with the overall transportation network for the 

campus  
o Identify improvement areas for bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure improvements 
o Review goat path trails for improvements to the network 
o Inventory bicycle use and identify areas where bicycle storage is inadequate and where it is 

substantial 
o Consider the development of a bicycle education program for UW 
o Consider dedicated bike lanes on Willet Drive, 12th Street, and 13th Street 
o Continue to promote and market the Pokes Spokes Bike Library 
o Emphasize campus communication and enforcement of bicycle regulations 
o Improve facility maintenance for pedestrian and bicycle facilities 

 Marketing and communications 
o TDM must be marketed so that people are both aware of the programs, and see how they fit 

their individual needs 
o Many individuals choose their mode of commuting through habit—because of this, it is 

imperative to get alternative transportation information into the hands of new employees and 
students immediately 

o The presence of these programs needs to be a constant undercurrent in the communications 
that come from parking 

 
LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION (LPR) 
 
Current enforcement uses officers on foot searching for hang tags, mis-parked vehicles, or cars parked in the 
wrong permit locations. This is time consuming and costly. 
 
In place of hang tags or stickers, parking privileges could be issued online using the permit holder’s license plate. 
With this system, a license plate would act as a digital permit. This allows for an entire university to be enforced 
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through mobile license plate recognition. This practice cuts labor costs related to the enforcement process as a 
license plate recognition (LPR) unit can cover more areas in less time and/or with greater frequency. When 
visitors to a university are using the pay-by-plate method (see “Frictionless Parking Systems,” below), permit 
holders are registering their license plates online, and LPR is the method of enforcement, there is no need for 
parking access and revenue control systems (PARCS), hang tags, or key cards of any kind. The avoidance of hang 
tags, and their associated labor and materials is an additional cost-saving mechanism. 
 
Walker recommends that UW implement an LPR system. Two LPR-equipped vehicles would be able to patrol the 
entire campus quickly and efficiently with great accuracy, multiple times throughout the day. This would cut 
down on labor costs, but more importantly, would allow for a timely and accurate ticketing systems. Compliance 
would increase, because users would learn that they cannot “game the system.” An LPR system can identify 
offenders while bringing a better service to those who are utilizing the facilities appropriately. Typically, parking 
systems that introduce LPR see an initial uptick in revenue. Ultimately, however, most enforcement programs 
end up with similar revenues, but have dramatically improved efficiency and better compliance. 
 
License plate recognition enables parking enforcement officers (PEOs) to drive rather than walk while 
conducting enforcement. The LPR system consists of two vehicle-mounted cameras (on the left and right sides 
of the car), a processor (in the trunk), and a touch screen computer installed on the dashboard or connected to 
the floor, between the driver and passenger seats. All data is downloaded and recorded in a separate stationary 
workstation/server. 
 
The vehicle-mounted cameras read the license plate data through optical character recognition (OCR) to 
photograph and record vehicle’s license plates. The license plate data is interfaced with the multi-space meter 
and digital permit software to identify non-credentialed vehicles. If an unidentified license plate is read by the 
camera, the software ‘pings,’ signaling the PEO that the license plate is in unpaid or expired status.  
 
License plate recognition is dependent upon capturing accurate license plate images, which can be challenging 
for several reasons: 

1. There is no standardization of license plates in the U.S. Different states have different formats, fonts, 
colors, reflectivity, etc. Some stack characters and some use images. 

2. Vanity plates alter number and letter sequences. 
3. Snow, rain, sand, dirt, and salt may obscure the image. 
4. Bicycles, bike racks, trailer hitches, etc. may obscure images. 
5. People can intentionally cover all or part of their plate. 
6. Lighting and shadows change throughout the day and the year 
7. Cars may be parked at different angles in different parking areas. 
8. Cars may back into a stall with no front license plate. 

 
Staff is often required to analyze, confirm, or correct the LPR images; however, 100% accuracy is not required. If 
the cameras capture some of the license plate accurately it should provide enough data to identify and locate 
the vehicle in the system, and the image can be compared to the live vehicle for verification. The timestamped 
images captured with the LPR cameras can act as photographic proof that the individual was parked illegally 
thus reducing the percentage of successful citation appeals. 
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USER FUNCTIONS 
Operationally, frictionless parking also results in a system which runs smoothly, even during times of high 
parking volumes. Visitors pay on foot at kiosks instead of picking up a physical permit. Since enforcement can be 
managed with less labor, enforcement is also likely to be more consistent and efficient, which reduces the 
number of violators (or repeat violators) and keeps more spaces open for those following the rules.  
 
A strong, clear web presence is recommended when utilizing a frictionless system. Permit holders should be 
required to register and pay for both registration and citations online. The website should be a single source for 
users to accomplish all these tasks, and promote ease of use. This reduces staffing requirements and the need 
for extended office or phone coverage hours and days. 
 
Clear instructions and regulations for parking on campus should be presented, especially regarding parking in 
such a way that license plates remain visible. This will help ensure users transition smoothly to the LPR-based 
system. Baylor University has adopted an LPR-based parking system, and an example of the University’s parking 
instructions on their website is presented below. 
 

Figure 62: Baylor University Parking Website Graphic 
 

 
 

Source: http://www.baylor.edu/dps/index.php?id=866872 

 
While an LPR system allows for a “frictionless” environment and saves costs through not having physical permits 
for regular users, it also has potential to cause confusion with visitors. The absence of meters at every space 
and/or gates at facilities can lead visitors to believe that parking is free of charge. Because of this, there should 
be clear and adequate signage and wayfinding directing users to pay at kiosks using their license plate. There 
should be signs throughout one’s drive on campus, at the entrance of garages and lots, as well as signs 
throughout the parking facilities. Additionally, this visitor information should be described thoroughly online on 
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any visitor information page of a department’s website. This is also important for on-street spaces, since one 
kiosk may be used for several spaces, and may not be as noticeable as a single meter in front of every space. As 
single-space meters are removed, their remaining posts may provide a good opportunity for posting new 
informational and regulatory signs. 
 
FINE STRUCTURE 
 
Many of the basic registration and parking fines appear commensurate with the campus’ current parking permit 
pricing model and with the severity of the violations. The fines for improper display or registration, display of an 
expired permit, failure to register, overtime, no parking, parking over the line, parking in reserved or residential 
spaces, all seem appropriate. 
 
Some of the fines, in Walker’s opinion, do not reflect the seriousness of the violation. 

 Parking in a “No Parking” area, including sidewalks and reserved spaces. Blocking a sidewalk or any area 
where a vehicle is not intended to be obstructs traffic, be it pedestrian or vehicular, is a violation that 
compromises safety and should be increased from $38 to $50 or $100. 

 Unless capped by statute, violations for parking in an ADA space or access aisle should be set at a level 
that is intended to completely curtail the activity. We recommend at least $250. We also recommend 
posting the dollar amount of the violation on each ADA signpost, along with a tow-away notification. 

 Parking in a fire lane indicates significant disregard for life and safety, and should be set at the same fine 
as ADA violations. 

 
 
OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
AMBASSADOR PROGRAM 
 
Walker recommends that UW adopt the “ambassador” program model or approach to parking enforcement. 
This program is based on positive customer and visitor contact. The perception of parking enforcement is often 
negative. Enforcement is seen as punitive, which in many cases it is. The manner in which enforcement is 
presented to the parker is often the reason. An ambassadorial approach to field services (including 
enforcement), includes the following: 

 

 The mission of a Parking Ambassador Program would be to provide hospitality, information, and public 
safety services to students, faculty/staff, and visitors, in addition to enforcing campus parking 
regulations. These ambassadors would be required to complete multi-faceted training in hospitality and 
customer service, emergency response and first aid, wayfinding, transportation, and campus services. 
They should work directly with internal and external clients of the University. This model emphasizes 
some significant differences between police activities and parking enforcement. 

 The primary goals of an ambassador program would be to promote the goals of the University, resolve 
concerns, provide information, deter criminal activity, and help make the campus a better, safer and 
friendlier place to live, work, and visit. Ambassadors should initiate personal contacts with the parking 
system users (known as “touches”), issue more warnings (to non-repeat offenders), thus slightly fewer 
citations, and interact with students, faculty/staff, and visitors in a positive manner. The vision of the 
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program is to help promote a more constructive, dynamic experience by extending this service beyond 
parking lot enforcement. 

 The ambassadors may accomplish these goals while providing parking management by monitoring 
public safety, extending a helping hand in emergency situations, and calling on stakeholders on a regular 
basis. Beyond enforcing parking regulations, examples of appropriate behaviors of ambassadors would 
be to: 

o Greet visitors and offer customer service; 
o provide information and explain local traffic and parking regulations to seek voluntary 

compliance; 
o give a positive face to many people’s first contact with the University; 
o give accurate directions to visitors and direct visitors to local destinations and attractions; 
o distribute brochures and maps; 
o provide a motorist assistance program; 
o offer an emergency response and first aid; and, 
o deter criminal activity by their presence. 

 Ambassadors would be assigned to patrol areas within the campus. As part of a larger auxiliary 
organization, the program should be self-funded by citation fees. Transit and Parking Services should 
acknowledge that all staff are commuter and parking representatives, and this is a part of everyone’s 
jobs. As ambassadors, each employee must have a general understanding of and be able to present how 
Transit and Parking Services works by being able to answer the following questions: 

o Why charge for parking?  
o How come employees need to “pay to come to work”? 
o How are permits allocated? 
o Why do “sold-out” lots appear to have capacity? 
o Where does the money come from and go to? 

 
MAINTENANCE OF PARKING ASSETS 
 
Walker recommends a proactive program of parking facility and equipment maintenance, supported by a sinking 
fund. Continual reinvestment in the system will prolong the life of the assets and may avoid costlier repairs. 
 
Formalizing a parking facility maintenance plan is an important step in the process of being proactive. There are 
three types of maintenance that should be considered when doing so: housekeeping, preventative maintenance, 
and repairs. 
• Housekeeping is the general cleaning and maintenance of each facility. Routine tasks include 

cleaning/sweeping of debris, replacing lights, emptying trash, and maintaining the grounds. 
• Preventative maintenance are tasks to reduce the need for some major repairs. These include items 

such as sealing cracks and reapplying sealer. 
• Repairs are tasks that restore or replace damaged portions of a parking facility to forestall the need for 

major repairs. 
 
Formalizing a maintenance strategy to plan ahead, as opposed to maintaining the facility in response to 
observed failures, extends the life of the facility. The graph below displays how deferred maintenance actually 
shortens the lifespan of a facility. This is especially true with structures. Although the University does not have 
any parking structures at this time, it is still important to recognize for the future and for the preventative 
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maintenance of surface lots, which can experience significant subsurface damage, if not well maintained. A good 
program of preventative treatments can extend the time before a full-depth reconstruction is required. 
 

Figure 63: Maintenance and Restoration Program Impacts 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
In addition to, and as part of, a formalized maintenance plan, Walker recommends ensuring all lighting is 
updated to LED lighting in the surface parking lots. It is Walker’s understanding these upgrades may have 
already occurred in many areas. LED lighting has a short payback, saving in long-term operational costs, has a 
better environmental impact, and makes the facilities safer for the users. Walker has noted a return on 
investment of approximately 3-5 years. 
 

 Fund and keep current with preventative and routine maintenance to avoid the degradation of surface 

parking lots, which is a logarithmic, non-linear function. 

 Maintain a sinking fund as part of the parking budget, setting aside a minimum of a recommended $60 

per space per year. This will address maintenance including crack sealing, potholing, seal coating, 

striping, and an occasional rotomill/overlay. 

 A separate capital reserve should be set aside to fund periodic full-depth reconstruction of parking lots. 

 
NO-FEE PARKING PRIVILEGES 
 
Walker recommends that it is a best practice for university campuses that have parking auxiliaries to ensure that 
all parking is paid. A parking auxiliary is expected to generate all of the revenue that is required to cover its 
operating expenses, maintenance, and debt. If some groups pay and others do not, then those who do pay for 
their parking are subsidizing those who do not, such as visitors and retirees, as follows: 
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VISITORS 
A college campus has many types of visitors from admissions guests, to alumni, to volunteers, local community 
members, and guest speakers. Each of these visitors to campus brings value to the University. This does not alter 
the fact that Parking and Transportation is an auxiliary operation, responsible for being self-supporting. Walker 
recommends that all campus parking should be paid for—this distributes the expenses of providing Transit and 
Parking Services across all users of the system. This does not mean that every end-user of the system should 
have to pay—for example, Admissions may pay for prospective students and their families to park; or, a 
department can pay for its guest speakers and/or volunteers. In this way, all users of the system share in the 
expenses, and the departments that benefit from visitors, speakers, or volunteers pay for the privileges 
accorded to their guests. 
 
RETIREES 
The University wishes to provide parking privileges to its retired employees—such an action rewards people for 
the time they spent working for the University and can keep them engaged with the campus community. As with 
the examples above there is tangible benefit to the University, and if it wishes to provide these privileges, the 
University should do so. However, Transit and Parking Services is responsible for administering campus parking 
resources, not for administering benefits. Is it equitable to have current students and employees subsidizing 
these parking privileges? Or, should that be the domain of the benefits fund? 
 
TRANSPORTATION ACCESS FEE 
 
If UW follows Walkers permit pricing and allocation recommendations, the result could be greater use of 
perimeter and remote parking spaces by employees as well as commuting and residential students. In this case, 
the University may wish to reconsider the balance of contributions towards the Transportation Access Fee. This 
is currently funded at a rate of $53.95 per full-time student per semester. 
 
ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY 
 
On most college and university campuses, parking is a paid privilege—and on most campuses, the parking, 
commuter, and transportation functions are often seen as profit centers (“cash cows”), or as being greedy or as 
nickel-and-diming campus community members. Very often—almost always—the function is poorly understood, 
with the campus community being unaware of the degree of expense that it takes to build, operate, maintain, 
repair, administer, and enforce campus parking assets. This is usually related to an inadvertent lack of 
transparency. One way some campuses demonstrate accountability and transparency is to develop, promote, 
and prominently display on their website, an annual report. Such a report has the following purposes and 
benefits: 
 

 Helps faculty, staff, students, and even administrators better understand the parking and commuting 
functions on campus, Walker recommends that Transit and Parking Services produces and publicizes an 
annual report. From a financial standpoint it would: 

o show all sources and uses of funds;  
o describe staffing levels (which are demonstrably lean); 
o track current and deferred maintenance; 
o include citation revenue and expenses; 
o illustrate long-term capital and O&M plans; and, 
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o justify what is being spent and what is being retained. 

 Presents a robust and transparent discussion of revenues and expenses will help demonstrate that the 
costs are real, conveying the message: “no-fee” parking is not the same as “free” parking. If one group 
of customers isn’t paying for parking, their costs are being absorbed by and distributed among others 
who are. 

 There are large and hidden costs associated with providing parking that are often overlooked. It is the 
department’s responsibility to be accountable for the revenues they collect and the expenses that they 
cover—this activity may not make people like paying for parking, but the relationship with customers 
will be less contentious if they understand that for which they are paying. 

 Beyond finances, the annual report would describe programmatic offerings beyond parking, particularly 
shuttle services and transportation demand management (TDM) initiatives. This provides an opportunity 
to market the programs, illustrate participation levels, and show measures of the effectiveness 
regarding campus sustainability goals. There is an opportunity to describe the avoided costs (land-use, 
environmental, and monetary) when TDM programs avert or reduce the need to construct additional 
parking. 

 While the finances of the enforcement program and the distribution of its revenues will be discussed in 
the financial section, described above, the annual report would provide an opportunity to have a more 
qualitative conversation regarding the service that enforcement personnel (ambassadors) provide, and 
the value of enforcement—particularly to permit holders. 

 It is unlikely that it would be beneficial to produce a printed version of the annual report. The most likely 
distribution channel would be a link from the department’s website. In order to drive community 
members to that link, we would recommend use of campus media outlets. A targeted emailing to at 
least faculty, staff, and student leaders could be an effective means of reaching out to campus 
constituents. If possible, perhaps the most effective tool to get the most campus community members 
to see the annual report would be an email to everyone on campus from a senior administrator. 

 Items from the annual report can be presented as “dashboards” on the front page of the department 
website, potentially including: 

o Parking budget information 
o Parking Inventory 
o Citations Issued 
o TDM participation (carpool, vanpool, transit, bikes, skateboards, walkers, etc.) 
o Parking Spaces Saved 
o Vehicle Emissions Saved 

 
WEBSITE 
 
The website is clean, clear, and thorough, covering the high points of the information that campus community 
members and visitors need to know. There are good links to more in-depth information including the full text of 
the rules and regulations, construction updates, any seasonal changes to the transit schedule, the transit 
schedule and map, and information for commuting via bicycle. In addition to the changes suggested to the 
transit map in the “Shuttle Service” section, there may be room for improvement to the parking map. The map 
should include municipally-accepted parking locations in addition to the University-owned spaces. Identifying 
and acknowledging where parking should and should not occur could help curb some illegal behaviors. Links to 
the City’s website identifying rules and regulations could also assist in the educational process. 
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There may be other opportunities to “humanize” the department to the campus community, perhaps a social 
media presence. Based upon some of the focus group and survey feedback, there may be additional topics to 
better market. Walker was able to find FAQ page on the TPS website, however, it was in a PDF format in the 
rules and regulations section. This made finding it difficult. This is a necessity for the website that could be made 
easier to find, which can answer questions and better educate users on campus. Additionally, educating users in 
a less formal way, such as “did you know?” advertisements on the bus or on a social media account, can be a 
quick, easy way for students, faculty, and staff to better understand the parking system. 
 
OFFICE APPEARANCE/PROFESSIONALISM 
 
Transit and Parking Services’ offices are modest. The staff we encountered in the office and worked with in the 
field demonstrated a positive attitude and great interactions with customers. They seemed knowledgeable 
about policies, procedures, and user groups. 
 
Uniforms can help keep the field staff approachable. The important factor is to ensure that employee training 
and attitude make them welcoming, and (per our earlier recommendation) ambassadorial. We recommend that 
all field staff should at least be wearing a branded polo while on campus, particularly if they are undertaking 
enforcement duties. Additionally, if an employee is on enforcement duties, they should wear a highly visible vest 
for safety purposes and to stand out for users to ask questions. Someone not officially attired, looking into cars 
could make campus members uncomfortable, and could lead to an inadvertent call to the campus police. 
 
COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
 
One reoccurring theme throughout the stakeholder meetings was the frustration and concern with individuals 
from outside the neighborhood disregarding the regulations of the residential parking permit program (RPP). 
Several individuals described the issue as users of the University parking on-street in the neighborhoods to the 
west of campus, which frustrates the residents in that neighborhood. Residential parking permits have 
historically been used to ensure that neighborhood residents have priority use of on-street parking. In a typical 
program, residents may obtain permits that allow them to park on a particular block, or in a particular area. To 
be effective, the total number of parking permits allocated to a neighborhood should be fewer than the number 
of available on-street spaces. These permits may be free to the resident or sold for an annual fee. In few cases, 
permits are sold to a limited number of non-residents, usually at a higher price. Each residence may be limited 
to one or two permits and some municipal agencies offer the ability to request additional short-term guest 
permits. Vehicles failing to display a residential parking permit may be subject to time restrictions (such as 2-
hour limits), may be required to pay a meter, or may be prohibited from parking altogether. 
 
Walker supports a community-led initiative for requesting the need for a residential parking permit program 
within the neighborhoods surrounding UW. RPPs should almost never be introduced by the local governing 
agency or forced upon a neighborhood as part of a larger economic development initiative or, in this case, to 
ease town and gown relations. It should remain the responsibility of the local government to react to the nature 
of the neighborhood and subsequently establish local ordinances detailing the program policies and regulatory 
requirements. These ordinances already exist in Laramie. Therefore, publicizing them so that the neighborhoods 
included within the boundaries of the RPP are aware of its existence, might be an issue worth backing. 
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A request for an RPP review should be recognized by petition in one of two ways. Either through a municipality-
recognized neighborhood association (this might be beneficial to explore) or by an individual neighborhood 
block face (this is similar to Laramie). Typically, the residential density factor within each neighborhood will 
determine whether a neighborhood association or a neighborhood block request is the more suitable approach.  
In either case, Walker recommends an amendment to the municipal code of ordinances to establish an RPP 
ordinance and subsequently authorize “blanket” RPP boundaries. Laramie has implemented this. The City could 
consider broadening their boundaries, as both Gibbon and Harney Streets have been impacted due to their 
exclusion from the RPP and proximity to the regulated on-street parking. Once an RPP ordinance is established, 
RPPs may be added (by council or commission vote) as needed through neighborhood and individual requests. 
Caution should be exercised when developing an RPP ordinance, as once a sufficient percentage of users vote in 
favor of parking restrictions, it is nearly irreversible. 
 
There are potential financial and operating impacts associated with an RPP. The municipal agency will be 
required to bear additional operating costs to provide enforcement labor, maintenance labor and administrative 
labor to manage the program. Enforcement personnel may be stretched too thin to cover the RPP areas 
frequently enough to provide an incentive for compliance. When an RPP is primarily enforced on a complaint 
basis, as has been described, users learn that they are often able to disregard the system. Scofflaws persist and 
the system fails. 
 
Administrative labor will also be required to review new and additional applications, as well as manage the 
inventory and distribution of additional permits. At a minimum, permit fees should be established to cover the 
operating and maintenance costs associated with an RPP program. Typical operating costs include labor, 
enforcement vehicle, equipment and regulatory signs. The City should review the costs associated and 
reevaluate the permit fees. 
 
Establishing RPP hours of operation should factor peak periods of activity when competition for the same on-
street parking inventory is greater than 85% utilization with a minimum of 25% utilization by non-resident 
vehicles. Counts should occur regularly to ensure the RPP is maintaining an appropriate utilization. If an RPP 
were to create an environment where spaces are under- or over utilized, the program should be reconsidered.  
 
As a good steward and community member, the University has expressed an interest in alleviating some of the 
frustrations and inconveniences in surrounding neighborhoods that have RPPs in place, by providing 
enforcement support.  
 
Walker recommends UW support the City by continuing to educate their students as to the rules and regulations 
outside the campus bounds. Advertising the locations of free/available on-street parking as well as conveying 
the restricted/prohibited on-street parking within the surrounding neighborhoods may go a long way towards 
curbing behaviors. The users of the campus either know now or will find out about the available parking 
surrounding the campus. It is the University’s duty to educate the visitors of their campus as to the regulations 
in place. How and where this information is displayed could be discussed with City officials. Reaching out to City 
officials prior to this educational process would do twofold: (1) Point out to the City that UW is working to 
educate their users to park appropriately, and (2) allow City officials to have input in what is conveyed. 
 
As it stands, campus affiliates are allowed to park in the majority of the locations surrounding campus. For this 
to change, neighborhoods need to take accountability for availing themselves of an RPP on their blockfaces. 
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Additionally, the City should react to the community grievances by educating about (or expanding) the existing 
RPP program, and by ensuring that enforcement is routinely undertaken. UW supporting the City in creating, 
maintaining, communicating, and enforcing a successful program and remaining transparent on the regulations 
of parking in the neighborhoods are among the best ways to maintain a collaborative relationship. 
 
 
NEXT STEPS 
 
The recommendations in this report include several strategies, the implementation of which may result in 
significant changes to the day-to-day operations of the University’s transportation and parking strategies. These 
changes can be overwhelming and can disrupt campus community members’ daily routines. The Walker team’s 
recommendations include changes to operations, policies, technology, communications/marketing, and campus 
culture change. The Walker team is well equipped to support the University in planning and operationalizing the 
implementation of these recommendations, including: 
 

 The development of a phased implementation strategy, with timelines and measurements of success 

 A communication plan to build campus consensus for changes to the transit and parking system 

 A refined parking fee structure that balances the use of existing campus assets and plans for the future 

 Adjustments to enforcement tools, strategies, and policies to improve compliance and address the 
town/gown interface 

 The creation of RFPs for parking technology and equipment, including an LPR system 

 A prioritized transportation demand management (TDM) plan that takes into account unique regional 
conditions and local culture 

 Monitoring mode splits and parking occupancy counts 

 Enhancing access, safety, and comfort for pedestrians and cyclists on pathways and at intersections 

 Improving transit amenities—particularly bus stops and queueing areas 

 Optimizing transit routes and schedules 

 Siting and right-sizing an appropriate transit storage and maintenance facility. 

 The professional expertise to design and engineer a parking structure, including the development of a 
long-term asset management plan 

 A full suite of building envelope and forensic restoration services that go well beyond parking lots or 
structures 
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STATEMENT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS 
 
1. This report is to be used in whole and not in part. 

2. Walker’s report and recommendations are based on certain assumptions pertaining to the future 
performance of the local economy and other factors typically related to individual user characteristics that 
are either outside Walker’s control or that of the client. To the best of Walker’s ability, we analyzed available 
information that was incorporated in projecting future performance of the proposed subject site. 

3. Sketches, photographs, maps and other exhibits are included to assist the reader in visualizing the property. 
It is assumed that the use of the land and improvements is within the boundaries of the property described, 
and that there is no encroachment or trespass unless noted.  

4. All information, estimates, and opinions obtained from parties not employed by Walker Parking 
Consultants/Engineers, Inc. are assumed to be true and correct. We assume no liability resulting from 
misinformation. 

5. None of this material may be reproduced in any form without our written permission, and the report cannot 
be disseminated to the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales, or other media. 

6. We take no responsibility for any events or circumstances that take place subsequent to the date of our field 
inspections.  

7. This report was prepared by Walker Parking Consultants; all opinions, recommendations, and conclusions 
expressed during the course of this assignment are rendered by the staff of Walker Parking Consultants as 
employees, rather than as individuals.  

8. The conclusions and recommendations presented were reached based on Walker’s analysis of the 
information obtained from the client and our own sources. Information furnished by others, upon which 
portions of this study may be based, is believed to be reliable; however, it has not been verified in all cases. 
No warranty is given to the accuracy of such information; moreover, any significant differences between 
these assumptions and actual performance may impact the financial projections for the subject parking 
operation. 
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Thank you for your participation in this survey. The University of Wyoming has undertaken a
parking and transportation study to help the campus update its parking plan and improve
alternative transportation options. As part of this process, we want to learn more about the parking
and travel patterns of current students, faculty, and staff, and gauge attitudes toward parking- and
transportation-related issues. To determine these characteristics, we need your help.

Although travel choices may change from day to day, please tell us about your typical travel and/or
parking experiences on campus. Total time to complete the survey averages from eight to twelve
minutes.

This survey will only be active until 11:59 p.m. on November 2, 2018, so please don't wait to give us
your input. 

Thank you for your time and feedback.

Cover page

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018
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Role

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

1. Your role on campus is best described as:*

Faculty (full-time, tenure, or tenure track)

Faculty (part-time, adjunct)

Staff/Affiliate (full-time)

Staff/Affiliate (part-time)

Undergraduate student (students with campus jobs or
internships should categorize themselves as students.)

Graduate student (students with campus jobs or internships
should categorize themselves as students.)

2. Your gender:*

Female

Male

Prefer not to answer

3. Age:*

Under 17

17-24

25-30

31-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70 and older

Prefer not to answer

4. I identify my ethnicity as:*

Asian

Black/African-American

Caucasian/White

Hispanic/Latino

Native American

Pacific Islander

Other

Prefer not to answer
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University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

5. Do you live:*

On-campus, student in a residence hall (RAs should classify
themselves as students)

On-campus, student in a campus apartment

On-campus, faculty or staff in campus housing (RAs should
classify themselves as students)

Off-campus, within 0.25 miles of campus

Off-campus, within 0.5 miles of campus

Off-campus, within 0.75 miles of campus

Off-campus, within 1 miles of campus

Off-campus, between 1 and 4.9 miles from campus

Off-campus, between 5 and 19.9 miles from campus

Off-campus, between 20 and 39.9 miles from campus

Off-campus, 40 or more miles from campus
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live off campus

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

6. How do you most frequently travel to and from campus?*

Driving alone

Carpooling

Getting dropped off/picked up

Motorcycling/scootering

Bus

Cycling

Skateboarding/Longboarding

Walking

Ride-hailing app (e.g., Lyft or Uber)

Taxi
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Mode choice, days, times

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

7. Is {{ Q6 }} the:*

Mode used most often (I use different modes on different
days)

Mode used for longest part of the trip

Only mode ever used

8. What other modes do you or have you ever used (part-time or seasonally) to get to and from campus?
(Please choose all that apply.)

*

Driving alone

Carpooling

Getting dropped off

Motorcycling/scootering

Bus

Cycling

Walking

Ride-hailing app (e.g., Lyft or Uber)

Taxi

None of these

9. During a typical week, on which days do you typically commute to campus? (Please choose all that
apply)

*

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
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10. What time do you typically first arrive on campus?

Before 6:00 a.m.

6:00 - 6:59 a.m.

7:00 - 7:59 a.m.

8:00 - 8:59 a.m.

9:00 - 9:59 a.m.

10:00 - 10:59 a.m.

11:00 - 11:59 a.m.

12:00 - 12:59 p.m.

1:00 - 1:59 p.m.

2:00 - 2:59 p.m.

3:00 - 3:59 p.m.

4:00 - 4:59 p.m.

5:00 - 5:59 p.m.

After 6:00 p.m.

N/A - I don't have a "typical" arrival time

11. What time do you typically leave campus for the day?

Before 6:00 a.m.

6:00 - 6:59 a.m.

7:00 - 7:59 a.m.

8:00 - 8:59 a.m.

9:00 - 9:59 a.m.

10:00 - 10:59 a.m.

11:00 - 11:59 a.m.

12:00 - 12:59 p.m.

1:00 - 1:59 p.m.

2:00 - 2:59 p.m.

3:00 - 3:59 p.m.

4:00 - 4:59 p.m.

5:00 - 5:59 p.m.

After 6:00 p.m.

N/A - I don't have a "typical" departure time
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live on campus

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

Other (please specify)

12. How do you most frequently travel from your campus residence to the academic campus? (Please
select just one.)

*

Walk

Bicycle

Bus

Skateboard/Longboard

Motorcycle/scooter

Get dropped off

Drive and re-park on campus
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Factors influencing decisions

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

 
Not at all
important

Not very
important

Somewhat
important Very important N/A

Availability

Cost

Convenience

Weather

Environmental sustainability

Physical abilities or disabilities

Desire for exercise

13. How important are the following factors in determining what mode of transportation (e.g., walk, bike,
ride transit, drive, etc.) you use to travel to campus?
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Most important motivation?

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

14. Which one of these factors is most important to you?

Availability

Cost

Convenience

Weather

Environmental sustainability

Physical abilities or disabilities

Desire for exercise

Not at all Somewhat A lot Not sure

15. How much do you feel like your transportation choices impact UW's environmental sustainability?*

16. How important is it that UW invests in environmentally-friendly parking and transportation solutions?

Very important

Important

Neutral

Unimportant

Very unimportant
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Own or lease?

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

17. Do you own or lease a motorized vehicle (car, truck, motorcycle, and/or scooter)?*

Yes

No
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Parking permit?

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

18. Do you have a current UW parking permit?*

Yes

No, I don't park on campus

No, if I do park on campus I usually purchase day or week passes

No, if I do park on campus I usually use meters or day-lot kiosks
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Type of permit

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

19. What type of UW permit do you have?
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University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

20. If you answered "no" to the question above, please tell us which reason below best represents WHY
you have chosen not to acquire a permit?

I prefer commuting by bus, carpool, or other modes of
transportation

Other options are less expensive or free

Campus parking locations are inconvenient

Campus parking is too difficult to find

Permits are too expensive

Campus parking is unsafe

I prefer to take my chances that I won’t get a ticket

I prefer to use day/week passes, meters, and/or day-lot kiosks

I park free on City streets

I don't have a vehicle

N/A (I did acquire a current parking permit)
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Yes - parking permit

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

21. How long is your typical commute (door-to-door)?*

Less than 5 minutes

5 to 9 minutes

10 to 14 minutes

15 to 19 minutes

20 to 24 minutes

25 to 29 minutes

30 to 34 minutes

35 to 39 minutes

40 to 44 minutes

45 to 59 minutes

60 to 89 minutes

90 or more minutes

22. Typically, when you first arrive on campus, about how many minutes on average do you estimate you
spend searching for a parking space and parking your vehicle?

*

I generally find a space immediately

5 minutes or less

6-10 minutes

11-15 minutes

16-20 minutes

21-25 minutes

26-30 minutes

More than 30 minutes

N/A
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Finding parking space

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

23. After you park, about how many minutes on average do you estimate you spend getting to your
destination?

*

5 minutes or less

6-10 minutes

More than 10 minutes

N/A

24. Within the last year, have you been late to class/work/meetings due to unexpected difficulties finding
parking?

Yes

No

25. Within the last year, have you ever been unable to find a parking space on campus for which your
permit is valid?

Yes

No
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Not able to find space

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

26. How often are you unable to find a space?*

A few times a year

About once a semester

About once a month

About once a week

About 2 or 3 days a week

More than 3 days a week
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Re-park?

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

27. In a typical semester, how often do you relocate or re-park your vehicle on campus during the business
day?

Never

Less than once a month

Once a month

A few times a month

Once a week

A few times a week

Once a day

Twice a day

Three or more times per day

28. When parked on campus, how concerned are you that if you leave in the middle of the day, when you
return you won’t be able to find a comparable parking space?

*

Very concerned

Somewhat concerned

Not at all concerned
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Leaving and returning

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

29. How often does the possibility of losing a parking space keep you from leaving campus until the end of
your day when you would otherwise leave and come back?

Never

Less than once a month

Once a month

A few times a month

Once a week

A few times a week

Once a day

Twice a day

Three or more times per day

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 4

Location 5

30. Is there any location on or around campus with safety issues? What and where?
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University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

31. What concerns you most about your current commute? (check all that apply)

Overall travel time from home to campus

Overall travel time from campus to home

Cost of commute

Cost of parking

Finding a convenient parking space

Finding convenient/safe bicycle parking

Congestion/traffic

Inclement weather

Distance from parking lot or bus stop to building

No concerns
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Try alternatives?

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

 
Not at all willing Somewhat willing Very willing

I already use this
mode at least

sometimes Not sure

Bus

Carpool

Walk

Bicycle

Additional comments?

32. How willing would you be to try each of the following alternative forms of transportation?*
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Bikeshare

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

33. Have you heard of Pokes' Spokes Bike Library (semester bicycle rentals)?

Yes; and I use it

Yes; but I do not use it

No

34. Would you be interested in bikeshare bicycles or electric scooters (single-ride trips) for any of the
following (check all that apply):

Ride between campus destinations

Ride for business-related errands

Ride for personal errands

Ride for exercise/recreation

Not interested
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Carshare 3

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

35. Would you be interested in having carshare cars (e.g., Zipcar) available for any of the following?

I am interested in using it for University-related business (department paid)

I am interested in using it for personal errands (individually paid)

I am interested in using it for business and personal errands

I am not interested in using it
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carpooling

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

36. Do you consider carpooling to be a reasonable alternative to driving by yourself?*

Yes

No

Maybe
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University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

37. If you prefer not to carpool, or would not consider it as an option, which of the following best describes
the reasons why? (Please select no more than three choices.)

*

The cost of my commute, fuel, and parking are reasonable

I have responsibilities to a child or children and must be able
to respond to their needs immediately

I need to be able to respond to an emergency without
inconveniencing anyone else

I have frequent appointments off campus

My work or class schedule is too irregular

I cannot find anyone with whom to carpool

Carpooling takes too much time

I prefer to walk, cycle, or ride the bus

I prefer driving alone

I feel uncomfortable not having my personal vehicle available
to me

N/A (I would consider carpooling)
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Carpool: improve likelihood

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

38. Which of the following would make you more likely to carpool? (Please select no more than three
choices.)

*

Reduced permit fee

Preferred parking space

A convenient park-and-ride lot at which to meet my carpool

A carpool matching website

Reward or recognition

Financial incentive or prize

Vehicles available for business appointments

Vehicles available for personal appointments

A guaranteed ride home for emergencies

A limited number of one-day parking passes

Would not consider carpooling under any circumstances
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39. In a typical two-week period, how often do you ride the bus to or from campus*

Never

1 - 3 days

4 - 6 days

7 - 9 days

10 or more days
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Which bus

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

Other (please specify)

40. Which bus service(s) do you use? (check all that apply)

Union Express

South Express

Campus Commuter

LaramieLink

LaramieLink Dial-a-Ride

SafeRide

Paratransit
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Bus: Improve likelihood

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

41. Which of the following would make you more likely to use a bus for your commute? (Please select no
more than three options.)

More frequent service

More direct route

A park-and-ride lot on my approach to campus

Vehicles available for business appointments

Vehicles available for personal appointments

A guaranteed ride home for emergencies

Bus commuters provided a limited number of one-day parking
passes for occasional car use

More route and schedule information

An app showing real-time bus locations

WiFi on the buses

Bike racks on buses

I have no interest in riding the bus
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Bicycle?

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

42. In a typical two-week period, how often do you ride a bicycle to or from campus? (includes riding
between a residence hall and central campus)

*

Never

Less than 1

1 - 3 days

4 - 6 days

7 - 9 days

10 or more days

43. Which of the following would make you more likely to commute by bicycle? (Please select no more
than three options.)

Safer bike routes to campus

Safer bike routes on campus

Lane conditions/snow removal

More bike racks on campus

Covered bike parking

Bike lockers scattered on campus

A bike cage centrally located on campus

Shower/changing facilities

Bike repair facility on campus

Cycling safety class on campus

Living closer to campus

Different climate

I have no interest in riding a bicycle

I would rather drive to campus and use my bike to move
between campus locations

I would rather drive to campus and use a bikeshare bike to
move between campus locations

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 4

Location 5

44. Where would you like to see more bicycle parking/racks?
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45. In what transportation alternatives should UW prioritize investment over the next 10 years? Please rank
only your top three (i.e., 1, 2, 3; while you can rank more only your top three will be considered).

Carshare

Carpool ride matching

Transit

Bicycle lanes, paths, and racks

Bikeshare

Electric scooter-share

More/better sidewalks, paths, and crosswalks

Telecommuting (remote work)

More parking
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Final comments

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018

46. Do you have any final comments regarding transportation or parking options at UW?
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Thank you for the time you took to complete this parking and transportation survey.

thank you

University of Wyoming - Parking and Transportation Survey 2018
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11.50% 530

1.43% 66

21.11% 973

1.76% 81

53.14% 2,449

11.07% 510

Q1 Your role on campus is best described as:
Answered: 4,609 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 4,609

Faculty
(full-time,...

Faculty
(part-time,...

Staff/Affiliate
(full-time)

Staff/Affiliate
(part-time)

Undergraduate
student...

Graduate
student...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Faculty (full-time, tenure, or tenure track)

Faculty (part-time, adjunct)

Staff/Affiliate (full-time)

Staff/Affiliate (part-time)

Undergraduate student (students with campus jobs or internships should categorize themselves as students.)

Graduate student (students with campus jobs or internships should categorize themselves as students.)
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55.50% 2,558

40.99% 1,889

3.51% 162

Q2 Your gender:
Answered: 4,609 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 4,609

Female

Male

Prefer not to
answer

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Female

Male

Prefer not to answer
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0.00% 0

52.59% 2,424

11.59% 534

11.26% 519

9.26% 427

7.64% 352

5.14% 237

0.30% 14

2.21% 102

Q3 Age:
Answered: 4,609 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 4,609

Under 17

17-24

25-30

31-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70 and older

Prefer not to
answer

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Under 17

17-24

25-30

31-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70 and older

Prefer not to answer
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3.49% 161

1.08% 50

79.80% 3,678

4.21% 194

0.54% 25

0.20% 9

2.23% 103

8.44% 389

Q4 I identify my ethnicity as:
Answered: 4,609 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 4,609

Asian

Black/African-A
merican

Caucasian/White

Hispanic/Latino

Native American

Pacific
Islander

Other

Prefer not to
answer

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Asian

Black/African-American

Caucasian/White

Hispanic/Latino

Native American

Pacific Islander

Other

Prefer not to answer
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15.35% 703

5.41% 248

0.44% 20

7.97% 365

6.27% 287

3.82% 175

12.18% 558

34.87% 1,597

7.75% 355

0.92% 42

Q5 Do you live:
Answered: 4,580 Skipped: 29

On-campus,
student in a...

On-campus,
student in a...

On-campus,
faculty or...

Off-campus,
within 0.25...

Off-campus,
within 0.5...

Off-campus,
within 0.75...

Off-campus,
within 1 mil...

Off-campus,
between 1 an...

Off-campus,
between 5 an...

Off-campus,
between 20 a...

Off-campus, 40
or more mile...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

On-campus, student in a residence hall (RAs should classify themselves as students)

On-campus, student in a campus apartment

On-campus, faculty or staff in campus housing (RAs should classify themselves as students)

Off-campus, within 0.25 miles of campus

Off-campus, within 0.5 miles of campus

Off-campus, within 0.75 miles of campus

Off-campus, within 1 miles of campus

Off-campus, between 1 and 4.9 miles from campus

Off-campus, between 5 and 19.9 miles from campus

Off-campus, between 20 and 39.9 miles from campus
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5.02% 230

TOTAL 4,580

Off-campus, 40 or more miles from campus
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57.77% 2,074

5.35% 192

2.14% 77

0.42% 15

9.97% 358

9.83% 353

0.17% 6

14.32% 514

0.00% 0

0.03% 1

Q6 How do you most frequently travel to and from campus?
Answered: 3,590 Skipped: 1,019

TOTAL 3,590

Driving alone

Carpooling

Getting
dropped...

Motorcycling/sc
ootering

Bus

Cycling

Skateboarding/L
ongboarding

Walking

Ride-hailing
app (e.g., L...

Taxi

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Driving alone

Carpooling

Getting dropped off/picked up

Motorcycling/scootering

Bus

Cycling

Skateboarding/Longboarding

Walking

Ride-hailing app (e.g., Lyft or Uber)

Taxi
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55.10% 1,939

8.13% 286

36.77% 1,294

Q7 Is {{ Q6 }} the:
Answered: 3,519 Skipped: 1,090

TOTAL 3,519

Mode used most
often (I use...

Mode used for
longest part...

Only mode ever
used

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Mode used most often (I use different modes on different days)

Mode used for longest part of the trip

Only mode ever used
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46.86% 1,649

19.32% 680

32.42% 1,141

2.93% 103

20.92% 736

28.39% 999

36.69% 1,291

0.45% 16

0.14% 5

7.81% 275

Q8 What other modes do you or have you ever used (part-time or
seasonally) to get to and from campus? (Please choose all that apply.)

Answered: 3,519 Skipped: 1,090

Driving alone

Carpooling

Getting
dropped off

Motorcycling/sc
ootering

Bus

Cycling

Walking

Ride-hailing
app (e.g., L...

Taxi

None of these

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Driving alone

Carpooling

Getting dropped off

Motorcycling/scootering

Bus

Cycling

Walking

Ride-hailing app (e.g., Lyft or Uber)

Taxi

None of these
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Total Respondents: 3,519  
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91.62% 3,224

92.10% 3,241

93.15% 3,278

90.85% 3,197

86.39% 3,040

17.85% 628

14.35% 505

Q9 During a typical week, on which days do you typically commute to
campus? (Please choose all that apply)

Answered: 3,519 Skipped: 1,090

Total Respondents: 3,519  

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
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2.87% 101

4.81% 169

32.78% 1,152

Q10 What time do you typically first arrive on campus?
Answered: 3,514 Skipped: 1,095

Before 6:00
a.m.

6:00 - 6:59
a.m.

7:00 - 7:59
a.m.

8:00 - 8:59
a.m.

9:00 - 9:59
a.m.

10:00 - 10:59
a.m.

11:00 - 11:59
a.m.

12:00 - 12:59
p.m.

1:00 - 1:59
p.m.

2:00 - 2:59
p.m.

3:00 - 3:59
p.m.

4:00 - 4:59
p.m.

5:00 - 5:59
p.m.

After 6:00 p.m.

N/A - I don't
have a...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Before 6:00 a.m.

6:00 - 6:59 a.m.

7:00 - 7:59 a.m.
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30.99% 1,089

15.34% 539

4.35% 153

1.08% 38

0.85% 30

0.54% 19

0.31% 11

0.46% 16

0.28% 10

0.09% 3

0.11% 4

5.12% 180

TOTAL 3,514

8:00 - 8:59 a.m.

9:00 - 9:59 a.m.

10:00 - 10:59 a.m.

11:00 - 11:59 a.m.

12:00 - 12:59 p.m.

1:00 - 1:59 p.m.

2:00 - 2:59 p.m.

3:00 - 3:59 p.m.

4:00 - 4:59 p.m.

5:00 - 5:59 p.m.

After 6:00 p.m.

N/A - I don't have a "typical" arrival time
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0.26% 9

0.54% 19

0.97% 34

Q11 What time do you typically leave campus for the day?
Answered: 3,516 Skipped: 1,093

Before 6:00
a.m.

6:00 - 6:59
a.m.

7:00 - 7:59
a.m.

8:00 - 8:59
a.m.

9:00 - 9:59
a.m.

10:00 - 10:59
a.m.

11:00 - 11:59
a.m.

12:00 - 12:59
p.m.

1:00 - 1:59
p.m.

2:00 - 2:59
p.m.

3:00 - 3:59
p.m.

4:00 - 4:59
p.m.

5:00 - 5:59
p.m.

After 6:00 p.m.

N/A - I don't
have a...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Before 6:00 a.m.

6:00 - 6:59 a.m.

7:00 - 7:59 a.m.
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0.54% 19

0.31% 11

0.68% 24

1.54% 54

4.52% 159

3.53% 124

7.00% 246

9.98% 351

18.63% 655

29.21% 1,027

12.14% 427

10.15% 357

TOTAL 3,516

8:00 - 8:59 a.m.

9:00 - 9:59 a.m.

10:00 - 10:59 a.m.

11:00 - 11:59 a.m.

12:00 - 12:59 p.m.

1:00 - 1:59 p.m.

2:00 - 2:59 p.m.

3:00 - 3:59 p.m.

4:00 - 4:59 p.m.

5:00 - 5:59 p.m.

After 6:00 p.m.

N/A - I don't have a "typical" departure time
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59.69% 579

16.60% 161

14.95% 145

2.37% 23

0.21% 2

0.41% 4

5.77% 56

Q12 How do you most frequently travel from your campus residence to
the academic campus? (Please select just one.)

Answered: 970 Skipped: 3,639

TOTAL 970

Walk

Bicycle

Bus

Skateboard/Long
board

Motorcycle/scoo
ter

Get dropped off

Drive and
re-park on...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Walk

Bicycle

Bus

Skateboard/Longboard

Motorcycle/scooter

Get dropped off

Drive and re-park on campus
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Q13 How important are the following factors in determining what mode of
transportation (e.g., walk, bike, ride transit, drive, etc.) you use to travel to

campus?
Answered: 4,381 Skipped: 228

5.69%
247

3.91%
170

18.70%
812

67.10%
2,914

4.61%
200

 
4,343

 
338.93

8.47%
368

10.77%
468

25.96%
1,128

50.31%
2,186

4.49%
195

 
4,345

 
298.00

2.18%
95

1.68%
73

17.02%
741

77.17%
3,360

1.95%
85

 
4,354

 
363.27

6.12%
266

9.67%
420

21.63%
940

60.35%
2,622

2.23%
97

 
4,345

 
318.90

18.77%
809

24.10%
1,039

31.04%
1,338

20.44%
881

5.66%
244

 
4,311

 
208.14

27.96%
1,210

17.86%
773

17.14%
742

17.81%
771

19.22%
832

 
4,328

 
174.08

17.38%
754

23.88%
1,036

35.91%
1,558

15.93%
691

6.91%
300

 
4,339

 
205.15

Availability

Cost

Convenience

Weather

Environmental
sustainability

Physical
abilities or...

Desire for
exercise

0 100 200 300 400 500

 NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT

NOT VERY
IMPORTANT

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

VERY
IMPORTANT

N/A TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Availability

Cost

Convenience

Weather

Environmental
sustainability

Physical abilities or
disabilities

Desire for exercise
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25.16% 1,078

14.61% 626

42.25% 1,810

11.02% 472

2.87% 123

1.80% 77

2.29% 98

Q14 Which one of these factors is most important to you?
Answered: 4,284 Skipped: 325

TOTAL 4,284

Availability

Cost

Convenience

Weather

Environmental
sustainability

Physical
abilities or...

Desire for
exercise

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Availability

Cost

Convenience

Weather

Environmental sustainability

Physical abilities or disabilities

Desire for exercise
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Q15 How much do you feel like your transportation choices impact UW's
environmental sustainability?

Answered: 4,308 Skipped: 301

25.81%
1,112

45.89%
1,977

17.62%
759

10.68%
460

 
4,308

 
181.65

(no label)

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

 NOT AT ALL SOMEWHAT A LOT NOT SURE TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE

(no label)
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29.71% 1,277

30.60% 1,315

25.85% 1,111

6.96% 299

6.89% 296

Q16 How important is it that UW invests in environmentally-friendly
parking and transportation solutions?

Answered: 4,298 Skipped: 311

TOTAL 4,298

Very important

Important

Neutral

Unimportant

Very
unimportant

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very important

Important

Neutral

Unimportant

Very unimportant
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92.47% 3,977

7.53% 324

Q17 Do you own or lease a motorized vehicle (car, truck, motorcycle,
and/or scooter)?
Answered: 4,301 Skipped: 308

TOTAL 4,301

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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40.77% 1,618

37.16% 1,475

2.07% 82

20.01% 794

Q18 Do you have a current UW parking permit?
Answered: 3,969 Skipped: 640

TOTAL 3,969

Yes

No, I don't
park on campus

No, if I do
park on camp...

No, if I do
park on camp...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No, I don't park on campus

No, if I do park on campus I usually purchase day or week passes

No, if I do park on campus I usually use meters or day-lot kiosks
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30.90% 499

3.59% 58

10.90% 176

0.25% 4

0.25% 4

51.70% 835

1.18% 19

0.06% 1

1.18% 19

Q19 What type of UW permit do you have?
Answered: 1,615 Skipped: 2,994

TOTAL 1,615

Student
Resident "R"...

Student
Resident "P"...

Student
Commuter "C"...

Student
Permanent...

Student
Temporary...

Faculty/Staff
"A" permit

Faculty/Staff
Permanent...

Faculty/Staff
Temporary...

Faculty/Staff/S
tudent "M"...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Student Resident "R" permit

Student Resident "P" Park-and-Ride permit

Student Commuter "C" permit

Student Permanent Disability "D" permit

Student Temporary Disability "D" permit

Faculty/Staff "A" permit

Faculty/Staff Permanent Disability "D" permit

Faculty/Staff Temporary Disability "D" permit

Faculty/Staff/Student "M" Motorcycle permit
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6.72% 156

23.47% 545

12.02% 279

19.64% 456

21.36% 496

0.00% 0

0.52% 12

1.68% 39

Q20 If you answered "no" to the question above, please tell us which
reason below best represents WHY you have chosen not to acquire a

permit?
Answered: 2,322 Skipped: 2,287

I prefer
commuting by...

Other options
are less...

Campus parking
locations ar...

Campus parking
is too...

Permits are
too expensive

Campus parking
is unsafe

I prefer to
take my chan...

I prefer to
use day/week...

I park free on
City streets

I don't have a
vehicle

N/A (I did
acquire a...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I prefer commuting by bus, carpool, or other modes of transportation

Other options are less expensive or free

Campus parking locations are inconvenient

Campus parking is too difficult to find

Permits are too expensive

Campus parking is unsafe

I prefer to take my chances that I won’t get a ticket

I prefer to use day/week passes, meters, and/or day-lot kiosks
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13.61% 316

0.09% 2

0.90% 21

TOTAL 2,322

I park free on City streets

I don't have a vehicle

N/A (I did acquire a current parking permit)
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8.08% 130

37.66% 606

31.14% 501

11.81% 190

5.16% 83

0.87% 14

1.12% 18

0.50% 8

Q21 How long is your typical commute (door-to-door)?
Answered: 1,609 Skipped: 3,000

Less than 5
minutes

5 to 9 minutes

10 to 14
minutes

15 to 19
minutes

20 to 24
minutes

25 to 29
minutes

30 to 34
minutes

35 to 39
minutes

40 to 44
minutes

45 to 59
minutes

60 to 89
minutes

90 or more
minutes

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Less than 5 minutes

5 to 9 minutes

10 to 14 minutes

15 to 19 minutes

20 to 24 minutes

25 to 29 minutes

30 to 34 minutes

35 to 39 minutes
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0.68% 11

1.37% 22

0.99% 16

0.62% 10

TOTAL 1,609

40 to 44 minutes

45 to 59 minutes

60 to 89 minutes

90 or more minutes
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31.51% 507

22.44% 361

16.90% 272

11.37% 183

5.53% 89

2.92% 47

1.99% 32

4.10% 66

3.23% 52

Q22 Typically, when you first arrive on campus, about how many minutes
on average do you estimate you spend searching for a parking space and

parking your vehicle?
Answered: 1,609 Skipped: 3,000

TOTAL 1,609

I generally
find a space...

5 minutes or
less

6-10 minutes

11-15 minutes

16-20 minutes

21-25 minutes

26-30 minutes

More than 30
minutes

N/A

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I generally find a space immediately

5 minutes or less

6-10 minutes

11-15 minutes

16-20 minutes

21-25 minutes

26-30 minutes

More than 30 minutes

N/A
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51.37% 823

35.83% 574

10.61% 170

2.18% 35

Q23 After you park, about how many minutes on average do you estimate
you spend getting to your destination?

Answered: 1,602 Skipped: 3,007

TOTAL 1,602

5 minutes or
less

6-10 minutes

More than 10
minutes

N/A

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

5 minutes or less

6-10 minutes

More than 10 minutes

N/A
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58.67% 937

41.33% 660

Q24 Within the last year, have you been late to class/work/meetings due
to unexpected difficulties finding parking?

Answered: 1,597 Skipped: 3,012

TOTAL 1,597

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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71.06% 1,137

28.94% 463

Q25 Within the last year, have you ever been unable to find a parking
space on campus for which your permit is valid?

Answered: 1,600 Skipped: 3,009

TOTAL 1,600

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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23.83% 271

5.45% 62

21.64% 246

24.45% 278

14.51% 165

10.11% 115

Q26 How often are you unable to find a space?
Answered: 1,137 Skipped: 3,472

TOTAL 1,137

A few times a
year

About once a
semester

About once a
month

About once a
week

About 2 or 3
days a week

More than 3
days a week

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

A few times a year

About once a semester

About once a month

About once a week

About 2 or 3 days a week

More than 3 days a week
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15.82% 252

9.17% 146

4.27% 68

15.07% 240

9.79% 156

22.41% 357

16.13% 257

6.40% 102

0.94% 15

Q27 In a typical semester, how often do you relocate or re-park your
vehicle on campus during the business day?

Answered: 1,593 Skipped: 3,016

TOTAL 1,593

Never

Less than once
a month

Once a month

A few times a
month

Once a week

A few times a
week

Once a day

Twice a day

Three or more
times per day

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Never

Less than once a month

Once a month

A few times a month

Once a week

A few times a week

Once a day

Twice a day

Three or more times per day
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52.73% 841

32.54% 519

14.73% 235

Q28 When parked on campus, how concerned are you that if you leave in
the middle of the day, when you return you won’t be able to find a

comparable parking space?
Answered: 1,595 Skipped: 3,014

TOTAL 1,595

Very concerned

Somewhat
concerned

Not at all
concerned

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very concerned

Somewhat concerned

Not at all concerned
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25.41% 402

8.91% 141

5.63% 89

13.97% 221

8.15% 129

20.86% 330

9.67% 153

2.65% 42

4.74% 75

Q29 How often does the possibility of losing a parking space keep you
from leaving campus until the end of your day when you would otherwise

leave and come back?
Answered: 1,582 Skipped: 3,027

TOTAL 1,582

Never

Less than once
a month

Once a month

A few times a
month

Once a week

A few times a
week

Once a day

Twice a day

Three or more
times per day

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Never

Less than once a month

Once a month

A few times a month

Once a week

A few times a week

Once a day

Twice a day

Three or more times per day
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100.00% 327

33.64% 110

16.51% 54

6.73% 22

3.36% 11

Q30 Is there any location on or around campus with safety issues? What
and where?

Answered: 327 Skipped: 4,282

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 4

Location 5
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14.64% 230

8.21% 129

8.27% 130

40.42% 635

63.27% 994

5.35% 84

13.30% 209

36.73% 577

23.74% 373

10.06% 158

Q31 What concerns you most about your current commute? (check all
that apply)

Answered: 1,571 Skipped: 3,038

Overall travel
time from ho...

Overall travel
time from...

Cost of commute

Cost of parking

Finding a
convenient...

Finding
convenient/s...

Congestion/traf
fic

Inclement
weather

Distance from
parking lot ...

No concerns

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Overall travel time from home to campus

Overall travel time from campus to home

Cost of commute

Cost of parking

Finding a convenient parking space

Finding convenient/safe bicycle parking

Congestion/traffic

Inclement weather

Distance from parking lot or bus stop to building

No concerns
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Total Respondents: 1,571  
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Q32 How willing would you be to try each of the following alternative
forms of transportation?

Answered: 4,218 Skipped: 391

! Oops!, something went wrong displaying your summary table.

Walk

Bus

Bicycle

Carpool

0 100 200 300 400 500
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0.95% 40

56.39% 2,368

42.65% 1,791

Q33 Have you heard of Pokes' Spokes Bike Library (semester
bicycle rentals)?
Answered: 4,199 Skipped: 410

TOTAL 4,199

Yes; and I use
it

Yes; but I do
not use it

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes; and I use it

Yes; but I do not use it

No
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32.35% 1,355

13.51% 566

16.07% 673

15.50% 649

61.65% 2,582

Q34 Would you be interested in bikeshare bicycles or electric
scooters (single-ride trips) for any of the following (check all that apply):

Answered: 4,188 Skipped: 421

Total Respondents: 4,188  

Ride between
campus...

Ride for
business-rel...

Ride for
personal...

Ride for
exercise/rec...

Not interested

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Ride between campus destinations

Ride for business-related errands

Ride for personal errands

Ride for exercise/recreation

Not interested
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17.62% 734

3.58% 149

7.85% 327

70.96% 2,956

Q35 Would you be interested in having carshare cars (e.g.,
Zipcar) available for any of the following?

Answered: 4,166 Skipped: 443

TOTAL 4,166

I am
interested i...

I am
interested i...

I am
interested i...

I am not
interested i...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I am interested in using it for University-related business (department paid)

I am interested in using it for personal errands (individually paid)

I am interested in using it for business and personal errands

I am not interested in using it
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36.35% 1,524

32.46% 1,361

31.19% 1,308

Q36 Do you consider carpooling to be a reasonable alternative to driving
by yourself?

Answered: 4,193 Skipped: 416

TOTAL 4,193

Yes

No

Maybe

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Maybe
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42.65% 1,132

30.56% 811

26.64% 707

25.09% 666

23.85% 633

20.27% 538

19.82% 526

18.88% 501

Q37 If you prefer not to carpool, or would not consider it as an option,
which of the following best describes the reasons why? (Please select no

more than three choices.)
Answered: 2,654 Skipped: 1,955

My work or
class schedu...

I feel
uncomfortabl...

I prefer
driving alone

I need to be
able to resp...

I have
frequent...

I cannot find
anyone with...

I prefer to
walk, cycle,...

I have
responsibili...

Carpooling
takes too mu...

The cost of my
commute, fue...

N/A (I would
consider...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

My work or class schedule is too irregular

I feel uncomfortable not having my personal vehicle available to me

I prefer driving alone

I need to be able to respond to an emergency without inconveniencing anyone else

I have frequent appointments off campus

I cannot find anyone with whom to carpool

I prefer to walk, cycle, or ride the bus

I have responsibilities to a child or children and must be able to respond to their needs immediately
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16.84% 447

16.43% 436

6.33% 168

Total Respondents: 2,654  

Carpooling takes too much time

The cost of my commute, fuel, and parking are reasonable

N/A (I would consider carpooling)
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43.28% 1,799

39.74% 1,652

26.65% 1,108

23.07% 959

21.43% 891

20.11% 836

14.79% 615

12.73% 529

8.23% 342

Q38 Which of the following would make you more likely to carpool?
(Please select no more than three choices.)

Answered: 4,157 Skipped: 452

Preferred
parking space

Reduced permit
fee

Would not
consider...

Financial
incentive or...

A guaranteed
ride home fo...

A convenient
park-and-rid...

A carpool
matching...

Vehicles
available fo...

Vehicles
available fo...

A limited
number of...

Reward or
recognition

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Preferred parking space

Reduced permit fee

Would not consider carpooling under any circumstances

Financial incentive or prize

A guaranteed ride home for emergencies

A convenient park-and-ride lot at which to meet my carpool

A carpool matching website

Vehicles available for personal appointments

Vehicles available for business appointments
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8.03% 334

6.42% 267

Total Respondents: 4,157  

A limited number of one-day parking passes

Reward or recognition
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71.76% 2,980

13.63% 566

6.07% 252

2.58% 107

5.97% 248

Q39 In a typical two-week period, how often do you ride the bus to or
from campus

Answered: 4,153 Skipped: 456

TOTAL 4,153

Never

1 - 3 days

4 - 6 days

7 - 9 days

10 or more days

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Never

1 - 3 days

4 - 6 days

7 - 9 days

10 or more days
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56.36% 625

39.04% 433

36.34% 403

14.79% 164

11.09% 123

7.21% 80

0.18% 2

Q40 Which bus service(s) do you use? (check all that apply)
Answered: 1,109 Skipped: 3,500

Total Respondents: 1,109  

Union Express

South Express

Campus
Commuter

SafeRide

LaramieLink

LaramieLink
Dial-a-Ride

Paratransit

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Union Express

South Express

Campus Commuter

SafeRide

LaramieLink

LaramieLink Dial-a-Ride

Paratransit
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45.69% 1,331

26.50% 772

20.97% 611

19.70% 574

19.26% 561

18.30% 533

10.09% 294

Q41 Which of the following would make you more likely to use a bus for
your commute? (Please select no more than three options.)

Answered: 2,913 Skipped: 1,696

I have no
interest in...

More direct
route

More frequent
service

An app showing
real-time bu...

More route and
schedule...

A
park-and-rid...

A guaranteed
ride home fo...

WiFi on the
buses

Bike racks on
buses

Vehicles
available fo...

Bus commuters
provided a...

Vehicles
available fo...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I have no interest in riding the bus

More direct route

More frequent service

An app showing real-time bus locations

More route and schedule information

A park-and-ride lot on my approach to campus

A guaranteed ride home for emergencies
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7.42% 216

6.97% 203

6.52% 190

6.32% 184

3.54% 103

Total Respondents: 2,913  

WiFi on the buses

Bike racks on buses

Vehicles available for personal appointments

Bus commuters provided a limited number of one-day parking passes for occasional car use

Vehicles available for business appointments
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62.24% 2,565

11.72% 483

10.51% 433

5.53% 228

1.77% 73

8.23% 339

Q42 In a typical two-week period, how often do you ride a bicycle to or
from campus? (includes riding between a residence hall and central

campus)
Answered: 4,121 Skipped: 488

TOTAL 4,121

Never

Less than 1

1 - 3 days

4 - 6 days

7 - 9 days

10 or more days

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Never

Less than 1

1 - 3 days

4 - 6 days

7 - 9 days

10 or more days
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36.17% 1,439

29.94% 1,191

Q43 Which of the following would make you more likely to commute by
bicycle? (Please select no more than three options.)

Answered: 3,978 Skipped: 631

Lane
conditions/s...

Different
climate

Safer bike
routes to...

I have no
interest in...

Safer bike
routes on...

Covered bike
parking

Living closer
to campus

More bike
racks on campus

I would rather
drive to cam...

I would rather
drive to cam...

Bike repair
facility on...

Bike lockers
scattered on...

Shower/changing
facilities

Cycling safety
class on campus

A bike cage
centrally...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Lane conditions/snow removal

Different climate
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25.84% 1,028

25.52% 1,015

18.60% 740

18.02% 717

17.50% 696

11.36% 452

9.10% 362

8.75% 348

6.84% 272

4.88% 194

3.54% 141

1.96% 78

1.66% 66

Total Respondents: 3,978  

Safer bike routes to campus

I have no interest in riding a bicycle

Safer bike routes on campus

Covered bike parking

Living closer to campus

More bike racks on campus

I would rather drive to campus and use my bike to move between campus locations

I would rather drive to campus and use a bikeshare bike to move between campus locations

Bike repair facility on campus

Bike lockers scattered on campus

Shower/changing facilities

Cycling safety class on campus

A bike cage centrally located on campus
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99.72% 712

50.00% 357

28.71% 205

12.75% 91

7.00% 50

Q44 Where would you like to see more bicycle parking/racks?
Answered: 714 Skipped: 3,895

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 4

Location 5
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Q45 In what transportation alternatives should UW prioritize investment
over the next 10 years? Please rank only your top three (i.e., 1, 2, 3;

while you can rank more only your top three will be considered).
Answered: 3,924 Skipped: 685

More parking

Transit

More/better
sidewalks,...

Bicycle lanes,
paths, and...

Telecommuting
(remote work)

Carpool ride
matching
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76.81%
2,404

14.19%
444

9.01%
282

 
3,130

 
8.68

19.88%
372

44.25%
828

35.86%
671

 
1,871

 
7.84

11.76%
196

45.95%
766

42.29%
705

 
1,667

 
7.69

25.96%
397

36.56%
559

37.48%
573

 
1,529

 
7.88

25.30%
192

42.03%
319

32.67%
248

 
759

 
7.93

12.23%
79

38.24%
247

49.54%
320

 
646

 
7.63

11.38%
62

37.61%
205

51.01%
278

 
545

 
7.60

21.18%
108

34.51%
176

44.31%
226

 
510

 
7.77

16.43%
59

35.10%
126

48.47%
174

 
359

 
7.68

1 2 3

Electric
scooter-share

Carshare

Bikeshare

0 1000 2k 3k 4k 5k

 1 2 3 TOTAL SCORE

More parking

Transit

More/better sidewalks, paths, and crosswalks

Bicycle lanes, paths, and racks

Telecommuting (remote work)

Carpool ride matching

Electric scooter-share

Carshare

Bikeshare
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Q46 Do you have any final comments regarding transportation or
parking options at UW?

Answered: 1,887 Skipped: 2,722
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PARKING NEEDS ANALYSIS AND OPERATIONAL REVIEW 
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 WALKER CONSULTANTS | C-2 

PARKING & COMMUTING SURVEY RESULTS 
 
Using SurveyMonkey, an online survey tool, Walker completed campus-wide, quantitative research on topics 
surrounding transportation and parking services. The survey instrument, in its entirety, can be found in 
Appendix A. The survey was designed to take 8 to 12 minutes to complete, though there were several 
opportunities for people to answer open-ended questions, which had the potential to make the survey take 
longer to complete. 
 
The responses to all survey questions can be found in Appendix B. The entire text of all open-ended responses 
can be found in Appendix C. All comments are unedited, uncensored, and uncorrected. The pages that follow 
detail some of the key findings from the survey, which feed into the overall findings and recommendations for 
the study found later in this document. All data collected in the survey is available to UW for further analysis and 
cross-tabulations. 
 
The survey was open from October 25, 2018, through November 5, 2018. A unique link was sent to the email 
address of every active faculty, staff, and student of UW. This included 596 faculty (of 1,238 total, 48%), 1,054 
staff (of 2,795 total, 38%), 2,449 undergraduate students (of 9,866 total, 25%), and 510 graduate students (of 
2,421 total, 21%), for a total of 4,609 respondents. This accounted for a response rate of greater than 28 percent 
of all campus community members (16,320). This is a survey finding in and of itself—demonstrating a topic of 
great interest to the campus. 
 
 
KEY PARKING AND COMMUTING SURVEY FINDINGS 
 
RESPONSE RATES 
 
As noted above, the response rates to this survey were strong with nearly half of faculty and over a third of staff 
taking the time to fill out surveys. Students, whose attention is often difficult to attract, also had strong 
response rates with undergraduate students and graduate students replying at 25% and 21% respectively. UW 
can feel confident the survey responses provide an accurate picture of the campus community and its 
impressions, attitudes, and behaviors related to Transit and Parking Services. 
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Figure 64: Survey Response Rates by Affiliation 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
COMMUTING DISTANCE 
 
The different campus populations demonstrate different patterns among their typical commute distances to 
campus. The graph below represents faculty, staff, undergraduate, and graduate student commuters—this does 
not include students who live in campus housing. 
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Figure 65: Commuting Distances by Affiliation 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
Faculty and staff both have peak concentrations living between 1 and 5 miles from campus. Commuting 
undergraduates tend to live closer to campus than any other user group. Unsurprisingly, these commuting 
distances impact the next question related to transportation mode. 
 
TRANSPORTATION MODE  
 
Survey participants were asked what mode of transportation they primarily use to reach campus. Across each 
user group, driving alone was the most reported mode, with staff/faculty reporting the highest frequency. 
Results also indicated students, both undergraduates and graduates, use the bus as their primary mode more 
than staff or faculty. Each user group also had some users report cycling or carpooling as their primary mode, 
with faculty using these slightly more than other groups. Students also reported walking as their primary mode 
more than staff or faculty. This is likely due to students more often living closer to campus and faculty/staff 
more likely to live farther out, as observed in the commuting distance results. The distribution of mode by user 
group is shown in the following figure.  
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Figure 66: What is your most frequent, primary mode of transportation to campus? 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
The graph displays a larger distribution of respondents who are undergraduate students utilize modes other 
than driving alone and conversely this same population represents a smaller share of those who drive alone. 
This is likely true because they, as described in the previous question, live closer to campus. 
 
Outside of driving, walking and cycling are the most prevalent primary modes of transportation respondents 
indicated on the survey. The recommendations section speaks to ways in which improvements can be made.  
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FACTORS MOTIVATING TRANSPORTATION MODE CHOICE 
 
When survey participants were asked what factors were most important in selecting a mode of transportation, 
convenience, availability, weather, and cost were reported as “very important.” This trend was also observed 
across all groups, despite affiliation. It is interesting to note among the top four responses, “cost” ranks lowest. 
This is in contrast to frequency with which cost comes up in open-ended responses and focus group 
conversations. We believe this seeming inconsistency may be related to a question of “value” over “cost,” in 
which campus community members may feel as if they are not receiving the level of service for which they 
perceive they are paying (note that the highest-ranking response is “convenience”). Walker explored this 
question in more detail in our conclusions and recommendations. The distribution of how respondents ranked 
each factor is provided in the following figure. 
 

Figure 67: How important are each of these factors in motivating your transportation mode choice? 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
When asked which factor was the most important in influencing mode choice, convenience, availability, 
weather, and cost were the most selected factors. This aligns with the trend found when participants were 
asked to select multiple factors. There was a slight variation for undergraduates living off campus who selected 
“cost” more often than “weather” as their most important factor. Across the other user groups, cost and 
weather were almost ranked equally as the third most important factors. The distribution is displayed in the 
following figure: 
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Figure 68: Which one of these factors is most important to you? (All Populations) 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
Among the rest of the top five responses, availability was cited as the most important factor (41.3%), 
convenience (30.3%) was cited as next most important, followed by cost (18.7%). This speaks to the difference 
between the cost and value of parking, which emerged as a subtext to much of the feedback. Availability and 
convenience tend to speak more to the value of parking. If the parking is inexpensive but not available or free, 
there is no value. These responses speak to these ideals.  
 
ENVIRONMENTAL  
 
When survey participants were asked if they felt that their transportation choices impact UW’s environmental 
sustainability, the majority, said “somewhat” or “not at all.” Over half of respondents (63%) indicated 
transportation choice has at least some impact on UW’s effort to be better stewards of the environment. 
However, a significant proportion of respondents (26%) do not think their transportation mode choice has any 
impacts on UW’s sustainability efforts. 
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Figure 69: Impacts of Transportation Choices on Environmental Sustainability 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
Respondents were also asked how important they felt it was for UW to implement environmentally-friendly 
transportation solutions. Overall, respondents answered similarly to this question with approximately 60% 
reporting “important” or “very important.” The distribution of responses is shown in the following figure. 
 

Figure 70: Importance of Environmentally-Friendly Transportation Solutions 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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TRAVEL/COMMUTE TIME 
 
The next survey questions ask, “how long does it usually take you to travel (one-way) from your residence to the 
boundary of campus,” “typically, about how many minutes on average, do you spend looking for a parking space 
on campus,” and “after you park, how many minutes to do spend on average getting to your destination”. When 
asked how long it takes to travel from residence to campus boundary, 87% of faculty, 87% of staff, 91% of 
graduate students and 90% of undergraduate students reported a travel time of less than 20 minutes. 
 
When asked how long it takes to find a parking space, nearly three-quarter of respondents (73%) reported it 
takes 10 minutes or less for them to find a parking space on campus. However, 78% of faculty, 81% of staff, and 
73% of graduate students reported they could find a parking space within five minutes or less, while only 21% of 
undergraduate students reported finding a space in the same amount of time. The graphs make it clear the 
undergraduate students spend more time searching for a parking space. This could be due to the type of and 
demand for their permits or it could be caused by their estimated time of arrival. 
 

Figure 71: Reported Typical Time to Find a Parking Space by User 
 

 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
The longer the time spent finding a parking space, the more people remain parked all day, because they are 
hesitant to move their vehicles. The result is less turnover, which perpetuates and compounds the perception 
there is “no parking” on campus. Additionally, these search times increase circulation, user frustration, potential 
conflict with pedestrians and cyclists, and distance to their desired location. 
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After they park on campus, a majority of faculty and staff (72%) reported it only takes them five minutes or less 
to reach their destination. Whereas, only 26% of undergraduate students reported a similar time to reach their 
destination. This information is displayed in the following figure. 
 

Figure 72: After You Park, About How Many Minutes on Average Do You Estimate You Spend Getting to Your Destination? 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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Each of these previous survey questions relate to an overall one-way travel time. The responses were averaged 
and weighted. The following graphic displays the cumulative reported travel time by user group.  
 

Figure 73: Self-Reported Cumulative Time to Destination 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants  
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ABILITY TO FIND A PARKING SPACE 
 
Respondents were also asked if, within the last year, they were unable to find a parking space on campus for 
which their permit is valid. Of those who responded, 71% said they could not find a space within the last year. It 
is worth noting these responses are a perception of the system, as opposed to a reality of the system. Based on 
the inventory and occupancy counts, it is very unlikely there was nowhere for a legal space within a particular 
permit category on campus. 
 
Survey participants were also asked if they have ever been late to class/work/meetings due to unexpected 
difficulties finding parking within the last year, to which 59% responded yes. 
 
When survey participants were asked how often they are unable to find a space, results were more varied 
among different user groups. In general, student groups (undergraduates and graduates) reported they were 
unable to find parking more frequently than faculty or staff did, especially for “once a week”, “2 or 3 days a 
week”, and “More than 3 days” categories. Very few undergraduates reported being unable to find a parking 
space a few times a year. The distribution of responses is provided in the following figure. 
 

Figure 74: Frequency User Groups Are Unable to Find a Parking Space 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
When survey participants were asked how concerned they were if they leave in the middle of day, when they 
return, they would not be able to find a space. Of the respondents, 86% said they were somewhat or very 
concerned. If users are afraid to move their vehicles because they are concerned they will not find a comparable 
(or any) parking space upon returning, turnover is reduced, making fewer spaces available during the day. 
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WILLINGNESS TO TRY ALTERNATIVES  
 
Survey participants were asked to share their attitudes, perceptions, and behaviors around alternative 
transportation including public transportation, carpooling, walking, and biking. When asked their willingness to 
try these alternatives, in general, students were more likely to try these options than faculty or staff. The 
distribution of responses by affiliation are shown in the following figure. 
 
There were also 50 written responses to this question, providing additional input regarding reasons respondents 
were or were not willing to try alternatives. Some common themes among these responses included: 

 inclement weather making some alternatives unfeasible 

 limitations in bus service 

 family obligations 
 
Others stated that instead of transportation alternatives, additional parking should be provided. 
 
Overall, the community showed significant willingness to try alternatives with at least 40% of each respondent 
group demonstrating at least some openness. 
 

Figure 75: Willingness to Try Alternative Modes of Transportation 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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CARPOOLING  
When respondents were asked to provide their opinion on carpooling as a reasonable alternative, students 
expressed more interest than faculty and staff. Comparatively, nearly 50% of faculty and staff, 60% of graduate 
students, and 80% of undergraduate students answered “yes” or “maybe”. 
 

Figure 76: Carpooling as a Reasonable Alternative by User Group 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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For those who answered carpooling was not a reasonable alternative, respondents were able to select out of a 
group of options as to why. The most selected options were: “My work or class schedule is too irregular,” “I feel 
uncomfortable not having my personal vehicle available to me,” and “I prefer driving alone.” These responses 
are provided in the figure below. 
 

Figure 77: Why Survey Participants Would Not Consider Carpooling 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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Respondents were also asked what factors may make them more likely to carpool. The most- elected option for 
faculty and staff was “would not consider carpooling under any circumstances.” However, of the options 
available, the most popular options, among all affiliations, were preferred parking spaces and reduced permit 
fees, with a preferred parking space edging out reduced parking fees (once again highlighting the issue of 
value/convenience over cost). Students also selected financial incentives/prizes and a park-and-ride lot to meet 
carpool. Most respondents also seemed to consider guaranteed ride homes in case of emergencies to be 
important. The distribution of selections by affiliation are provided in the following figure: 
 

Figure 78: What Would Make Users More Likely to Carpool 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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TRANSIT  
When survey participants were asked how often they use the bus within a typical two-week period to campus, 
72% of respondents said they never take the bus. The second highest response was 14% of respondents take the 
bus 1-3 days over a two-week period. Overall, over a quarter of respondents reported using transit at least 
occasionally. When analyzed by affiliation, undergraduate students were more frequent bus users reporting 41% 
riding at least one day during a typical two-week period. The distribution of responses is shown if the figure 
below. 
 

Figure 79: Riding the Bus to Campus Frequency 
 

 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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Respondents were also asked which bus service they most typically use. Of the options provided, Union Express, 
South Express, and Campus Commuter were the most selected, shown in the figure below. 
 

Figure 80: Bus Service Used 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
Those who participated in the survey were also able to fill in which bus service they use if it was not provided in 
the list. The most frequently mentioned services were Verge Shuttle, Pointe Shuttle, and East Express.  
  

Bus Service % 

Union Express 56% 

South Express 39% 

Campus Commuter 36% 

LaramieLink 11% 

LaramieLink Dial-a-Ride 7% 

SafeRide 15% 

Paratransit 0% 
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As with carpooling, survey participants were asked what factors may influence their choice to use the bus as a 
reasonable alternative. The most selected option was: “I have no interest in riding the bus.” The next most 
selected factors were: more direct routes, more frequent service, and a mobile application showing real-time 
bus locations. These responses are shown in the following figure:  
 

Figure 81: Factors Influencing Using the Bus as a Reasonable Alternative 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
Upon a closer examination of results, undergraduates living on campus seemed to show more interest in the 
possibility of having a mobile application that shows real-time bus locations. The interest in having a mobile 
application displaying real-time bus locations is a marketing and awareness issue. This alleviates the stresses 
surrounding the unknown arrival of a bus. Knowing a bus will be there within a certain amount of time is much 
easier than not being sure if you just missed the tail end of another loop. 
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 Faculty  
o More direct routes, more frequent service, more schedule information 

 Staff 
o More direct routes, a park-and-ride lot, guaranteed ride home 

 Grad 
o More direct route, more frequent service, more route and schedule information/an app showing 

bus location  

 Undergrad off-campus 
o More direct route, a park-and-ride lot, more frequent service  

 Undergrad on-campus 
o More direct route, an app showing real-time bus, more route and schedule information. 

 

Figure 82: Potential Factors that Would Influence Bus Ridership by Affiliation 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants  
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BICYCLE  
Survey respondents were also asked about the frequency of cycling to campus within a typical two-week period. 
Of those that responded, 62% said they never bike to campus, 12% said less than one day, and 11% said one to 
three days. In all, nearly 40% of respondents bike at least occasionally. The distribution of these responses is 
shown in the figure below. 
 

Figure 83: Frequency of Bicycle Use 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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When asked what factors may influence their choice to bike to campus, the most selected responses were “lane 
conditions/snow removal,” “different climate,” and “safer bike routes to campus,” as shown below. 
 

Figure 84: Factors that May Increase Bicycle Use 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 
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BIKESHARE 
Respondents were asked about bikeshare or e-bike programs. 
 

 Have you heard of Pokes’ Spokes Bike Library (semester bicycle rentals)? 
o 1% yes and use it 
o 56% Yes, but do not use it 
o 43% no  

 

 Nearly 40% of respondents indicated some interest in bikeshare or e-bike  
 

Figure 85: Interest in Bikeshare or E-Bikes for Various Uses 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
CARSHARE 
Survey respondents were asked if they would be interested in a carshare service on campus. Overall, 71% said 
they would not be interested in using it. However, 18% said they would be interested in using it for University-
related business, paid for by the department, as shown in the following figure. 
 

Figure 86: Interest in Using Carshare on Campus 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

  

Answer Choices % 
I am interested in using it for University-related business (department paid) 18% 
I am interested in using it for personal errands (individually paid) 4% 
I am interested in using it for business and personal errands 8% 
I am not interested in using it 71% 
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PRIORITIZATION  
Survey respondents were asked of the various options the University could implement, what transportation 
options should they prioritize, and which were their top three choices. The majority of respondents, almost 70%, 
selected “more parking” as their first choice. The most often selected second choice was improved transit, and 
the most selected third option was more/better sidewalks, paths, and crosswalks, as shown in below. 1st, 2nd, 
and 3rd choices are displayed.  
 

Figure 87: Desired Investment Prioritization Opinion 
 

 
 

Source: Walker Consultants 

 
Having “more parking” as a desired investment is clear in the graph, however, the other priorities are difficult to 
differentiate. In order to further understand the desired investments ranked by respondents, Walker weighted 
and ranked the priorities. These draw more attention to “transit”, “bike lanes/paths/racks”, and 
“sidewalks/paths/crosswalks”. The weighted rankings are displayed below as follows: 
 

1. More parking 
2. Transit 
3. Bike lanes/paths/racks 
4. Sidewalks/paths/crosswalks 
5. Telecommuting 
6. Carpool matching 
7. Carshare 
8. E-scooters 
9. Bikeshare 
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STAKEHOLDER INPUT 
 
During stakeholder meetings and individual interviews, several themes and ideas emerged. These are listed 
below in no particular order. Comments and suggestions are not attributed to individuals or groups but are 
disaggregated for anonymity. Most comments during these meetings were echoed widely through quantitative 
survey data and open-ended survey comments. Key survey findings are detailed later in this section. 
 
The comments below are quoted or paraphrased by focus group participants. These are individual comments 
and do not necessary represent trends. They may inform Walker’s recommendations, but are not 
recommendations as presented in this section. 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS: 

 There is a lack of understanding and/or transparency of the parking auxiliary 

 Many drop-offs by friends and family occur 

 Community does not view UW as parking friendly 

 Many believe a new parking garage is needed on campus 
 
WHAT’S GOING WELL? 
 

PARKING FACILITIES AND MANAGEMENT 

 Parking is going pretty well compared to peers, with reasonably priced permits, excellent regulations, 
and staff who are good ambassadors 

 UW offers a variety of options: transit, free parking vs. paid 

 Staff (arriving prior to 8:00 am) generally find plenty of parking available 

 UW keeps up with technology: permit and ticket payments, parking app/kiosks for short-term, bus 
tracking 

 Online permit sales prior to arrival are appreciated 

 Parking lots have been nicely upgraded—prettier, well-designed, landscaped 

 Gateway facility has been effective—free visitor parking, no tickets 

 Good management of events, game days, and contractor parking 

 Parking and transportation reach out to American with Disabilities Act (ADA) users when construction 
occurs to warn them of difficulties or changes to their transportation 

 Student parking is close to residence halls—but, not sustainable if resident enrollment grows  

 Board/retiree A permit is nice privilege 

 Addition of meters at Union 

 Kiosk parking with the app is good for flexibility 
 

TRANSIT 

 UW has high transit ridership—no one else in the state rides transit 

 Transit system has become very successful: drivers are great and well trained; buses are clean, frequent, 
on time 

 Bike racks on buses are a positive 

 SafeRide is popular and Dial-a-Ride is a great option; there is confusion about hours and who can ride 

 Getting students to class during peak times has improved 

 Buses have short wait times 
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SHUTTLE LOTS 

 Bus system works well from apartments 

 Shuttle system – satellite parking is pretty well utilized, especially by faculty/staff 

 South express lot is seen as a success 
 
BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN 

 Transit and Parking Services include bike information on website 

 Bike system working, good bike rental program, bike committee on campus has been positive 

 Pedestrian access is good, but a little unsafe on 9th, 15th, and Ivinson 

 Lighting and safety feel pretty good 

 ACS (American Community Survey)- Laramie is ranked 8th in USA for bikers 

 Bike and pedestrian community do a good job at advocating 

 WYDOT and University have a research paper on bike and pedestrian safety 
 
WHAT COULD BE IMPROVED? 
 

PARKING DESIGNATIONS AND MANAGEMENT 

 There is enough parking supply as a whole, but “R” permits are expensive and oversold 

 Communication/warning of changes in parking from Transit and Parking could be better 

 Communications between other departments and Transit and Parking could be improved 

 Communication to the University body could be better describing the changes in parking as they occur or 
as they are anticipated to occur – allows users to plan ahead 

 Communication of when day passes occur for special events – special event users arrive at the same time 
as traditional (annual/semester) users, impacting the traditional users’ assumption of normal demand; 
day passes cause a significant increase in demand – traditional users ask for advanced notice of these 
events and their potential impacts on parking demand 

 Should the University use “class levelling” to alleviate demand for parking at peak? 

 Some suggested the Union Lot should be more student focused; others questioned whether students 
should be allowed to use Union Lot 

 Is there too much U parking? Seems underutilized 

 Escalated fines for repeat offenders an option? 

 A lot of acreage is devoted to parking 

 Stall width is inconsistent 

 More meters should be kiosks and/or app-based; more parking at night should be metered to manage 
privileges 

 Wayfinding should be improved; it is difficult to know where you are going -both for pedestrians and 
drivers 

 Currently not utilizing the gravel lot east of stadium (Summit View) – Opportunity for free commuter lot 

 Enforcement is non-existent after 5pm – becomes a free for all 

 Students are not being educated on rules/regulations 
o They are not concerned to learn the rules on their own time 
o Rules/regulations need to be better advertised in a way students would desire to understand 

them 
o Fewer and more precise information handouts – fact sheets or shorter literature 
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 Working students need their car close to campus in order to leave immediately for work 

 Encourage people who are on campus all day to park further away and those who move more frequently 
can park closer to interior  

 Should shuttles be extended through finals week or during the weeks leading up to finals? 

 Sign the Union lot to let students know where they can park if the lot is full 

 Simple signage on bulletin boards in the Union is effective, posters, TV signage running in Union 

 Freshman get bombarded with information, but likely are not driving off campus yet 

 Give recommendations of where to park or how to park when a ticket is given 

 Most parking is contained in the eastern third of the campus – not many options West, and nearly 
nothing west of 15th 

 The campus long-range plan is not being followed 
o If parking is taken over, it is supposed to be replaced 
o Board of trustees are not concerned with study outcomes or research reports and only answer to 

legislative desires 

 ADA spaces are not strategically placed - nearest ADA space to Arts and Sciences building is at the Union 
lot 

 Potentially add short-term parking permit for those coming from off site (faculty and staff) 

 Why is there a U permit and a state, federal and University permit? Seems confusing? 

 Western Research Institute (and other non-University research) have reserved spaces 

 Sunday and late afternoons can be a parking crunch because enforcement stops 

 Concerns with late night parking and transit 

 Faculty/staff philosophy needs to become more focused on visitors 
 

PARKING FEES 

 Users would be willing to pay more to have better success with parking 

 University employees have gone 8 years without pay increase – cause for concern about parking rates 

 Staff very reluctant to pay for parking—would rather walk and look for cheap parking 

 Student rates for parking need to increase 

 Large number of employees are at or below the poverty line 
o “The employee has the right to buy a parking permit but might not be able to do so”. 
o Custodial staff pool together in groups of 3-4 to buy a single pass for the winter so they can have 

a close spot – they arrive at 5:00 AM or 5:30 AM and no buses are running to/from the remote 
lots 

 Parking garage would be nice (for climate) but most would be reluctant to pay too much more 
 

CULTURE CHANGE 

 Cultural change needs to occur—everyone wants to park at the front doorstep. People think there is a 
parking problem, but is it a cultural problem or perceptual issue? 

 Supervisors need training to become more understanding of transportation challenges (e.g., tardiness 
due to overcrowding of Express Lot shuttles). 

 Culturally, staff does not want to use transit 

 Cyclists are expected to bike in the streets as opposed to sidewalks, but there is not a culture of cyclists. 
This makes for drivers of automobiles to not be used to looking for cyclists in the road. 

 People think there is a parking problem, but might actually be a cultural problem or perceptual issue – 
not wanting to walk or take transit 
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 Culturally, staff doesn’t want to use transit– they complain about its “reliability” but they actually do not 
want to use it 

o Staff are expected to use personal vehicle to run work errands – goes against University policy 
stating errands be planned ahead and conducted with a University vehicle 

o Supervisors do not understand or care about staff being late due to buses 
 Culture needs to be changed to have supervisors become more understanding 

o Staff would likely state a structured parking facility is needed, but it is likely because of the 
culture and supervisory roles surrounding need for personal vehicles 

 
BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN 

 Cycling is utilized heavily, year-round, but plowing is not completed in City-owned bike lanes, and 
covered bike parking is desired 

 Campus cycling, pedestrian infrastructure, and wayfinding are only average 

 Not all buses have bike racks, users cannot count on the next transit vehicle having a bike rack 

 Bike parking is not always right next to the door 

 Perception is there are no rules for bikes, or that cyclists do not follow them; hard to enforce dismount 
zones, not enough funding for police. Cyclists should help enforce other cyclists 

 Cycling, skateboarding, scootering enforcement is “hands off” – could use cyclist police 
o No perk or punishment for doing the right or wrong thing 
o Is lack of enforcement a funding issue or a lack of desire? 

 Campus vehicles do not have to “dismount” and drive in areas where cyclists are expected to dismount – 
police cars, John Deere gators, Pepsi truck, etc. 

 Small contingency feel unsafe at night on campus 
o Enhanced lighting may help 

 15th Street is a hazard for pedestrians. Close it down? 

 Concern for closure of 15th pushing traffic outside 

 There is room for improvement in future for connectivity between downtown and campus 

 19th Street, Harney Street feel uncomfortable to bike on 

 Better lighting is needed on campus 

 Put bike lanes around the circle in the heart of campus 

 Bike safety education for drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists surrounding the Tour de Laramie would be 
good 

 When weather turns, motorcycles, pedestrians, and bikes disappear 

 “Scramble” (ability to walk in all directions) light (15th and Ivinson) must be pressed to be able to display 
walk sign -should always assume walkers are present 

 Shared-use paths on Willett are poor/ nonexistent – there is room in the public right of way to add 
sidewalk 

 
TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES 

 TDM initiatives are needed to get cars out of the core of campus 

 Should there be “perks” for carpooling? Could there be incentives? 

 There is a need for a rental car option - students will go to Fort Collins or Cheyenne on the weekends 
 

NEIGHBORHOODS 

 Neighborhoods near campus are very full of cars parked on street 
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 Expansion on the northwest of campus, combined with loss of parking has had an impact on demand 
(e.g., Gibbon and Harney - these areas are outside of residential parking programs [RPPs]) 

 Fines should “jive” with municipal fines 
o City does not always enforce or have staff to do so 
o Are there areas where the University could work with City staff? Enforcement? 

 City parking can be difficult in residential areas – signage is confusing to depict where it is legal and 
illegal 

 City on-street parking on Willett Street could be utilized more efficiently 

 Access for fire/safety can be difficult because streets and lots are full 

 Residents are requesting ADA signage in front of homes to protect these areas from student parking 

 University expansion to the North is causing issues with contractors parking on-street 

 Snow removal on Ivinson difficult because student vehicles do not move 

 Appears to be a lot of “vehicular storage” near campus center and on-streets near campus 
 
VISION OF SUCCESS 
 

 No more coin meters – go digital 

 If the campus is growing and removing lots, parking will need to be added 

 “Build parking out and shuttle in” is going to be difficult because of the current auto-centric mentality 
(will be a culture shift). 

 Expansion of fixed route service should be explored 

 Maintenance shop for bus system is inadequate: in 10 years need to be bigger shop and have bigger fleet 

 Would like to see charter services increase to service athletic events and student events 

 Lot reconfiguration to fit more capacity 

 Merge Safe Ride and dial-a-ride programs as one service 

 Electric charging stations from solar, not coal 

 Plowing of bike lanes in winter is necessary 

 Rain gardens in parking lots for snow melt 

 University should be committed to the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher 
Education’s (AASHE) Sustainability Tracking Assessment & Rating System (STARS) 

 Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) will likely have an impact in future – more pickup/drop-off 
locations will be necessary 

 Expand buses to West Laramie – or any other expansion, to free up closer parking 

 Spreading demand to alleviate pressure 

 Would like to see more fuel-efficient buses 

 “Don’t ask what users want, but (ask) what is best for the University” – tell and explain why transit is the 
best option for the University – many love this University and would be willing to change if it means 
improving the campus 

 Will have to pick one or the other: “either cater to the cowboy mentality of parking at the front doorstep 
or you’ll have to be a bit more forceful to push transit”. 

 Desire to move student housing into core of campus – convert to more remote parking with increased 
shuttles 

 Crane-Hill resident hall and cafeteria could be replaced by parking lot 

 Vacancy along Fraternity Row with three buildings available, but also room to build 
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DETAILED INVENTORY AND OCCUPANCY TABLE 
 

   Tuesday Wednesday 

Facility Name Space Type Inventory 
Occupancy 
10:00 a.m. 

Occupancy 
2:00 p.m. 

Occupancy 
10:00 a.m. 

Occupancy 
2:00 p.m. 

1
0

6
 -

 1
5

th
 &

 B
ra

d
le

y/
A

 lo
t 

A 51 40 36 14 40 

A/C           

R           

D 3 2 0 0 0 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   54 42 36 14 40 

1
0

7
 -

 A
g.

 N
o

rt
h

 

A           

A/C           

R           

D 6 2 1 0 1 

U 12 2 2 1 2 

M 1 1 1 1 1 

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   19 5 4 2 4 

1
0

8
 -

 D
ay

 L
o

t 
- 

U
p

p
er

 

A           

A/C           

R           

D 4 1 0 0 0 

U           

M 1 0 1 1 0 

Meter/ pay by plate 31 31 25 30 20 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   36 32 26 31 20 

1
0

9
 -

 D
ay

 L
o

t 
- 

Lo
w

er
 

A           

A/C           

R           

D 3 0 0 1 0 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 55 55 36 49 38 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   58 55 36 50 38 

1
1

0
 -

 A
ve

n
 N

el
so

n
  

A           

A/C           

R           

D 3 2 0 1 1 

U 1 0 1 0 1 

M 1 1 1 1 1 

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           
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Subtotal   5 3 2 2 3 

1
1

1
 -

 B
io

lo
gi

ca
l S

ci
en

ce
s 

A           

A/C           

R           

D           

U 3 3 0 0 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   3 3 0 0 0 

1
1

2
 -

 E
d

u
ca

ti
o

n
 N

o
rt

h
 

A 30 30 28 30 30 

A/C           

R           

D 4 2 0 0 0 

U 2 1 0 1 1 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved 1 1 1 1 0 

Free           

            

Subtotal   37 34 29 32 31 

1
1

3
 -

 E
d

u
ca

ti
o

n
 W

es
t 

 

A           

A/C           

R           

D           

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   0 0 0 0 0 

1
1

4
 -

 E
n

gi
n

ee
ri

n
g 

Ea
st

 

A           

A/C           

R           

D           

U 2 1 0 0 1 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   2 1 0 0 1 

1
1

5
 -

 E
n

gi
n

ee
ri

n
g 

N
o

rt
h

 

A 10 2 1 1 1 

A/C           

R           

D           

U 0         

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free 2 0 3 0 2 

            

Subtotal   12 2 4 1 3 

1
1

6
 -

 

En
gi

n
ee

ri
n

g 
W

es
t 

A 14 13 11 14 14 

A/C           

R           

D 1 1 0 1 0 
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U 2 0 0 0 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 1 1 1 1 1 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   18 15 12 16 15 

1
1

7
,1

1
8

 -
 G

eo
lo

gy
 

A           

A/C           

R           

D 3 1 1 1 1 

U 3 1 1 1 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   6 2 2 2 1 

1
1

9
 -

 H
ea

lt
h

 S
ci

en
ce

 

A           

A/C           

R           

D 6 1 2 6 4 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved 7 1 2 3 5 

Free           

            

Subtotal   13 2 4 9 9 

1
2

0
 -

 M
cW

h
in

n
ie

 E
as

t 

A           

A/C           

R           

D 1 0 0 0 0 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   1 0 0 0 0 

1
2

1
 -

 M
cW

h
in

n
ie

 N
o

rt
h

 

A 39 39 39 35 37 

A/C           

R           

D 6 1 1 1 1 

U 3 0 2 0 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 5 4 2 5 4 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   53 44 44 41 42 

1
2

2
 -

 P
h

ys
ic

al
 S

ci
en

ce
 A           

A/C           

R           

D           

U 7 5 1 3 2 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           
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Subtotal   7 5 1 3 2 

1
2

3
 -

 P
ro

p
er

ty
 W

ar
eh

o
u

se
 A 11 6 2 6 5 

A/C           

R           

D           

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   11 6 2 6 5 

1
2

4
 -

 S
er

vi
ce

 B
u

ild
in

g 

A           

A/C           

R           

D           

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   0 0 0 0 0 

1
2

5
 -

 T
ra

n
si

t 
&

 P
ar

ki
n

g 
O

ff
ic

e A 0         

A/C 0         

R 0         

D 0         

U 0         

M 0         

Meter/ pay by plate 0         

Reserved 0         

Free 0         

  0         

Subtotal   0 0 0 0 0 

1
2

7
 -

 W
yo

H
al

l N
o

rt
h

 

A 128 127 107 127 125 

A/C           

R           

D           

U 1 1 0 1 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved 2 2 2 2 1 

Free           

            

Subtotal   131 130 109 130 126 

1
2

8
 -

 W
yo

H
al

l S
o

u
th

 

A 0         

A/C           

R           

D 4 1 0 0 1 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

Loading 6 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal   10 1 0 0 1 

1
3

1
 -

 

A
n

th
ro

p
o

lo
gy

 

N
o

rt
h

 A 86 86 84 86 85 

A/C           

R           
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D 5 4 2 0 4 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 4 3 3 4 2 

Reserved 2 0 0 0 0 

Free           

            

Subtotal   97 93 89 90 91 

1
3

2
 -

 S
TE

M
 S

o
u

th
 

A           

A/C           

R           

D           

U 4 1 0 1 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   4 1 0 1 0 

1
3

3
 -

 S
TE

M
 W

es
t 

A           

A/C           

R           

D 4 1 2 3 2 

U 1 0 0 1 1 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   5 1 2 4 3 

1
3

4
 -

 H
al

f 
A

cr
e 

Ea
st

 

A           

A/C           

R           

D           

U 2 1 1 1 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   2 1 1 1 0 

1
3

8
 -

 T
P

S 
A

p
ar

tm
en

t 

A 7 0 0 1 0 

A/C           

R           

D           

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   7 0 0 1 0 

2
0

2
 -

 C
o

e 
Li

b
ra

ry
 W

es
t A           

A/C           

R           

D 2 1 1 1 1 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           
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Free           

"Future Cowboy" 18 3 5 3 6 

Subtotal   20 4 6 4 7 

2
0

3
 -

 C
o

o
p

er
 lo

t 

A 69 69 68 70 67 

A/C           

R           

D 5 0 0 0 0 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 12 11 4 6 5 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   86 80 72 76 72 

2
0

7
 -

 H
o

yt
 lo

o
p

 

A 19 19 19 19 19 

A/C           

R           

D 6 1 1 2 1 

U 4 1 1 1 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 13 9 9 10 4 

Reserved 3 2 2 3 2 

Free           

            

Subtotal   45 32 32 35 26 

2
0

9
 -

 Iv
in

so
n

 L
o

t 

A 138 137 138 136 138 

A/C           

R           

D 1 1 0 0 0 

U           

M 1 0 0 0 0 

Meter/ pay by plate 4 3 2 3 1 

Reserved 4 0 1 1 1 

Free           

            

Subtotal   148 141 141 140 140 

2
1

1
 -

 K
n

ig
h

t 
H

al
l E

as
t 

A           

A/C           

R           

D 2 1 1 2 2 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 18 7 8 5 14 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   20 8 9 7 16 

2
1

2
 -

 K
n

ig
h

t 
H

al
l N

o
rt

h
 

A           

A/C           

R           

D           

U 1 0 0 0 1 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 3 0 0 0 0 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   4 0 0 0 1 

2
1

3
 -

 

K
n

ig
h

t 
H

al
l 

W
es

t A           

A/C           
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R           

D 1 1 0 0 1 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 1 0 0 0 0 

Reserved 3 1 2 1 1 

Free           

            

Subtotal   5 2 2 1 2 

2
1

4
, 2

1
5

, 2
1

6
 -

 R
o

ss
 

H
al

l/
St

u
d

en
t 

H
ea

lt
h

 

A           

A/C           

R           

D 8 3 3 2 2 

U 2 1 1 0 2 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 2 1 2 0 0 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   12 5 6 2 4 

2
1

7
,2

1
8

,2
1

9
 -

 U
n

io
n

 L
o

t 

A 140 140 139 139 139 

A/C           

R           

D 6 2 4 4 3 

U 4 2 3 0 3 

M 1 1 1 1 1 

Meter/ pay by plate 30 25 13 26 25 

Reserved 18 9 9 8 7 

Free           

            

Subtotal   199 179 169 178 178 

2
2

1
 -

 G
u

th
ri

e 
H

o
u

se
 

A 9 8 9 9 8 

A/C           

R           

D 1 0 1 0 0 

U 1 0 0 0 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved 3 0 1 2 2 

Free           

            

Subtotal   14 8 11 11 10 

3
0

1
- 

C
ra

n
e-

H
ill

 L
o

t 

A           

A/C           

R 151 148 142 152 148 

D 8 0 0 0 0 

U 7 2 5 2 5 

M 2 1 0 0 1 

Meter/ pay by plate 2 0 2 0 1 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   170 151 149 154 155 

3
0

2
- 

Fr
is

b
ee

 L
o

t 

A           

A/C           

R 324 321 314 324 317 

D 9 0 0 0 1 

U 2 0 0 0 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 2 0 0 0 0 
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Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   337 321 314 324 318 

3
0

3
- 

H
ill

 H
al

l 

A           

A/C           

R 17 17 16 17 17 

D           

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 2 1 1 0 1 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   19 18 17 17 18 

3
0

4
- 

Ki
n

g 
St

re
et

 N
o

rt
h

 C
ra

n
e 

C
af

et
er

ia
 

A 16 16 14 15 14 

A/C           

R           

D 1 1 1 0 0 

U 2 2 0 0 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved 9 4 5 5 6 

Free           

            

Subtotal   28 23 20 20 20 

3
0

5
- 

Ki
n

g 
St

re
et

 N
o

rt
h

 O
rr

 A 17 13 17 12 13 

A/C           

R           

D 2 0 2 1 2 

U 2 1 1 0 1 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved 2 2 2 2 2 

Free           

            

Subtotal   23 16 22 15 18 

3
0

6
- 

Ki
n

g 
St

re
et

 N
o

rt
h

 
W

as
h

ak
ie

 

A 13 12 12 7 11 

A/C           

R           

D 6 0 2 2 2 

U 2 0 1 0 2 

M 2 0 0 1 0 

Meter/ pay by plate 2 1 1 0 0 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   25 13 16 10 15 

3
0

7
- 

Ki
n

g 
St

re
et

 N
o

rt
h

 W
h

it
e A 10 10 8 9 9 

A/C           

R           

D 2 0 0 0 0 

U 2 2 1 0 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved 2 2 2 2 2 

Free           

            

Subtotal   16 14 11 11 11 

3
0 8
,

3
0 9
,

3
1

0
 -

 

O
f

fi
c e A
n

n
e x A           
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A/C           

R           

D 5 1 1 0 0 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved 4 3 3 6 3 

Free           

All paid permits 68 28 28 28 28 

Subtotal   77 32 32 34 31 

3
1

1
- 

O
rr

 H
al

l E
as

t 

A           

A/C           

R           

D           

U 2 1 1 2 2 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   2 1 1 2 2 

3
1

2
- 

O
rr

 H
al

l S
o

u
th

 

A           

A/C           

R 55 55 52 55 55 

D 4 3 3 3 3 

U 2 1 2 0 0 

M 1 1 1 1 1 

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   62 60 58 59 59 

3
1

3
- 

W
h

it
e 

H
al

l S
o

u
th

 

A           

A/C           

R           

D           

U 2 1 1 1 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   2 1 1 1 0 

3
1

4
- 

W
h

it
e 

Lo
t 

A           

A/C           

R 24 24 24 24 24 

D 1 1 1 1 1 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 2 0 0 1 2 

Reserved 1 1 1 1 1 

Free           

            

Subtotal   28 26 26 27 28 

4
0

3
- 

C
o

rb
et

t 
Ea

st
 

A           

A/C 81 34 27 18 18 

R           

D 6 0 1 1 0 

U           

M           
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Meter/ pay by plate 6 1 0 0 1 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   93 35 28 19 19 

4
0

4
- 

Fi
n

e 
A

rt
s 

Ea
st

 

A           

A/C 66 66 58 64 57 

R           

D 3 0 0 0 0 

U 2 0 0 0 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved 5 3 0 0 1 

Free           

            

Subtotal   76 69 58 64 58 

4
0

5
- 

Fi
n

e 
A

rt
s 

N
o

rt
h

 

A           

A/C 247 243 187 206 204 

R           

D 11 1 2 1 2 

U 3 1 1 0 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 17 3 0 0 1 

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   278 248 190 207 207 

4
0

6
,4

0
7

,4
0

8
,4

0
9

,4
1

1
,4

1
2

 -
  

Fr
at

er
n

it
y/

So
ro

ri
ty

 R
o

w
 

A 52 41 46 35 40 

A/C           

R 346 345 339 346 335 

D 4 0 1 0 1 

U 5 1 4 2 3 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 6 1 1 1 1 

Reserved           

Free           

Loading 2 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal   415 388 391 384 380 

4
1

0
- 

H
o

n
o

rs
 H

o
u

se
 

A           

A/C           

R 11 11 9 11 11 

D 1 0 0 0 0 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   12 11 9 11 11 

4
1

3
- 

W
ill

et
t 

D
ri

ve
 

A 8 1 1 0 1 

A/C           

R           

D           

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved 4 1 1 1 2 

Free           

            

Subtotal   12 2 2 1 3 
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5
0

1
,5

0
2

,5
0

3
 -

 1
9

th
 S

tr
ee

t 
O

n
-

St
re

et
 

A           

A/C 136 10 10 6 8 

R           

D           

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   136 10 10 6 8 

5
0

5
 -

 D
ir

t 
Lo

t 
So

u
th

 o
f 

A
n

im
al

 
Sc

ie
n

ce
 

A           

A/C 87 1 2 4 0 

R           

D           

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

            

Subtotal   87 1 2 4 0 

5
0

4
,5

0
6

 -
 A

n
im

al
 S

ci
en

ce
s 

A           

A/C 83 47 40 51 44 

R           

D 7 0 0 0 1 

U 2 0 1 0 0 

M           

Meter/ pay by plate 4 1 2 0 0 

Reserved 8 0 1 0 0 

Free           

Loading 2 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal   106 48 44 51 45 

5
0

8
 -

 A
re

n
a 

A
u

d
it

o
ri

u
m

 
N

o
rt

h
   

   

A           

A/C           

R           

D 1 0 0 0 0 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

Loading 8 0 0 1 0 

Subtotal   9 0 0 1 0 

5
1

1
 -

 C
en

te
n

n
ia

l C
o

m
p

le
x 

So
u

th
 

A           

A/C           

R           

D 5 1 3 0 1 

U           

M           

Meter/ pay by plate           

Reserved           

Free           

All paid permits 135 32 44 33 41 

Subtotal   140 33 47 33 42 

5
1

2
 -

 P
o

w
er

 
P

la
n

t 
So

u
th

 A 13 4 3 4 0 

A/C           

R           

D 2 0 0 0 2 

U           
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Subtotal   381 372 287 338 298 
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TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW 
 
TRANSIT 
 
There is no other public transportation in the Laramie region other than the shuttle circulators provided by the 
Transit and Parking Services at UW. The majority of commuters do not use transit, however, over 80 percent of 
undergraduates and over 50 percent of all other users state a willingness to utilize the transit as an alternative. 
The section titled “GIS Study” in Section 4 displays the employee home addresses proximal to LaramieLink 
routes. Many of these commuters to campus might be unaware of how close they are to a bus stop that gets 
them close to campus. UW should ensure route and schedule information is regularly marketed and easily 
available to the campus community. This shuttle is offered as a free service to all residents and visitors in the 
community. 
 
CARPOOL 
 
UW does not currently have a carpool program. Through the mapping of employee home addresses as displayed 
in the “GIS Study” section of this report, and the use of an online system, the University could strategically 
incentivize long-term carpool commitments in order to reduce the number of SOVs arriving on campus each day. 
The members of a “committed” carpool typically are only eligible to purchase one parking permit (e.g., semester 
or annual) for the group; usually, this permit can be switched among members’ cars. 
 
A carpool can have as few as two members, but in this way, each carpool can effectively remove at least one car 
from campus. Carpool benefits are generally provided as convenient parking, discounted parking, or both. 
 
Carpooling may be able to serve a number of UW community members who live outside the direct vicinity of the 
University, particularly those in the 50- to 75-mile radius, such as Cheyenne or Fort Collins, in which the 
population density may remain conducive to people finding carpooling partners. These clusters of employees in 
these locations can be seen in the “GIS Study” section of this report. 
 
WALKING AND CYCLING 
 
Nonmotorized travel can be used to commute shorter distances or connect to transit or ridesharing services to 
make longer trips. Walking and cycling require investments in infrastructure to provide the user with an 
appropriate level of comfort when walking or cycling. For example, protected bicycle lanes, separated shared-
use paths, enhanced wayfinding and other improvements to increase the safety of the user can be critical 
actions that encourage new users to try alternative modes of transportation. These improvements would likely 
necessitate a mutual agreement between the City of Laramie and UW. 
 
Additional approaches to implement TDM by encouraging walking and biking include closing portions of campus 
to automobiles. By closing core areas to vehicles and encouraging parking on the periphery, a more vibrant 
walking and cycling environment is created. This also creates opportunities for infill buildings, green space, or 
other uses that do not serve single occupancy vehicles. 
 
Approaches to encourage nonmotorized travel include: 
 

 supporting cycling by providing ample, secure, and convenient bicycle parking near buildings 
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 developing bicycle lockers 

 enforcing traffic laws and dismount zones 

 providing bicycle share stations 

 developing locations for fix-it stations 

 Collaboration between City of Laramie and UW to improve conditions of bike lanes and sidewalks 

 
TELECOMMUTE 
 
Telecommuting offers users the ability to leverage technology to participate in activities remotely. This removes 
the trip from the network while enabling the user to interact with their peers from home. Telecommuting can 
be used for distance-based learning and telework. 
 
VANPOOL 
 
A vanpool program operates in the gray area between carpooling and public transportation. Vanpooling is most 
frequently a contracted service, with a vanpool company such as the VanGo program in Denver with the Denver 
Regional Council of Government (DRCOG) and the Regional Transportation District (RTD). The DRCOG and RTD 
have teamed up to promote the VanUp vanpool option, among other transit options within the city of Denver. A 
collaboration, similar to this, could be achieved at the University of Wyoming. 
 
The group of commuters, usually facilitated by the provider, gathers as a carpool would. The van is driven by one 
of the members of the group. The cost for the van, which can range from minivan to full-size (based upon the 
size of the group, ranging from 4 - 15), depends upon several factors: the size of the van, the type of van, the 
number of members, distance traveled, and whether or not fuel is included in the price. The vanpool company 
provides the vehicle lease, insurance, maintenance, and repairs. The University may decide to provide some 
subsidy to its employees for this use. 
 
Vanpools function somewhat like transit, the member of the group who is the driver (there are usually 
secondary and tertiary drivers as well), picks up the balance of the passengers. This can happen home-by-home, 
but more commonly groups meet at park-and-ride locations (formal or informal). The driver often receives some 
level of benefit, sometimes they travel with no fare, or they do not pitch in for fuel. They may also be allowed 
personal use of the vanpool vehicle on evenings and weekends, up to a certain number of miles per month. Any 
or all of these benefits may vary by vanpool provider or group norms. The driver or some other member of the 
vanpool may be responsible for a small amount of monthly paperwork. 
 
Among the costs of parking permits, gas, oil, maintenance, tires, wear-and-tear, and depreciation, commuting 
via vanpool is a substantial savings when compared to the cost of individual commutes. Essentially, vanpooling 
works best and is most cost effective when it operates like transit in situations where a fixed route does not 
otherwise work. This is the case for the majority of UW’s commute shed (see the GIS maps, in Figures 19-24). 
Vanpools are generally most cost effective for roundtrip commutes of 20 miles or more, which represents a 
significant portion of UW’s commuters.  
 
For example, a vanpool works well for groups of shift workers who share a schedule that is stable, such as 
dining, grounds, and custodial workers. It is important to note the employees do not need to live in the exact 
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same community—they simply need to share a corridor between home and work. Even the work locations can 
vary to a degree and still allow vanpooling to be effective. 
 
It is important to note some service workers are experiencing socio-economic conditions in which their 
transportation costs are highly disproportionate to their household income, with vehicles that are older, less 
reliable, and less fuel efficient. For this group of workers, vanpooling can have a very positive economic impact. 
Often the most challenging problem with marketing vanpooling is explaining it. The first hurdle is helping 
potential riders and drivers understand who owns the van and manages the liability (the vanpool provider), and 
that the van is driven by a member of the vanpool, rather than by a hired driver. The next challenge is finding 
the person or people in a potential group who are willing to be drivers and backup drivers (the vanpool provider 
usually provides driver training for those who would be driving full-size vans). A third challenge is forming and 
managing (e.g., counseling through conflict) the group—the vanpool provider will usually facilitate these 
interactions. The last major obstacle is the matrix of pricing which depends upon so many factors (size of a van, 
type of van, number of seats, number of occupants, distance traveled), can be confusing; this is particularly true 
if marketing to individuals for whom English is not their first language. 
 
In order to be successful, several strategies have been proven to help. 

 First, arrange a situation in which you can speak directly with the people who would benefit from the 
service—do not count on gatekeepers (e.g., shift managers). For service workers, hold a brief timeclock 
meeting as a shift begins, or visit a staff meeting; have a member of Transit and Parking Services, a 
representative from the vanpool provider, and (as appropriate) foreign language interpreters present. 
This direct and personal contact can be very effective and reassuring. 

 Second, make sure all subsidies are lined up, to reduce the costs to the individual end users; this may 
require partnership with regional organizations (a vanpool provider may undertake the full burden for 
this task), and as desired, identify any subsidies the University may be willing to contribute to each van 
or participant. 

 Third, and most importantly, work with the vanpool provider to simplify the equation by which the 
pricing is determined—perhaps limit the selection vehicles, increase the mileage bands that determine 
pricing based on distance, eliminate month-to-month changes in pricing that make using payroll 
deduction prohibitively difficult. To the degree possible, work with the vanpool provider to create as few 
flat rates as possible. Most conversations with potential vanpoolers end when they ask how much it will 
cost them, and the answer is “well, that depends…” They glaze over, and are lost. 

 
Once a campus gets a handful of vans operating, it has a built-in group of representatives to provide 
testimonials, advice, and information. At that point, the University can go beyond the low-hanging fruit, such as 
service workers and market more broadly. Vanpooling has nearly a 50-year history of providing a cost-saving 
commuting choice to office workers and other professionals, as well. 
 
In short, the successful launch of a vanpool program requires a very active, creative, and engaged partnership 
with vanpool provider and institutional support (supervisors, parking services, payroll, etc.). The right 
combination of incentives will help as well: free or discounted parking for vanpools, payroll deduction, and 
University subsidies. 
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TDM SUPPORT SERVICES 
 
TDM programs tend to work best when they are accompanied by support services or TDM “enablers,” which can 
act as a security blanket for commuters who leave their personal vehicles at home. These can include a 
guaranteed ride home (GRH) program, park-and-ride lots, commuter ride matching, one-day parking permits for 
alternative commuters, a bike-share program, and carshare vehicles available on campus. 
 
While the TDM programs themselves reduce single-occupancy vehicle presence, the support services help 
attract and retain program participants. Above, we referred to these offerings as security blankets. That is what 
our cars are for most of us, most of the time. The average car spends 95 percent of its time parked, and only five 
percent actually transporting us someplace.1 But, we know it is there if we need it. 
 
It is this sense of security that keeps some people driving every day, even if they know transit, carpooling, 
vanpooling, or cycling can work perfectly well for them—even if they know changing commuting modes could 
save them hundreds or even thousands of dollars per year. We say a sense of security because while programs 
such as GRH tend to rate high in importance, their utilization is generally low. 
 
GUARANTEED RIDE HOME 
Guaranteed ride home (GRH) programs may be the most important support service to offer. Currently, UW does 
not offer such a service. Walker recommends UW implements a widely publicized Guaranteed Ride Home 
Program. It is recommended that these be provided free of charge with the possibility of a limited number per 
person. However, Walkers research and past experience tells us that the number of times these GRH will 
actually be used are few. Below is an example from Cornell University, in Ithaca, New York.  

Similarly, CU Boulder introduced GRH and the amount of money budgeted to pay for rides in the first year of the 
program was not depleted for over 10 years. 
 

                                                           
1 Shoup, Donald. The High Cost of Free Parking, 2005 

When TDM programs were implemented at Cornell in 1990, potential participants were surveyed. 
Among the questions asked was: “How frequently do you think you would require [a guaranteed] 
ride home?” The consensus was around once per month. Within less than two years of the 
introduction of TDM at Cornell, there were over 3,000 participants eligible for the GRH program. If 
each of them required one ride per month, the University would have been providing tens of 
thousands of rides each year. In reality, over the course of the next 20 years, the average was around 
5 rides per month among the full campus population. The importance of a GRH program is its 
existence, not its actual use. In the course of those 20 or so years, Cornell’s GRH program was 
broadened to include anyone on campus, the assumption being that if someone requests a ride, 
they had—almost by definition—not brought a car to campus that day. The number of rides 
requested did not increase, but the public relations value was high and the awareness of GRH did 
increase. 
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Part of the reason for these extremely low levels of use of GRH is that it is a safety net of last resort. Even those 
people who are eligible, and whose circumstances dictate a need for a GRH, will seek out other means of 
obtaining a ride before calling for this service. They will ask coworkers, family, and friends first; and only failing 
this, will they finally call for a guaranteed ride home. Guaranteed rides home can be provided or augmented by 
campus staff using University vehicles, with taxicabs, by employing a ride-hailing service (e.g., Uber or Lyft), or 
by taking advantage of carsharing vehicles. 
 
CARSHARE/ RIDESHARE 
Ridesharing includes carpooling, vanpooling and the use of transportation network companies (TNCs), such as 
Uber or Lyft. Carsharing includes various vendor cars provided by companies for hourly or daily rentals. 
Ridesharing assists users that may not have the ability to drive or have access to transit or a personal vehicle in 
making trips that are longer distance than can be made via walking or cycling. In some cases, vanpool vehicles 
are provided by government organizations at a reduced (subsidized rate) in order to assist in reducing 
congestion. 
 
Ridesharing mobile applications can assist users in finding new partners or services conveniently. Institutions can 
also support ridesharing users by providing discounted or premium parking to carpool users. 
 
Much like the guaranteed ride home program, the availability of carsharing vehicles on the campus can serve as 
an enabling service to increase levels of participation in TDM programs. Again, this plays to why people want to 
have a car with them at work or school, to begin with—just in case. With GRH the question is “what if I need to 
get home (or to daycare or my kid’s school) in a hurry?” With carshare, the question is “what if I need to run a 
midday errand?” It was reported that some people even drive their own cars to campus every day in order to 
run periodic business-related errands. 
 
Individual and departmental carshare memberships can cover these needs. The point is to help convince campus 
community members that alternatives exist for getting around during the day that do not require them to have 
their own cars. In fact, in many cases, a carshare car will be closer to their location (and will have a guaranteed, 
reserved spot available when they return). The magnitude of a carshare’s presence on campus will be directly 
related to the level of usage of the cars already there—meaning that the more the cars are used, the more likely 
it is that the carshare provider will add more vehicles to campus, presumably scattered around campus, making 
carsharing increasingly convenient. By encouraging more individuals and departments to join carshare and to 
use those cars for errands, rather than using their personal or campus-owned vehicles, the more prevalent the 
service can become. 
 
The two main benefits are that people who could commute by alternative means, but bring a car just so it is 
available for potential midday use, can now leave their cars at home and still feel that they have mobility when 
they need it. In the case of people who bring cars to work for work-related errands, carsharing provides a good 
tool that may expose the University to less liability. 
 
Carsharing is less likely to be successful if the University does not actively implement TDM programs. If most 
people continue to bring their single-occupancy vehicles to campus each day, carshare cars will be dramatically 
underutilized. 
 
Future facility planning must include efficient passengers waiting areas for Transportation Network Companies 
(TNCs) to pick-up and drop-off passengers. TNCs include Uber, Lyft, and other on demand ride services. These 
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also include bike share, scooters, and other modes of rideshare transportation. These pickup and drop-off zones 
could be used for friends and family members who drop off individuals at the University as well. Walker suggests 
that UW consider the following: 
 

 Carpool incentives – potentially financial incentive 

 Set up events at which people can get personalized support to figure out their transportation 

alternatives. 

 Have lunch-and-learns or timeclock meetings—especially with shift workers—with the support of the 

local vanpool provider, to explain and generate interest in vanpooling. 

 Launch a carshare program through a company such as Enterprise or Zipcar. Publicize the availability of 

carshare vehicles for personal errands and for University business, the higher the utilization, the more 

likely the carshare provider is to add vehicles—this creates a positive feedback loop. 

 
ONE-DAY PERMITS 
A GRH program can account for the days on which people experience unexpected needs to leave campus. 
However, there are days on which individuals know that they have before- or after-work commitments or 
daytime errands for which they cannot (or prefer not to) use carshare or another mode. For these planned 
needs, it can be mutually beneficial if customers who choose not to purchase long-term permits can be given 
access to one-day permits. These may be offered free, at a discount, or at the current going rate for daily 
parking. In order to incentivize alternatives to the SOV, Walker recommends that at least some permits (e.g., ten 
per year or one per month) are provided at partially- or fully-subsidized pricing. Like each of the preceding 
support services, this “enabler” addresses the security blanket issues, as described earlier in this section, which 
surround peoples’ choices to bring their personal vehicles to campus every day. These discounts could be 
enabled with the Parkmobile app currently in use, or even expanded throughout more of campus. If license 
plate recognition (LPR), described in the next section, were implemented, these users could park in particular 
lots that are geofenced for parking without the difficulty of having to add specific meters or have a printed day 
pass on their dashboard. 
 
PARK-AND-RIDE LOTS 
Park-and-ride lots can be formal, official places to meet public transit. Using park-and-ride lots is also useful for 
carpools and vanpools in areas in which population density drops rapidly outside the employment centers. It is 
likely that there are other underutilized parking lots in the environs of the City or in surrounding communities 
that may be good places for official or unofficial park-and-ride lots—these may be places of worship or 
commercial centers that see low levels of use during business days. Often businesses will welcome this use, as it 
can bring them customers as people drop off or pick up their cars.  
 
RIDEMATCHING 
Many carpools are formed between spouses and partners, who unless provided additional incentives to ride 
together, may bring two vehicles to campus each day. Alternatively, neighbors may pair up to commute to 
UW—or co-workers may realize that they live close enough to each other to make carpooling viable. Finding 
these connections is important. The University could use the data it has to assist in this facilitation process. 
Online platforms where a user says they are interested in carpooling, are available. These help connect 
individuals who, otherwise might never have found each other. 
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TDM MARKETING 
 
It is not enough to simply offer alternatives to single occupancy vehicle (SOV) commute. TDM must be marketed 
so that people are both aware of the programs, and see how they fit their individual needs. 
 
Because the single-occupancy vehicle is so deeply engrained in peoples’ minds and in the culture, the TDM 
message can be challenging one to get through. It needs to be interwoven in all conversations about 
transportation. And it is more than a discussion about environmental sustainability: it is about the University 
investing in people, not parking, about land-use, about the amount of money that individuals can save by 
commuting differently, about traffic and emissions, and about transportation equity. 
 
Many people choose their mode of commuting reflexively, through habit. Because new employee orientation 
may not occur for days or even weeks after a new hire, it is imperative to get alternative transportation 
information into the hands of new employees immediately. If the University waits until orientation, the new 
staff member almost certainly already has a parking permit and an ingrained commuting habit that will be much 
harder to break. Education regarding commuting options (and the individual benefits) has to start with the first 
contact that faculty, staff, and students have with representatives of parking services. When a new community 
member comes joins the campus, if they have a car they are likely to request a parking permit. This should 
immediately generate a conversation that begins: “But, did you know…” It takes training, discipline, and 
consistency to ensure that this happens—but, the chances of encouraging someone to join a TDM program will 
be highest during this first contact. 
 
However, TDM is not a one-time message; the presence of these programs needs to be a constant undercurrent 
in the communications that come from parking. People’s lives are a continuum of changing circumstances, and 
their transportation needs and options can change with them. The transportation needs of a single person 
versus one who is married may differ. Requirements also change as children progress from infancy to childcare 
to school age and older. People find themselves caring for elders, or working more than one job, or participating 
in community activities. Each transition brings an opportunity to reconsider one’s transportation choices. 
 
Among the marketing messages, we recommend highlighting a guaranteed ride home program—open to 
anyone who did not arrive on campus in an SOV. We also suggest focusing on an employee commuting incentive 
program that provides enough flexibility to encourage people to relinquish their parking permits, without feeling 
as if a single trip to campus will wipe out the savings gained by several days of using alternatives. Another 
important message is the availability of carsharing vehicles for personal and business-related errands. 
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Goals and Best Practices of Transit and Mobility 
 
 
VISION, GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
 
MOBILITY VISION STATEMENT 
 

The faculty, staff, and students of the University of Wyoming have come together with the City of 
Laramie to promote enhanced mobility around bikes, transit, and other modes of transportation. 
Today, Buses are at capacity during peak hours and bike racks are full at virtually every building on 
campus. The campus community supports increased mobility for all modes, including riding the bus 
and biking as an affordable and convenient means of transportation to and from the campus.  
 
In addition, bicycling is important for the recreation, transportation, health, and economy of the 
community. The following vision statement outlines what and where the university wants to be in the 
future. The vision focuses on the future and is a source of inspiration. The following vision statement, 
developed in coordination with the project team, guides the University of Wyoming Parking and 
Transportation Plan for the next 10 years: 
 

The University of Wyoming will be a place where transportation is multimodal, sustainable, 
safe, and accessible for all users.  
 

Goals help guide the University towards fulfilling the vision and relate to existing and newly launched 
efforts. Objectives are more specific statements that define how each goal will be achieved. Objectives 
are measurable and allow tracking and benchmarking to demonstrate the university’s progress toward 
the goals and vision. 
 
MOBILITY GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
 

1. Enhance campus mobility and access 

o Strategically master plan buildings and facilities to enhance all users and transportation 

connections. Ensure that transportation and mobility considerations are included in all 

planning endeavors. Consider transit and active mode access during the earliest phases of 

building planning.  

o Reduce environmental impact by encouraging reduced dependency on the single occupant 

vehicle, by maximizing existing parking and transit infrastructure. 

 
2. Increase bicycle ridership on the University of Wyoming campus 

o Increase the percent of commuting by bicycle to 15% (up from 9% as stated in the Long-

range Development Plan) 

o Develop and implement an annual ongoing off-street and campus wide bicycle count plan. 

o Obtain Silver Level Bike Friendly University status  
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o Establish campus bicycle safety/riding guide  

3. Incorporate considerations for transit, bicyclists, and pedestrians (facilities, route designation, 

wayfinding, signage, access, parking, and storage) in all future improvements to the 

transportation system, public space, and facilities 

o Incorporate walking and bicycling as prominent components of a campus-wide Complete 

Street Policy. 

o Look for ways to “right-size” roadways within the university that will balance excess 

roadway capacity with new bicycle capacity while providing safe options for pedestrians.  

 
4. Develop design, construction, and maintenance standards for transit, pedestrian, and bike 

facilities 

o Update the existing standards, enhancing transit, bicycle, and pedestrian facility guidelines 

to include best practices and innovative solutions tailored to fit the University network 

needs 

o Include natural systems considerations (potential to increase tree canopy, integrate water 

quality improvements and integrate with sustainability goals) in bicycle facility, pedestrian 

facility, and road guidelines 

o Develop and apply maintenance standards and frequency requirements for bicycle and 

pedestrian facilities.  This objective is particularly important to address bicycle obstacles 

during the winter months. 

 
5. Partner with the City of Laramie to build a safe and efficient bicycling and pedestrian network 

and support facilities that serves the needs of all types of users – transit riders, bicyclists, and 

pedestrians, connecting the university to the recreational trails, downtown, retail centers, and 

local services. 

o Implement a continuous network of bike lanes and signed shared bikeways that serve 

bicyclists of all ages and abilities, including both recreational and utilitarian riders 

o Ensure that all bicycle crashes are accurately reported into the crash database 

o Track and reduce the bicycle-related crash rates 

o Enhance wayfinding throughout campus and the community for cyclists and pedestrians. 

 
6. Increase connectivity between the University and regional/city bicycle infrastructure.  

Coordinate with the City of Laramie and the community bike groups. 

 
7. Promote bicycling as a healthy and inexpensive transportation alternative to new incoming 

students. 

o Together with program partners, continue bicycling education and encouragement activities 

o Integrate bicycle facilities into student living facilities 
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o Develop a program that encourages students and staff to ride to businesses and incentivizes 

businesses and employers to promote, accommodate, and encourage bicycle to their 

location 

 
8. Establish a division under the facilities and parking management department to maintain and 

expand the university bike program 

o Employ a bike coordinator to serve as an advocate and liaison for biking on campus 

o Develop a reliable funding source through the university budgeting process to maintain and 

expand the bicycle program 

o Monitor the ongoing process of the Bike Plan implementation and its effectiveness in 

achieve the stated vision and goals by issuing a Report Card every two years 

o Establish and enforce campus bicycle laws/codes/guidelines 

The following sections provide performance measures and standards for the University to implement for 
existing and future services. Best practices and examples are shown to assist the agency in formalizing realistic 
policies to support transit services. 
 
TRANSIT PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
 
One common transit industry performance indicator to determine how well a bus system and/or route is 
operating and its activity level is the average weekday passengers per revenue hour. This indicator is found by 
taking the route’s average weekday ridership divided by the average weekday revenue hours.  
 
Many other performance indicators can be used to analyze the performance of the transit system or route and 
how these routes interact with other services. These indicators include annual ridership, revenue hours, revenue 
miles, cost per passenger, and passengers per revenue hour. As a recipient of Federal Transit Administration 
funding, the University is required to report annual system data to the National Transit Database, which has 
been in place for a while. Four categories are mandated for each agency: 

 Passenger per revenue mile  

 Passenger per revenue hour  

 Cost per passenger trip  

 Farebox recovery 

Existing staff monitor these statistics to determine route changes and to assess annual agency performance. 
However, as the University transit system continues to grow, along with the Laramie community, the agency 
recognizes the importance of having adopted policies with Service Design Guidelines and performance measures 
to guide future transit system changes. 
 
Design Guidelines provide guidance on how the future transit service in Laramie will be designed and operated, 
as well as for new services. The agency goal is to provide quality transit service in a cost-effective manner that is 
consistent and equitable. Often there are competing decisions for areas with greatest demand, which service 
works best, and where limited resources can and should be used. The Guidelines will bring clarity and 
consistency when adjusting or improving transit services to meet changing customer and community needs. 
Guidelines also have flexibility to respond to customer needs and community expectations in an accountable, 
equitable, and efficient manner. It should also be noted adherence to the service guidelines depends upon 
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available resources. In the event of constrained resources, the agency will meet the Guidelines as closely and 
consistently as possible, as resources allow. 
 
Transit service at the University of Wyoming is largely focused on internal student transportation/circulation. 
That said, the University operates the only transit available in Laramie. This service provides critical connections 
for students and residents throughout the community. As the University considers its operations in the future – 
including the potential to expand operations – leaders should consider the following performance measures.  
 
ROUTE DESIGN 
 
Transit agencies consider a full range of factors, such as politics and the economy, when making route and 
service decisions. The design of routes provides guidance in the planning process. The following categories assist 
in the development and modifications of fixed route services. 
 
• Directness: Routes should be as direct as the street network allows. Straight paths make for the fastest trip 
possible, while circuitous routes take more time to deliver passengers to their destinations. Direct routes also 
allow passengers to easily maintain orientation, which can make the transit service easier to navigate. 
 
• Simplicity: Direct routes will likely be associated with one or two major arterials and will encourage the idea 
that the transit system is an integrated part of the transportation system. 
 
• Consistency: The route should be consistent in both alignment and schedule. While the schedule may change 
during the day due to demand, changes from one trip to another that appear random to a customer should be 
avoided. When possible, frequencies should be divided easily into an hour such as every 15, 20, 30, or 60 
minutes. Customers can easily remember when the bus comes each hour, and if they only use the service 
irregularly, won’t be required to consult a time table each time they want to catch the bus.  
 
Consistent scheduling also allows for easier connections between routes that consistently occur each hour. 
These connections are especially important for neighborhood routes that are less frequent, and whose ridership 
relies on transfers for much of their trips.  
 
These factors must be balanced in Laramie where some areas in the community limit the connectivity of the 
underlying street network.  
 
AREA COVERAGE 
 
Area Coverage indicators measure demographic information of the designated transit service area. Different 
measures include population density, income levels, activity centers, etc. Transit systems operate in a variety of 
different areas, such as neighborhood settings, downtown business districts, or campus environments. 
 
Demographic analysis pertinent to transit route spacing may be completed as part of an annual transit analysis. 
The data proves useful and provides a detailed analysis of transit demand potential within a community. 
 
TCRB Table 6-1 provides route spacing guidelines recommended from the Transit Capacity and Quality of Service 
Manual. Selecting a pre-determined standard assists the transit agency determine when an area of the 
community may need service modifications. In some areas of town, low-income areas often overlap lower-
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density areas, which is difficult for transit agencies to provide higher levels of transit service without surrounding 
higher densities to support the service. 
 

 
 
Another criterion used to assess route spacing is location of activity centers, displayed in TCRB Table 6-2. Activity 
centers are places where one or more functions are concentrated. Functions in this case, indicate large 
employers, medical facilities, retail centers, or educational institutions. The activity centers may be clustered 
around an intersection, within a dedicated area, or along street corridors. Activity center clusters should be 
located no farther than ½-mile apart. 
 

 
 
FREQUENCY OF SERVICE 
 
Service frequency defines how long customers must wait for the next bus. Higher frequencies help make service 
more attractive to potential riders but have a higher cost with more buses and drivers. 
TCRB Table 6-3 represents a range of standards for Frequency of Service for different types of routes. 
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SPAN OF SERVICE HOURS 
 
Service hours define the number of hours a specific route will operate each day. Longer hours of daily service 
allow the transit agency to capture more riders, but also increases overall costs, when operating outside the 
typical work day and peak hours. Generally, in transit, service starting early in the morning, should be prioritized 
over service extending into the early evening, to better capture the start of the working period. Characteristics 
of different spans of service are shown in TCRB Table 6-6. These standards represent a range to develop as a 
service standard. 
 

 
 
TRANSIT/AUTO TRAVEL TIME 
 
The travel time metric is a comparison between a bus and auto traveling from one end of the route to the other 
end. Auto/Bus travel times measure the directness of a bus route compared with auto travel and are a good 
indication whether the transit service will be appealing to persons with the option of the automobile. 
Data collection for Auto/Bus travel time comparisons are costly if many origin/destination pairs are considered. 
This measure requires an amount of subjectivity when selecting the origin-destination pairs. The metric assumes 
the walk time from residence to auto parking is the same of the wait time for a bus. TCRB Table 6-8 below shows 
Auto/Bus travel time characteristics. 
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VEHICLE SIZE 
 
Appropriately sized vehicles are important for maintaining passenger comfort, perception of well-utilized 
resources, and overall safety. A balance must be achieved for when a passenger views a vehicle as too full or not 
having enough capacity, which may dissuade them from using the bus. On the other hand, a vehicle with too 
much capacity could lead a passenger to think that the agency is not utilizing their funds correctly. 
 
To find this balance, transit agencies typically use load factor or passengers per revenue hour to determine the 
correct vehicle size. Using the load factor metric, provides peak period time of day data. The passengers per 
revenue hour metric does not report by peak hour, but daily information. Because of this drawback, agencies 
continually review overloading incidents in comparison with passengers per revenue hour to confirm and re-
evaluate vehicle size. 
 
TCRB Table 6-9 summarizes vehicle size standards as measured by passengers per revenue hour. It should be 
noted that it is up to the agency to evaluate all routes within the system. For example, a 60-foot articulated bus 
would be evaluated for routes experiencing above 60 passengers per revenue hour. However, it should be noted 
that higher initial purchasing costs, higher fuel costs, and higher maintenance costs should be taken into 
consideration when evaluating the purchase of these vehicles. 
 
The desire to diversify a fleet should be balanced with the impacts on fleet storage requirements, maintenance 
training and equipment, and that some vehicles, such as body-on-chassis vehicles, tend to have higher 
maintenance costs and shorter vehicle lifespans when compared when heavy duty full size buses. 
 

 
 
STOP SPACING AND PLACEMENT 
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Bus stop spacing and placement is an important element in service design. Routes with many bus stops may 
increase travel time due to the frequent stops and customers boarding or alighting. Having many bus stops 
affects ridership, because even though passengers may have a shorter walk to a bus stop, their overall travel 
time may be longer. Each community must gauge the trade-off between many bus stops and longer trip time 
that provide short walking distances but more frequent stops; or bus stops farther apart, but require longer 
walking distances, higher speeds, and potentially shorter bus trips. TCRB Table 6-11 summarizes the typical bus 
stop spacing referenced by TCRP Report 19 “Guidelines for the Location and Design of Bus Stops.”  
 

 
 
Understanding land use and planning dynamics within each community is key to establishing bus stop 
placement. Two examples from the Kansas City area and from Lincoln, Nebraska are shown below. TCRB Table 
6-12 summarizes the stop spacing used by the Kansas City Area Transportation Authority (KCATA), which is 
based on the type of service and general density characteristics of the area. StarTran, in Lincoln, NE, determines 
stop spacing guidelines by population and employment, as shown in TCRB Table 6-12.  
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BUS STOP AMENITIES 
 
Many bus stops amenities consist of a bus stop sign and route designation numbers, which are typically 
adequate for a bus stop with a low passenger boarding or alighting volumes. As passenger amenities are 
enhanced and improved, public transit becomes more attractive to potential riders. Additional amenities 
provide a greater sense of presence and are more inviting than a stop with a sign. They also improve the comfort 
and experience of current passengers. The type of stop infrastructure varies depending on adjacent land use, 
boarding and alighting volume, and service frequency. TCRB Table 6-14 displays one example of bus stop 
amenity standards for Lawrence, KS. 
 

 
 
ACCESS TO BUS STOPS 
 
Residents within the community being able to safely and conveniently get to and from bus stops is necessary for 
passengers to fully utilize the system. Without accessible connections, bus stops are disconnected from the 
transportation network and not useful. In addition, providing accessible connections to bus stops are required 
under federal law. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Accessibility Guidelines for Transportation Facilities 
(ADAAG) was adopted by the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) as the standard for ADA 
compliance. ADAAG requires “bus boarding and alighting” areas be “connected to streets, sidewalks, or 
pedestrian paths by an accessible route” (ADAAG 810.2.3). The ADAAG minimum requirements are listed below. 
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• Section 810.2.1: “Surface: Bus stop boarding and alighting areas shall have a firm, stable surface.”  
 
• Section 810.2.2: “Dimensions. Bus stop boarding and alighting areas shall provide a clear length of 96 inches [8 
feet] minimum, measures perpendicular to the curb or vehicle roadway edge, and a clear width of 60 inches [5 
feet], measured parallel to the vehicle roadway.”  
 
• Section 810.2.3: “Connection. Bus boarding and alighting areas shall be connected to the streets, sidewalks, or 
pedestrian paths by an accessible route complying with 402” of the 2010 ADA standards. 
 
• Section 810.2.4: “Slope. Parallel to the roadway, the slope of a bus stop boarding and alighting area shall be 
the same as the roadway, to the maximum extent practicable. Perpendicular to the roadway, the slope of the 
bus stop boarding and alighting area shall not be steeper than 1:48 [~2%].” 
 
• Section 810.3: “Bus Shelters. Bus shelters shall provide a minimum clear floor or ground space complying with 
305 entirely within the shelter. Bus shelters shall be connected with an accessible route complying with 402 of 
the 2010 ADA standards to a board and alighting areas complying with 810.2.” 
 
• Section 810.4: “Bus signs. Bus route identification signs shall comply with 703.5.1 through 703.5.4, and 703.5.7 
and 703.5.8 of the 2010 ADA standards. In addition, to the maximum extent practicable, bus route identification 
signs shall comply with 703.5.5,” which pertain to finish, contrast, and legibility standards. 
 
Accessibility is also defined as having access to transit service within the community. One recent 2016 example 
is at Metro in Los Angeles, the agency developed new performance criteria with Accessibility as one measure. 
The Metro Board adopted a revised set of service standards and policies designed to improve the customer 
experience. The following text is one indicator used by the agency. 
 

Accessibility: Service is to be provided within ¼-mile of 99% of Census tracts within Metro’s service area 
having at least three households per acre and/or at least four jobs per acre. Fixed-route service provided 
by other operators may be used to meet this standard. This standard ensures the availability of fixed 
route service to virtually all residents of Metro’s service area while limiting duplication of service by using 
services operated by others to achieve the standard2. 
 

SERVICE STANDARDS 
Service design guidelines were discussed above and focused on guidance for structure a transit network or 
individual routes. The following Service Performance Standards focus on the transit agencies opportunity to 
evaluate the operation of service. Tracking metrics on regular basis provides transit agencies with trend data 
and identifies specific service or route evaluations for modification or changes. 
 
Service performance standards also support meeting federal requirements. The recent passage of the federal 
transportation bill builds upon performance measurement requirements of the previous transportation bill, and 
requires regional and state agencies to select performance targets through coordination with public transit 
agencies that must meet performance targets based on safety performance criteria and state of good repairs. 
 

                                                           
2 Los Angeles Metro 2016 Metro Transit Service Policies and Standards 
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The service performance standards help ensure transit agency services are useful to residents in the community, 
as well as cost effective for local funding contributions. A variety of standards cover a wide range of subjects, 
including ridership, safety, reliability, customer satisfaction, etc. 
 
PASSENGER LOAD FACTOR 
 
The passenger load factor (the ratio between seated and standing passengers) evaluates how well the space on 
transit vehicles is being utilized, along with how efficiently the seats are filled. The metric assists an agency in 
understanding the size of vehicle appropriate to transit demand. In addition, the metric assists transit 
management with trip level planning when the buses are too full (exceed standard thresholds) during specific 
times of day to take action with the dispatch of additional service vehicles. TCRB Table 7-1 summarizes peak 
load factor characteristics. Passenger load factors should be collected for all University transit services. The 
transit agency should continue to collect peak load data to determine which routes are operating at crush load 
and at which specific time periods. If the peak loads continue to occur on a regular basis (at least three days a 
week for weekday service or two times a month weekend service), corrective action should be taken. 
 

 
 
ON-TIME PERFORMANCE 
 
A key success factor for all transit agencies is providing convenient and reliable transit service with schedules the 
public can depend on. To identify routes with serious on-time performance issues, an agency must conduct an 
annual comprehensive assessment of on-time performance using automatic passenger count data samples (if 
available), together with spot on-street monitoring. The assessment is based on data collected over at least one 
service change period. The results of the assessment allow the transit agency to rate each route for on-time 
performance and prioritize other actions to improve performance. 
On-time performance describes how a transit vehicle adheres to the posted schedule and is an important 
component in measuring the usability and attractiveness of a transit system. This measurement is only effective 
and accurate if the agency has established a standard for on-time performance and collected accurate data.  
TCRB Table 7-2 summarizes on-time performance characteristics. Realistic on-time performance standards allow 
latitude for encountering general delays, without unduly inconveniencing bus riders. For most persons, a wait of 
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up to five additional minutes would not be regarded as excessive. However, beyond five minutes late does not 
leave a favorable impression on reliability of the system. Buses should never be early. 
 

 
 
PASSENGERS PER REVENUE HOUR 
 
Passengers per Revenue Hour is a ridership productivity measure. This measure can be a factor of similar route 
types in the system, such as neighborhood routes or connector routes. A “System Index” evaluation compares 
individual route performance to metrics from the entire system or a group of similar routes. This methodology 
calculates the systemwide average for each type of route and determines how each route performs compared 
with the systemwide average.  
Routes are evaluated based on the following categories: 
• Low-performing: 50% of system average and below  
• Average-performing: 51%-149% of the system average  
• High-performing: 150% of the system average 
 
SAFETY STANDARDS 
 
The Federal Transportation Bill requires regional and state agencies to coordinate their performance measures 
“to the maximum extent practicable” with public transportation providers, which in turn, are required to 
develop performance targets based on safety performance criteria for all modes of public transportation. The 
performance measures will make agencies more accountable for the development and maintenance of federally 
funded programs. 
 
Safety measures essential for tracking performance are listed below. Numerous others also exist; however, the 
list below includes some common metrics. 

 Total crashes per 100,000 revenue miles – reflects exposure, such as lack of bus lanes  

 Revenue miles between preventable incidents  

 Preventable crashes per 100,000 revenue miles – reflects operator training  

 Total fatalities – should be zero in a given year for the transit agency  

 Reported crimes per 100,000 boardings  

 Total accidents and/or incidents per 100,000 miles 
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ASSET MANAGEMENT 
 
State and regional planning agencies are required to coordinate performance measures with public 
transportation providers on the State of Good Repair. The Transit Asset Management 2016 final rule establishes 
state good repair standards and four state of good repair performance measures:  

 Equipment: (non-revenue) service vehicles;  

 Rolling stock;  

 Infrastructure: rail fixed-guideway, track, signals, and systems; and,  

 Facilities. 

Realistic metrics used by many agencies to collect data for the above measures are listed below. Completing an 
assessment of capital investment and other strategies preserves existing and projected future transportation 
infrastructure, provides for multimodal projects based on regional needs and priorities, and reduces 
vulnerability of the existing infrastructure to natural disasters, as stated in the current transportation bill. 

 Average Age in Fleet  

 Percent of fleet exceeding design lifespan  

 Percent preventative maintenance performed on schedule  

 Missed trips due to operation failures  

 Number of repeat breakdowns per month  

 Revenue miles between failures  

 Spare ratio  

 Total road calls  

 Energy Savings 

 

SUMMARY 
 
The service performance indicators and standards provide metrics for the University to be responsive to 
community and campus needs, changing ridership patterns, and ultimately providing guidance and data for the 
University to operate and efficient transit system. Implementing a regular schedule to evaluate service 
performance allows the University to track systemwide or route-level performance and make adjustments to 
improve overall transit service. 
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